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CH.\IRMAN WELTY : Fred, I think we are 
.. 
:·•. 

ready to get started. 

I hope that you have all received the 

fifth draft of the criteria and have had a chance 

to review it _before this meeting. I hope that it' 

' also very near to the final draft. 

My thought about the process involved in 

completing it was that we would take input from 

today's meeting, incorporate it into a sixth draft 

and also attach all of the appendices that are 

listed. We will be getting help from CH2M Hill, 

from EPA, from other agencies . to complete all of 
. . 

those appendices that are listed. So that the 

next draft you receive in the mail should include 

both the habitability criteria and all of the 

appendices and we would ask that you review that 

sixth draft with the appendices, give us your 

comments so that then we can come out with the . 

final draft or the fina 1 document. 

In the final document we realize that 

there may be some of our consultants who do not . . 

agree with the document the way that it's written, 

Any opinions of those _ consultants that don•t agree 

with the document as written will be attached to 
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the final document. 

Also we would like to mention for c larifi 
. .. . 

f ~';. 

tion purposes, the role of the consultants that 

we have hi red. We have hi rad you to help us draft 

this habitabi l ity criteria document and we have 

all been very impressed with the assistance that 

you have given us. I think we have made a lot of 

progress. None of us really realized how 

complicated this task would be, I think, when we 

naively agreed to participate in the process but 

we worked on it together and the docUlllent reflects 

a lot of clear thinking on your part and a lot of 

. assistance .to us in determining the ·h.abitability 

of the EDA. 

There is a question as to whether or not 

we will need another meeting and I would like to 

have you be thinking throughout the day as .to 

whether or not we can wrap it up today or if the r e 

is any reason to reconvene as a group to go over 

this sixth draft or whether we can handle this 

process by mail. 

At this point I would like to have 

Dr. Huffaker explain how he envisions the applica

tion of these criteria just so that we are all 
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clear on how this process will . be implemented from 

the point of view of the State of New York . 

DR. HUFFAKER: Okay. I have a couple of 

announcements to make before we get into that. 

Dr. Chalmers I believe is at the APHA in Californi~ 
I 

and Dr. Stolwijk is strikebound at Yale, 

Dr. Silbergeld we understand is in Australia and 

Dr; Devra Davis called last night and said that 

because of · personal problems that she would be 
, 

here, but late, and asked me to provide you with 

a couple of items, food for thought, which she 
. 

would like to _have you thinking about before she 

gets here and then she ·will defend it fu r ther and 

I said I would. 

She, in the first one was that, where 

t here are existing standards, ambient standards , 

standards for any chemical such as EPA, OSHA and 

so on, if these are exceeded, that the house or 

neighborhood would autotnatically be excluded from 

habitat ion. I told her that we had attempted to 

use the OSHA standards last time and it was 

rejected for various reasons and she said she 

understood that but she still thought that if such 

standards existed, they ought to be considered 

.. 
:\ 
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rather than just a comparison. 

The second one was, when we choose the 

comparison area, to be very careful that it need 

not have a major landfill it to disqualify it just 

for comparis9n. That might disqualify it, just a 

' few barre ls. 

I would be working on that particular pare 

of it and 1 1 m not sure how we are going to resolve 

her problem on that. 

Regarding the flow of docu111ents and the 

application of the habitability criteria, you 

experts will guide us in the preparation of . a 
. . 

habitability · criteria document. That then will go 

to CDC and DOH and we will add the appendices, 
. 

whatever else we feel is needed, keeping it in the 

guidelines that you provide to us. That will then 

be given to the TRC which is our parent organiza

tion and this is of importance to us as a whole. 

If · they approve, it will go out for peer · rev:ie w 

·providing that can be arranged. It will be 

returned from the peer review to the TRC with 

wh?tever comments the re v iewing body fee ls 

appropriate and it then would, de pending on what 

the . comnEnts were, if it passe _s the review, it 

I 
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would go from the TRC to the Commi$Sioner of Healt , 

.. 
:\ 

Dr. Axelrod or whoever is in that position, as a 

recommendation from the health agencies to him as 

far as habitation here and . it would be up to him 

then to accept, reject it. If ne accepts it, then 

it would be an implementation of these criteria 

using data that: either exists or would be generat:ei. 

We have not: gone into detail about: how this would . 

be done, whether this would be an oversight: 

committee and we have talked generally about this, 

it: would be desirable to have an oversight group 

which would include co1111DUnity represent:at •ion to 
. . 

observe the application of the data and the 

criteria to make the final decisions on habitability. 
. 

That is · what you wanted. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Yes. The question has 

come up as to whether any of the consultants might 

be utilized in that oversight group and I wondered 

what your fee ling W<llld be on that:. 

DR.HUFFAKER: I haven•t talked to the 

Co~issioner about: this particular aspect, It 

would certainly be desirable if members, the cur

rent group of experts would participate in the 

application of the habitability criteria. The 
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alternative is to find others and put them through 

the same educational pro cess that you have been 

subjected to for the last year. 

So, if we can leave that open and perhaps 

invite some of you back or all of you, however you 

wish, to wbrk with us on that aspect of it. Do 

you have s u ggestions or---

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Is there any further 

discussion from the consultants •t this • point on 

the opening statements . that we have made about: 

the process? 

DR. POHLAND: . What would happen if the 

documents didn•t pass? He said if it did pass, 

it goes to the Commissioner. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: If it doesn't pass the 

technical revie1-7 committee. 

DR. POHUND: All right. What happens 

then? 

DR. SIPES: The technical review or 

peer review? 

DR. HUFFAKER: At e ach level. 

DR. POHLAND: You know, you presumed 

everything went. 

DR HUFF"""R Y '·7e pres e nt 1.·t to the • ''""" : e s • " 
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TRC and if the TRC finds something totally objec
. ·-

tionable that it wants changed, the TRC would do 

this. It would not come through as your change, 

that would be the TRC change and then it would go 

out to pee r review with those changes in it. The 

same thing "if the peer review process found that 

there was something totally overlooked or totally . 

objectionable and then it would be a satisfactory 

document if these things were resolved , then I 

think the agency, the TRC would be looking to see 

how we might res .olve those problems. 

One- of the things we talked about was 
. 

that it would be desirable to have this cQme out 

so that any changes that were made, that they 

would not be represented as -your changes, that the 
. 

document that you provide or that you helped pre -

pare is the draft we are working now and except 

for the changes that would be made by the agencies 

involved, would have to be identified in that 

manner. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Maybe I should ask at 

this point, what would you prefer if there were 

objections from the TRC or peer review? Would you 

want to be notified of those objections and 
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participate in a correction of the identified 
. . ... 

problems? 

DR. POHLAND: Just knowing how difficult 

it is sometimes to get unanimity of agreement on 

some of thes~ things and since we will, whether we 

' like it or not, be identified with the whole 

decision process, it would seem appropriate to at 

least allow this group to have the opportunity to 

respond to whatever develops and that might be 

very productive. Sometimes in the review process, 

because maybe the way it•s delivered or .what kind 

of stage is set forth, some of the deliberat .ions 

chat l.ed to the . dee :i.sion that was made . are not 

clearly understood by t:he reviewers and I think 

it's probably productive to allow for this group, 

should such a decision be made, to respond to this 

just to help the process along some, It would; of 

course, depend upon .what the magnitude of the 

change might be and so forth, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Do the other consultants 

have similar feelings about that, you want to be 

able to respond ·to any comments that come in? 

DR. SIPES· : Well, I agree with Fred, his 

lase · statement that, you know, those within r~ason, 
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I think that there will be some comments or 

1 : 
.. ·~ revisions that may just require a change but then 

2 
there are some that should be discussed . So, that 

3 
is what you said before and I think I agree with 

. 4 
that. I think also we realize that there should b . 

5 
some modiffcaeions over tim.e as more people look 

8 
at this and more data become available~ then there 

7 
are going to be necessary revisions and changes. 

8 
So, this was just to get a direction going, I 

9 
believe, with the understanding that various other 

10 
groups "Would have inputted in different directions. 

ll 
DR. HUFFAKER: I would anticipate that 

12 .. 
the changes would probably be directed at the 

13 
appendices. The main document sets forth the 

14 
direction you want to go and how you want to get 

IS 
there and then the details are in the appendices, 

16 
and at that point is where people may have, I 

17 
would think, would be most likely where we would 

18 
identify problems and those may be correctable 

19 
without doing violence to the basic document. 

20 
DR~ SIPES: If some of the premises we 

21 
set out, you know, if other people agree with so 

22 
of our decisions and assumptions, fine -, and there 

2:i I 
is the possibility that another group would say 

I ' 
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no, we can•t go this route. 
. . . . . 

DR. POHLAND: I guess as we develop a 

position on the criteria, we are also consciously 

or maybe unconsciously ehinking about implementa

tion. So, when that step comes alo~g and there is 

difficulty ' in developing maybe a unanimous approac, 

to implementation, then I think the consultants 

may we 11 be of some use in trying to help direct 

this. 

CHAIRMAN ,vELTY: Well, we can make a 

commitment to send all of the comments that we 

receive to you and ask for your response to .those 

comments. Do you have any problem with that, Bob? 

DR. HUFF AKER: No·. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Any other discussion on 

these opening items? 

DR. WINKE LSTE IN: I am a little concerned 

still about the minority opinions as it were. I 

think in your appendix one, you probably ought to 

indicate the total number of meetings that were 

held and I think you should put in parentheses 

after each member how many meeting ·s they attended, 

because I think you are going to have prob ieins 

because probably there will be--there may be 
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individual statements by even those who concur 
.. 
. . 

with whatever decision we come up with but the 

validity . of the strength of th .ose opinions will be 

important considerations, I mean, important 

considerations will be how involved the person was 

in the whoie process . 

CHAI~~AN WELTY: We can easily do that . 

Do the other consultants agree with that suggestio1? 

DR. SIPES: I think in the spirit of what 

he said, I would agree . 

DR·. POHLAND: I agree . It needs to be · 

handled rather diplomatically as you well know. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, I noticed what 

you said here w.as, that had attended one or more 

meetings. I was looking for some names that you 

could drop off the list since they didn•t attend 

even one meeting. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Okay. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: But you see, it is 

lik e ly or I could con ce ive of a situation where 

the probability of a minority opinion would be 

inversely proportion to the participation anq that 

might be a misleading commenta1:y on the product. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: The other suggestion ha•: 

I 
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been to attach your curriculum vitae co that 

document and I am not: sure if we have everyone•s. 

Anita, do you know if you have on file all of our 

consuleants 1 curriculum vitae? I know you have 

some of them but---

' MS. GABALSKI: Whatever was sent to every 

body in general, CH2M Hill would have provided the 

to me as well. I couldn't tell you if I have 

everyone. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Okay. We 11, we will' try 

to check that and if we are missing any curriculum 

vitae, we will get in touch with you and request 

that you send it in for inclusion in this document ~ 

DR. POHI.AND: _It might be well to update 

it anyway. You know, I don•t know when or if they 

even got one from me but it seems to me this was 

forever when we did it. 

CHAIR.MAN WELTY: Would yo~ be able to 

send in another one? 

DR. POHI.AND: Sure. I think it might be 

wise to have everybody present a. current one • . Yo\ 

are going to get a wild assortment o·f documents 

and formats. You might want to also consider just 

what you want as far as for .mac for the curriculum 

1 
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vitae. 

DR. HUFFAKER: Why don•t I write a letter 

and ask .if you want to update the one you sent in, 

We would also know by that time who has . sent them 

~n and could update or send one or leave the one 

stand. 
f 

DR. POHLAND: I guess, Bob, what I am 

sayi~g is that there is some advantage to having 

uniformity of documents and I suspect if you get 

one from each of us here• they will all be a wild 

assortment of different ways and formats present-

ing things. To make the document, the overall 

document, more u ·sefu~ • . it may !:>e tha~ some of this 

can be abbreviated and more to the point, I 1 m 

not sure everybody cares about some of the things 

I put on my biographical sketch for certain reason~. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: We can make an attempt 

to editori-1lize your curriculum vitae if that is 

agreeable to everyone, 

DR. SIPES: Just make it look better, 

DR. POHLAND: There might not be anything 

left. 

CHAIR.'fAN WELTY: r would like to make a 

few collllllents about the agenda at this time. We 

I 
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llave a- few changes. We ·will start off with t;:he 

QA/QC, Dan Vandermeer has been the CDC representa

tive on the QA/QC task force and he will make that 

report in a few minutes. 

The second item deals with remediation 
, 

and Joe Slack is here not, but there will be one 

other person coming from the DEC at about 10:30. 

So, we will try to get started on that portion of 

the agenda around 10:30 as soon as that person 

arrives. 

Dr. Sipes will discuss the selection of 

the indicator chemicals. 

EPA will discuss the dioxin sampling plan~ 

Item number five deals with the habitable 

neighborhoods and Dr. Fowlkes, would you be able 

to include in that discussion your analysis of the 

neighborhoods when we come to that point in the 

agenda? 

DR. FOWLKES: You mean in terms of se lee- · 

tion or---

DR. WELTY: Yes, the selection and then I 

·think that the public will have some comments. At 

least we should provide the opp .ortunity for them t J 

. 
comment at that time, 
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DR. FOWU<ES: All right. 1 had assumed 

. , . 
. ·. 

that, in fact, what we sent regarding the selectio 

of the neighborhoods had been circulated. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: It has been. It has 

been circulated. So, presumably everybody has 

seen it and should be familiar with it but if the r<! 

is anything that you wish to present to the group 

in addition to that, I would like to give you an 

opportunity. 

DR. FOWLKES: No. I would rather have it 

.the othe r . way_ ·around, if there :l:s anything the 
. 

group would like to address, they could addTess it 
.. . . . 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Okay. We will cover 

those issues when we come to point · five on the 

agenda. 

Point six has to do with peer review. 

We have had some problems identifying a group to 

peer review this work so we will cover that probab 

. ly after Dr. Davis arrives, since she is an 

employee of NAS, 

Dr. Huffaker will discuss the selection o f 

control neighborhoods and we will go through the . 

docuC1ents to see if there are any changes that you l 
• 

want to make for the sL--<th draft and then we will 
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have a final question and answer period at the end 

·'.-::. 
In terms of lunch, do we have any plans 

for lunch? Off the record. 

(Discussion off the record.) 
I 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: All right, I would like 

to break for lunch right after we discuss the 

neighborhoods. Okay. First on the agenda is an 

update on the activities of the QA/QC task force. 

DR. FOWLKES: Could I just ask one thing, 

• since I came in late? When we received the ~om-
. 

mehts on the habitability criteria, ours apparentl 

didnt t get to you in time to attach, We sent _you 

also a set of comments on draft four of the habit-

ability criteria. 

DR, HUFFAKER: I didn't see them. 

DR. FOWLKES: We 11, it was sent, . 
CHAIRMAN WELTY: I didn't see them either ~ 

DR. FOWLKES: Well, we were very conscien 

tious and even brought copies because I was quite 

confused about how it happened that they weren 1 t 

attached with Dr, Stoline 1 s. 

CHAIRMilN WELTY: I never received theai, 

l 
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DR. HUFFAKER: It•s possible that they ar 

on my desk in the papers but I don•t think so. We 

will look into that. May I have a set? 

DR. FOWLKES: Yes, sure. 

CHA'.9'lMAN WELTY: Could you give one to 

' each of our consultants? We can make more copies 

if .it 1s necessary. 

DR. FOWLKES: Well, I ran off some yester 

day because I was concerned. 

CHAIRMAN WE !Tl: This is the . origins l 

here. 
• 

DR. FOWLKES: No• this is off the . compute~. 
. . 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Now, could you give a 

~opy to Anita. Maybe she can get some Xeroxes mad~ 

for the public too. 

DR. FOWI..'<ES: It's just to make the record 

complete. 

CHAIRMAN Wl::LTY: Yes, sure. 

DR. FOWI..'<ES; We did do our work. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: We appreciate that. 

Any other comments? 

(No response.) 

Okay, Dan, could you update us on the 

QA/QC? 
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DR. VANDER..'1EER: By way of review, on 

September 20th, a Quality control / Qualjty Assurance 

plan was put: in final form and widely distributed 

to each of the scientists and to the members of 

_the communit:>:. and 
, 

approach to Quality 

that 

Con

plan 

trol 

called for 

and Quality 

a phased 

Assurance, 

documentation of all of the environmental monitor

ing that has been done in the Love Canal area. 

To date, the first phase of the activity was 

simply to go to each of the data sets, a data set: 

being an easily ident:ifiable set of environmental 

monitoring data _and to verify the existence of 

ce~tain items that would ·permit one to do a ·Qualit: . 

Control/Quality Assurance assessment of that 

particular data set. 

All of the phase . A or first level Quality 

Control/Quality Assurance has been done now by 

the contractor, CH2~t Hill and on October 29th, 

they distributed · a package to again each of the 

consulting scientists, members of the TRC and 

others and the community that show the results of 

the phase A effort by data set and I presume that 

each of the scientists · has a copy of ::hat at this 

point. If not, we will make sure you have a copy . 
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of it and I believe there are copies in the back 
-. _ 

of the room. · 

. The phase B project is now underwa y. 

Phase Bis an attempt, again, by the contractor 

to EPA, CH2M. Hill, to collect all of the docu111ents 

' identi1ied in the first phase review of each of 

the data sets which may not already be on hand and 

then have experts in the pertinent media, that is, 

people who have expertise in doing laboratory 

analysis with environcen;al media such as air, 

drinking water, groundwater, sediment, soil and 

water in surface and sumps, review the sample 

collection, the sample hand ling, laboratory 

analysis, data reduction and storage of the 

sampling effort. 

At this point that activity is going on 

and should be fi~ished in the very near future. 

That phase B review will be complete. 

Since Octobe -r 29th there have been te le

phone conversations · and then yesterday afte moon 

here in Buffalo there was a meeting of t he folks 

who have been working on the issue of Quality 

Control / Quality Assurance. In that meeting we 

discussed the status of the Quality control / 
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Quality Assurance revie1~ activity and I have given 

you an update · on this status and we discussed two . .. ·. 

other things of importance that I would like to 
. 

report on. 

There was some question as to whether or 
-

not the Quality Control/Quality Assurance effort: 

ought to go forward in light of the fact that it 

would appear chat the habitability crit:eria would 

call for new sampling in both the EDA and in a 

control or control areas and the question was, 

ought one continue to do a rigorous Quality Control ~ 

Quality .(lssurance assessment on "old data" that 

would not be use ·d presumably in the · decision . 

related to habitability. 

It was the consensus of the group that 

there was a usefulness for Quality Control / Quality 

Assurance assessment. First, presumably it would 

help establish sample design for the comparison 

approach if one knew what data had already been 

collected and what confidence one could put into 

these data. It may be use fu 1 in helping to select 

certain marker or indicator chemicals that could be 

tested and in the comparison approach envisioned 

in the habitability statement , it might be useful i 
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time trend analysis studies to say, knowing what 

kinds of changes in various environmental media 

may have occurred over time. It may help either 

validate or invalidate the 1980 EPA environmental 

monitoring which has been subject to quite a bit: of 

criticism oy the Office of Technology Assessment 

and by the National Bureau of Standards and it migh~ 

be helpful in testing the criteria for habitability, 

So, we felt there was strong argument for 

continuing the Quality Control / Quality Assurance 
• 

activity. So , Quality Control / Quality Assurance 

review will go forward. 

The second t:h:!,ng that was suggested 

yesterday and I believe agreed to by the group in 

discussing Quality Control/Quality Assurance is tha, 

we ought to follow the original September 20 plan 

and that is to go forward with the very rigorous 

Quality Control/Quality Assurance effort of certain 

environmental, in particular, those environmental 

testing programs taking place since 1980. That is 

since the time that the remediation or the major 

remediation effort has been in place, 

There are thirteen different environme .ntal 

testing programs that have been put in place since 
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1980. Each of these has within it . a number of data 

sets as I defined earlier. 

Our goal is, on the long term, to do a 

rigorous Quality Control and Quality Assurance as 

described in phase C of the plan for all data sets 

collected since 1980. The timetable for that is 

approximately one year from this mont h . That is th, 

goal. 

The immediate objective is to focus on 

doing a very rigorous Quality Control/Quality 
. 

·Assurance of the kinds of data sets that might be 
. 

most u~eful in the application of the criteria for 

habitabil'i.ty ,' that . is to say, we would like to 

select certain data sets that are closest to the 

concept of the criteria for habitability and do a 

very rigorous Quality Control / Quality Assurance on 

those data sets and specifically we would like to 

concentrate on the data sets that were carried out 

by the Department of Health in support of the 

Department of Law, State of New York litigation, 

that's a testing of soils in the EDA, Two data 

sets re lated to soils that were part of the EPA 

1980 environmental monitoring , one done by Southwes ·,. 
. 

Research Institute, that is the analytical lab and 

https://habitabil'i.ty
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the other done, by Gulf South Research Institute 

and these contain many of the chemicals in soil 

that have been mentioned as potential marker 

chemicals or indicator chemicals in a comparison 

program and then the DEC groundwater monitoring 

effort will be subjected to rigorous quality 

control. The quality control will be---the quality 

control assessment will be for all 113 organic 

chemicals, including pesticides that may have been 

tested in any of these four data sets. 

There is another advantage to doing a 

focused.rigorous attempt on these first four data 

sets artd that is to serve as a pilot for our long 

term objective of doing Quality Control/Quality 

Assurance on all data sets collected since 1980 •. 

If it turns out that in our phase C effort to do 

Quality Control/Quality Assurance reviews that it's 

not possible from these data sets which have clearl· 

passed through t:he phase .-i\ and B review, it may 

indicat:e to us chat a rigorous Quality Control/ 

Quality Assurance can•t be done in all data sets. 

It would also give us a sense of how long it would 

take and Ii.ow much manpower it will t:a.ke and how muc 

effort: it will ~ake co do the QA/ QC reviews on these 
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things. We are also very interested in focusing 

on two things in this very rigorous Quality Control.' 

Quality Assurance particularly in the pilot phase 

and that ·is to make sure we understand exactly 

what the method detection limits are for each of 

the data sets and to develop as best we can bias 

and precision estimates for those data sets for 

those results. 

CHAIRMaN WELTY: Skip Ellis from CHzM Hill 

is here. Skip, do you have anything you want to 

add since you have been working very intensively on 

this aspect? 

MR. ELLIS: No, not really. I thought Dan 

summarized it very well from the meeting yesterday. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: All right. 

DR. POHLAND: Were there any sets on air? 

MR. ELLIS: Okay. One of the pilots 

related to air and we are going to do one EPA soil. 

DR. POHUND: Which one of the two? 

MR. ELLIS: I think it 1 s SWRI on soil. 

DR. VANDERMEER: That is the Southt 4estern 
. 

Research Institute was the contractor to EPA, Now, 

when was that decision made? It was made sometilile 

between---

~: 
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MR. ELLIS: No. That was presented 

yesterday, wind, air and soil from the EPA, DEC . . ' 
water and the DOH soil. 

DR. VANDERMEER: I'm sorry, I misunderstoo. 

I thought there were three soils and no airs. 

MR. ELLIS: No. 

DR. VANDER11EER: I'm sorry. Thanks for 

correcting me. 

CHAIRMAN.WELTY: Any other comments on the 

QA/QC? 

DR. FOWLKES: I would just .like to clarify 

for myself, I am a little embarassed to ask, the 

use of these data sets will not substitut;e for on · 

the ground literal sampling with respect to these 

habitability criteria? 
. 

DR. VANDERMEER: No. 

DR. FOWLKES: Okay. 

DR. VANDERMEER: This is a link to the 

independent activity. 

DR. FOWL'{ES: But it is not a stand-in for 

going out and collecting the samples in the EDA 

an·d the control. 

DR. VANDERl,JEER: No, it is not and that is 

why I said there was .some · debate about whether we 

X 
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should evep go back and try to assess the quality 

of the previously collected data sees because some 

folks said why bother if that isn't really part of 

the habitability. We came up with some pretty good 

arguments that would support going in and doing 

QA/ QC, recognizing that those data will not be direc 

ly used in any habitability decisions. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: If there are no other 

collllllents, I would like to move on to item three, 

selection of indicator chemicals and Dr. Sipes. 

DR. SIPES: Well, I think · the statement 

you just heard relative to the plans for the QA/ QC 

have an important be ·a:ring on ·actually the selection 

of the indicator chemicals and I would just like to 

make that at the very beginning. I think at the 

lase meeting I raised the issue that I had some 

concern about selecting chemicals when the data 

had not been subjected to QA/ QC and I think that 

perhaps these final chemicals that would be selecte 

may be somewhat depending on the QA/ QC of the data 

but I would like to report that on October 31, that 

Dr .• Stoline at my and Dr. Welty•s request, we had 

a meeting with CH?M Hill to review the va r ious t y pe r -
of data that were avai l able on the data sets that 

.. 
·: 

-
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were available in order to bet:t:er key in on these 

indicator chemicals and at that time we requested ··. 

some further documentation as to the types of 

chemicals, the data , and we set up some criterion 

and I should point out that CH2M Hill has been very 
.. 

helpful in ,compiling this data on a short term 

request and it is still being subject to review but 

what we had set up at thar: meeting was r:o have 

computer printouts of the various samplings that: 

had occurred since 1979 and a t tempr:ed to set up som 

crir:eria . for select ion of ·chemicals. 

First of all, the chemical must have been 

selected in the EDA, · it · musi: nave been detected in · 

a significant concenr:ration in the Canal, and we 

attempted to show a greater concentration in the . 

Canal versus the EDA and if possible, the chemical 

should be Love canal specific and I think the word 

"specific" is tough to define but we would like to 

have informat:ion indeed, it had been placed into th 
. 

Canal but you find an actual Love Canal specific 

chemical may be difficult since many of these 

c.hemicals are widely used and then the air, soil, 

sed _iment, groundwater, ·sump pump and other data 
. . 

were evaluated and the following data sets were use : 
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the 1980 EPA environmental monitoring study, the 

Malcolm Pirnie study, the New York State Department 

of Environmental Conservati~n well monitoring _and 

their .litigation data, the E. C. Jordan sample stud 

soil study, the Hooke r air sampling, the New York 

State Department of Environmental Conservation air 

sampling, EPA storm sewer sampling and dioxin 

sampling data. 

So , what has occurred within the last two 

weeks are these large computer printouts of data 

that are available but we are making progress in 

that with some of the criteria that Skip.Ellis and . . 

others and we have set up, we are getting a feel 

for those chemicals which will meet certain c:riteri 

and unfortunately we don 1 t have those completely 

worked out, but looking over this list then yester

day, for marker chemicals, we come up again with 

chemicals that were similar to . the ones that were 
' 

on s.ome of the other lists and let cie just mention 

a few of these but let me stress again that we a:::e 

still reviewing these data. 

For ex~mple, we found that the chlorotolue 

isomers and chlorobenzene may be marker chet:1icals 

for ambient and indoor air. 

.· 

, 

e · 
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Now, I did not have chlorotoluene on the 

original list but that seems to be a good marker 

chemical according to the list of criteria that 

were set up. 

Soil has not changed too much. We had 

benzene hexachloride, a variety of chloride benzene 

hexachlorides on the list and chlorobenzene and, of 

course, dioxin was on the list. So , again, it's 

chlorinated aromat.ics that are appearing and for 

groundwater , the only chemical that really came out 

again was the benzene hexachloride. 

So, I guess what I am saying is that I 

think we ·have been o·n the right ·. tiack at least for 

the selection of marker chemicals, We may at this 

time wane to have the criteria document state that, 

or our habitability document state what our criteri 

are for selection of the chemicals and then allow 

the actual chemicals to be selected with the input 

of the QA/QC and further input of data rather than 

being chemical specific at this particular time 

since I just received some more data too relative 

to chemicals that were in the Canal. 

So, these l ists are changing and t here f ore 

I have some concern about making a statement, 

-♦ ... .. 4' •• - _ _ ,. .. ____ ,. .... ....... . - - · ··-I 
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absolute statement that these particular chemicals 

should be considered. 

So, with that I can entertain some dis

cussion or answer some questions . 

CHAIRHAN WELTY: There were a couple of 

points I would like to bring out in that the criter 

document that pertained to this, page 5, based on 

our meeting in Reston, it included a statement and 

it's the next co the last sentence in that first 

. paragraph, it says this approach assumes that Love 

·canal indicator chemic:a ·ls can serve as. sentinals 

of contamination of the EDA resulting from chemical 

migration from . the canal and , I think .chat kind of · 

captures the rationale for this approach. We are 

trying to select, as I understand it, these 

chemicals because they are surrogates of contamina

tion from the Canal and that is the rationale for 

including them in this criteria document. 

Then on page 9 we come down to the media 

and Love Canal indicator chemicals to be selected 

and we ta l ked about their presence. The criteria 

are their . presence in Love Canal, their presence 

in the EDA, their possib le migration from the Canal 

to the EDA, and we said example concentrations in 
• . 

a 
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-the Canal higher than the EDA and concentrations 

in the ED.I\ higher than control and in reviewing chi 

data yesterday, we realized chat t:he control was 

based in some cases on only five samples. So, we 

felt that thai;: particular portion of the criteria 

should prooably be eliminated and that we base it 

only on the gradient from the Canal co the EDA 

where we have more adequate numbers of samples, 

There was a fourth criteria that ~~as also 

suggested at our discussion and that was that the 

chemicals have been identified as a .Hooker chemical 

That was also felt to be a criteria for inclusion . . 
as · an . indicator chemical; Again, I don• t know if 

you want to elaborate on either of thos~ two points 

further. 

DR, SIPES: I think what we want to make 

sure that everyone realizes is why we are focusing 

on chemicals that were in the Canal and were found 

in the EDA and I think that that increases our 

confidence for t:he remediation effort, et cetera, 

that if we have ubiquitous chemic a ls, then we are 

going to sort of have . a bias when it comes to 

setting up our criteria for our decision tree and, 

therefore, we want to---are there any questions ? 

/ · 
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So, that is what I wanted to stress, that . 

we were using these as surrogate chemicals relative 
., 

to the remediation efforts and I think that i ·s the 

number one criteria and if we have a • series of or 

a group of ubiquitous chemicals, then we are never 

going to meet our statistical criteria for a dif

ference between the EDA and the control area, 

Therefore, that is why we are putting our 

efforts into determining, are they dumped in the 

Canal, c an we document that, have they been identif~e 

in the EDA and is there some sort of evidence for 

migr~t-ion , 

· DR. STOLINE: I think maybe that portion 

of our document should be maybe elaborated just a 
' 

little bit. I feel that maybe what, referring back 

to page 9, the paragraph you were talking about 

he re, the stateme ·nt about, you know, looking for 

marker chemicals that are higher in the . canal and 

the EDA, t hat is fine, but looking ar: the criterion 

that the p~valence be higher in the EDA than the 

control, I · think we ought to leave that in and then 

amplify that a little bit to say that we are going 

to use this ~riteria to try to eliminate the 

ubiquitous chemicals, but also in:ate in there that: 

. I 
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the data collected in ·t'he control regions is sparse 

compared to the data that: we have from the Canal 

and the data that we have f?:om the EDA, that: some

how we will use this criteria if applicable in the 

cases that we have data collected, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Okay. 

DR. STOLINE: But I don•t: think you can 

make that EDA versus control comparison as often 

as you can, say, the Cana 1 versus the EDA and whe.n 

I say "comparison, 11 I don•t mean a statistical • 

comparison, I meap the quantity of data that you 

have, you are limited by that, 

· DR. $'.IPES: · One of the major problems with 

the control is the limited number of samples that 

were taken, 

DR. STOLINE: Right, and also you are 

looking at this strictly one data set, th:! EPA 

data set, and when you look at the other ones--

CHAIRMAN WELTY: No, The printouts that 

he has presently include other data sets as we 11. 

DR, STOLINE: Okay, Let me ask you this: 

I wasn•t familiar with the fact that the Malcolm •· 

Pirnie or these other data sets that have been 

ment ·ioned here actually had control. 
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CH.AIRMAN WELTY: They don I t. 

DR. STOLINE: Okay. That is what I was 

saying. So, the comments about the EDA versus 

control is only really relevant I think for that on 

data set, that is the EPA data set. So the other 
. 

data sets that you are using in trying to identify 

marker chemicals, you can•t even do that because 

you don•t have control data. 

DR. SIPES: You are right. There are othe 

data sets but not for the control. 

DR. STOI.lNE: That is right. That is my 

understanding, that the only control handle we nave 
, 

is · from that EPA 1980 data, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: So, your suggestion is 

that that sentence read II And concentrations in the 

EDA higher than control when adequate data is 

present to make that comparison." 

DR. STOLINE: Yes and some notion that we 

are trying to eliminate ubiquitous chemi~als, 

CHAIRMAN WE r:rY: I don't know .how many 

cases there was, how many cases there were adequate 

data, though. 

DR. SIPES: F:or---
• . 

CHAIRMllN WELTY: For making any comparison 
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between the EDA and the control, 

DR. SIPES: Well, our suggestion last 

night was to have the data reanalyzed, eliminating 

the control to see if we would have mo-re chemicals 

fall . out to be · potential marker chemicals. We ne~d 

to look at ' that. So now we have it with the cont ro. 

data in and we need to find it with the control dat 

out because some of the statistical deter.ninations 

that would be determined by the sample size and 

they may be eliminated because of this large stan

dard error, the large error. 

DR. HUFFAKER: We still could design a 

sampling for the new control area, though, so we 

could obviate some of those problems by taking an 

adequate size sample control. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: I'm not sure that that 

would help you, though, in selecting the indicator 

chemicals. 

DR. HUFFAKER: No. I •~ just mentioning 

that you still---you can •t drop the control because 

there were only five. There won •t be five in the 

next one, So, if you ha ve chemicals that you li !<e-· -

I may have misunde ·rstood your reaso n f or not wanti n: 

to talk about it or use the control because the y 
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were so small ? 

DR. SIPES: The number of control samples 

that we have had to compare to the EDA or to compar~ 

to the Canal are usually five or less samples taken 

in a control area, So, originally we wanted to hav 

the EDA having a higher concentration of this 

chemical than a control area and if you set that 

up for statistical analysis, oftentimes you will 

have 30 samples or 50 samples in t!-.e EDA and five 

in the control, and then when it sets up as statis

tical, are these differane, the standard e=or is 

very largj,!. 

DR. WIESNER: can I just ask t~./o 9.uestions 

One thing that might help the people who are out· 

side this group reading this would be, and it may 

clarify what you are speaking of, controls taken 

previously and it is not part of this comparative 

approach. I mean, I think you are using a compara

eive approach and one has the i:apression that you 

might be talking about the controls, This is 

actually using existing data, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: This is the 1980 EPA 

controls we are talking about. 

DR. WIESNER: So, it is going to be using 

"'·-·-·- .... _____ ,_ ,,. ____ , ___ ···-
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that data to try to predict what or try to indicate 
. ' . ·. what chemicals you should use in the control. 

The second comment is to Glenn, a question 

where you say you don't want to be specific on the 

chemicals, aren•t there some chemicals in which you 

could say are clearly going to be in now? 

DR. SlPES: I think this list that essen-

tially it was the list that was developed before an" 

it has held up.even . through the tests that Skip did 

and there may be a couple more we could add but 

indeed, as I said, all the benzene hexachlo~ides 

come out every time we do an evaluation and 

chlorob~nz~ne seems to be good for both air and 

soi 1 and we had the dio:tin for the soil and then 

as I pointed out, I got some additional information 

yesterday that suggests a couple more chemicals 

like for air, the isomers of chlorotoluene which 

you have the re. 

DR. WIESNER: I was just suggesting that 

you could say these are clearly in and with further 

analysis you may want to add others rathern than 

not to list any, 

DR, SIPES: I think I would be about ready 

to say that from all the · help I have had in looking 
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over these particular chemicals, a couple others 
.. 

that were listed on here were the chloronaphthalene 

but these were found in various types of sediments. 

So, these are still being evaluated but they look 

promising. 

DR. POHLAND: I guess one of the points 

that is being made here is chat we should be care

ful, I think, that we don 1 t make the document so 

open ended that there is no view of control of how 

this thing will actually materialize when the 

implementation stage comes irito play. 

While you are doing that~ Tom, you men

tioned in two parts ·of this document, this not:iori 

of migration. Implicit in that is that a migration 

by transport through a medium. Is that what you ar:? 

implying or is it any method whereby chemicals 

from the Canal may have appeared in the EDA? 

Migration generally infers a transport through an 

environmental phase like the groundwater and . things 

like . that. If you are intending co also consider 

che possibility of physical displacement of 

materials, then maybe we ought to modify the way we 
. . 

say it by saying migration or displacement because X 
I think in our de :i,iberacions in the past, at least, 
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we talked about the p~ssibility of things being 

removed from the Canal site and put somehwere else 

and I would submit that that might might be an 

important point in the final analysis when one trie 

to interpret , should some of these things be found 

somewhere and the notions of migration mechanisms 

defy the possibility _ of it migrating through the 

soil or however, whatever environmental phase you 

want to talk about. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: So, if we change that 

sentence to read, on page 9, their possible migra

tion o_r displacement from the Canal to i:he EDA, 

tha~ wo~ld cover thai: ·. 

DR. POHLAND: Sura. also on page 5 I 

guess that is. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: From cheCJical migration 

or displacement, So, we will include that in the 

next version then, 

DR, POHL.o\ND: Yes, I think inevitably, 
. 

should you find something out there that defies our 

notions about the way it might be mobilized in the 

environment, then we _have got a problem just with 

the notion of migration. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Nancy Kim, to~icologist 

·. 
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from the Stace of New York is with us today, 

DR. KIM: I just have one comment on the 

use of the concentration in the EDA being less than 

the control area in selecting marker chemicals, 

It seems co me that when you are saying that the 

levels in the EDA have to be less than the levels 

in the control area for marker chemicals, you are 

alreaiy assuming a relationship that exists between 

-the EDA and the control area, I was wondering, 
. 

isn• t thac---it seems to me that that is what we 

are trying to eventually determine and should chat 

be considered as a reason why you shouldn 1 t use cha 

criteria? 

DR. SIPES: I'm not sure I understood that 

DR. KIM: If the marker chemicals are suo-
• 

posed to determine whether or not the EDA, the 

levels in the EDA are greater or less than or equal 

to the levels in the control area, and as one of 

your criteria for selecting marker chemicals y ou 
. 

are saying that the leve 1 in the EDA have to be 

greater than the levels in the control area already 

and are you biasing your---that is just a comment. 

DR. SIPES: No, that is _a very good coramen 

and that may be anothe:::- reason for e liminatin ·g that 

.. . 
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comparison. First of all , the sample numbers are 
: ,. 

very small and then again, you are setting up that ··· 

criteria already. So, I didn•t hear the first; time 

what you were saying and I agree with that. I thin 

that may be worthy of some more discussion. 

Se'e, initially we had the data from the 

EPA data and it was all broken Qut in that way and 

it seemed to fall in that indeed these may be good 

marker chemicals because they were _ following this 

pattern, but that is a very good point. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Also along that line, 

though, you pointed out that some chemicals will be 

known to have been deposited in the dump site . and .. 

even if they haven • t been identified in the EDA up 

to this point, they still might be chosen as marker 

chemicals, .especially if they are relatively easy 

to measure and important from a toxicological point 

of view. You don•t want to eliminate such marker 

chemicals, do you? 

DR. SIPES: No. 

DR. WINKE LSTEIN: Let: 1 s assume for t:he 

moment: that s6mething happened and the system faile • . 

You certainly would want to be looking for that 

chemical, wouldn't you ? 
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DR. SIPES: Well, we have tried to, as we 

pointed out earlier on, we wanted to have a series 
. ', 

of chemicals that might meet some criteria that 

would allow for routine and more frequent monitor

ing and having a greater assurance in the data than 
. 

where we stood with looking at a large number of 

chemicals with a smaller number of samples. So, . 

your stateme;nt there, and we did get, just did get 

the list where these are chemicals that have been 

dumped in the Canal and Hooker has at least agreed 

to that, that these ' chemicals have been placed in 

the Canal. So, here again may be some important . 
. 

· data that w·ould allow us to set up a marke; chemica • 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: We 11, for example, you 

would have dioxin as a marker chemical whether o·r 

not you identified it in the EDA. 

DR. SIPES: Well, there is a reason for 

that. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: The wording should 

reflect that. 

DR. STOLINE: I want to make a point with 

. respect to some of the chemic a ls, I I m not a chemist 

but they are labeled like heav i metals, like lead, 

mercury, · zinc, copper, silver and so on, that are 
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truly ubiquitous in all three areas, at least with 

;; 
the EPA data and it seems to me that we do need to 

have something either in the document that we a;re 

looking at here, the fifth draft or in supporting 

documentation that states clearly the criteria of 

why that was not included as a marker chemical 

because it certainly is very prevalent in the Canal, 

certainly very prevalent in the data that is col

lected in the EDA and the data that I have looked at 

in the control, it's the-re too. So, somehow we do 

need to, I think, somehow establish some rationale 

for why th~se chemicals are not included as marker 

chemicals · and why _others are . 

DR. SIPES: I think that was---had been 

discussed that it would be part of the appendixes 

as to why we had eliminat;ed a large number of 

chemicals so that when we went out for review, it 

would be obvious that if you were looking at mercu .r· 

in the EDA and mercury in the control area and they 

were essentially equal, then that would not be a god 

marker chemical because they are of a ubiquitous 

nature. So, I think we have plans to have an 

appendix that would document the selection .of the 

chemicals and the nonse lection of chemicals because 
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that has to stand up t-o people who would be looking 

at this daca. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Just to follow up on your 

point, I think the chemicals that we are consider

ing here are non-TCDD chemicals. So, we can c larif 

that I think simply by adding that modifier to the 

LCIC, in other words, say non-TCDD Love Cana 1 

indicator chemicals were selected on the basis of 

review of environmental data. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: What: does TCDD stand for 

CHAIRMA}I WELTY: TCDD is dioxin, tetra

chlorodibenzodiqxin. So, I th ink that those cri

teria that we applied were . applied to all t:he · 

chemicals that were measured with the exception of 

dioxin and dioxin was included for other reasons .• 

There were not sufficient samples tested in the 

EPA study an:! there are considerations re lated to 

the toxicity that went into the decision to include 

.dioxin. 

DR. SIPES: Well, that is an action level 

for dioxin and it: falls into not the comparative 

approach but the risk assessment act:ion level 

approach. 

CHAIR.MAN WELTY: Right , 
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DR. KOLAK: Could I make a comme.nt, please 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Dr, Kolak from the 

Department of Environmental Conservation, State of 

New York. 

DR. KOLAK: Your discussion relating to 

the t~ace metals as a possible use as an indicator 

chemical, we have been monitoring that for the past 
,, 

ye ars through the treatment plant in the actual 

sludge or the oil that was separated out and we 

analyzed ¥or what we called the trace metal priorit· 

pollutants, . abou .t a dozen odd metals, including 

copper I belie ve and cad~ium, lead , things like 

that. 

DR. SIPES: And mercury, 

DR. KO LAK; And these we re usually be low 

detection limits, so much so that for a six month 

period, that several years ago we terminated that • 
. 

So, if you don•t find it in the sludge, 

the presence, is it necessary to look for it in the 

EDA area? Because, it appears that it's not arisin 

from the site in terms of migration, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Would that include analys: 

for mercury? 

DR. KOL.AK: Yes. 

', 

s 
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CHAIRMliN WELTY: And that was also-below 

the detection limit? 

DR. KOLAK: Yes and tha: is in the portion 

the very large computer printout that has been 

distributed to the co1?ll!tittee and it may be compared 

· in there but that was one reason why we discontinue 

monitoring those trace metals. We expected to do 

them maybe once every six months as a check but we 

were doing it on a weekly basis at the plant and 

other than iron going through the plant, all the 

t .race metals were from the laboratory pretty much 

at a minimum detection limit. 
• 

DR. POHLl\ND: · But you have to separate out: 
. 

something that is transported in the liquid phase 

and that which may reside on the soil ph ase, for . 

instance. A lot of these chemicals will, in fact, 

be, in fact, be rather firmly fixed on the soil 

matrix. So, not necessarily does it . follow that i f 

you didn 1 t find it in your sludges at the treat ment 

plant, that presumably it got there by vi:-tue oi 

transport through the liquid transfer mechanism 

will you not find it somewhere else. I think , 

however, · the COGllllents that were made with re g ard to 

why we may not use that in the analysis and 

I 
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monitoring re late to the fact that it has been 

found or these things have been found all over the 

place and it ,would be very difficult to make some 

kind of comparison. 

So, I think it•s a little unfair to presum 

something from a washing process that may not wash 

off the materials that are there. 

. DR. KOL/iK: Well, what I'm saying, . Fred, 

is that there has been inferred in the past that 

some of the material was dumped there, they were 

like organic metal complexes, pesticide in nature 

and in which case, then 
. 

the metal would be tied 
. 
up 

iri the 
. 

organic 
. 

matrix · and to date, we have not been 

able to show that. 

DR. POHL.AND: Provided it can get out of 

the soil matrix in the first place. 

MR. SLACK: This is in the non-aqueous 

phase, right? 

DR. KOLAK: That is correct. It: doesn• t 

mean that soluble salts were deposited in the land

fill which then would leach out through the aqueous 

phase as Fred was discussing and then perhaps it 

migrated - in the past, but even i ·n the analysis o f 

the aqueous phase in the p !ant, the levels are 

·:· 
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extremely low. I am not aware of any of the trace 

metal data that shows that it was derived from the ' 

point source of the landfill itself unless somebody 

has some new data that shows contrary. That is jus 

a point to consider. 

DR. SIPES: We still have the metals on th

list that are going through to the computer printou 

and if a particular metal meets a criteria that it 

is higher in the Canal and it is appearing in the 

EDA, then that metal still shows up and we will 

evaluate that because one of the reaspns was one 

metal may have come through our criteria and we 

may want to re-asse.ss that. 

DR. WIESNER: Tom, two additional points: 

One, it would be useful in the document to be sure · 

that we are distinguishing the use of Love Canal 

indicator chemicals for the purposes of a comparati e 

methodology in contrast to the use of these chemica s 

as ongoing monitoring of remediation and I think 

some of the discussion has gotten those two objec

tives mixed up and it may be, I mean, it may be tha 

some~ody will in the future use the Love canal 

indicator chemicals chat you select for monitoring 

ongoirg remediation and maintenance of the treatmen 
I 
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plant but this document is related to using those 

as a good selection for sentinal for comparison of 

the EDA with the control area, I thi nk that is wha 

we t.1ean by what is in this document. 
. 

The second point is, it may be helpful to 

c l arify whether these three or four, if you added 

the Hooker chemical thing in the criteria, are 

criteria that have to be met for each che mica l or 

does a chemical make the list if it meets on l y one 

of the criteria? It's not ' clear to me in the way 

it•s _writte n about .whether, for instance, ihloro 

toluene , if it met the fi r st three and didn• t meet: 
. . . 

the four or met the first two · and didn 1 t meet the 

third, would it still make the list? This is a 

requirement that it has to be all of those criteria 

met? What did you mean when you used these 

criteria ? Did they all have to be met for the 

chemical to make the list? 

DR. SIPES: Well, that was our initial 

objective, was to have them meet all of the 

criteria. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: So, we ca n re f lect that 

concept in the next revision a~d make 
• 
' 

sure that it • 

clear. 
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-DR. STOLINE: While we are talking about 

this, can I just throw an idea out, because I'm not ' 

sure that I know the answer to this at this point . 

Suppose we agree on the criteria that will be used 

in selecting the marker .chemicals and suppose that 

then we agree that we will use t:hat criteria on 

certain data sets and that all this will be con~ 

tained in an appendix to our report that will be 

attached and so on, should we then go the additiona~ 

mile and say, he~e is the application oE this 

criteria to these data sets and these are the 

chemicals that we suggest should be the marker 
• 

·. 
chemicals. · It seems to me chat that could be a · 

logical extension of our report and those that peer 

review this actually have not only the criteria . 

but a worked example, and it I s right there in front 

of them. 

DR. POHL/IND: Well, I think we should 

always go as far as we can and that is the point 

was making before. I think we are in agreem.ent 

with that. I think with the information we have 

available to us, we should do as much as we can in 

that: direction and that is what I meant by not 

leaving it open ended, let somel5ody else decide 

. I 

I 
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based upon the criteria only. 

DR. STOLINE; Okay. 

DR. SIPES: So, a chemical that we suggest 

in the appendix that may be there as of when this 

document is completed, maybe another one would be 

added or one may be deleted for reasons, but at 

least we have come up with---and these chemicals 

may not be complete but·--

DR. STOLINE: This is what it looks like 

today with the available data we have. I would 

support . that, going that far with this . 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: All right. · 

DR. SIPES: I am.still concerned with the 

people looking a little bit aghast and I was wonder 

ing, the idea of why something chat we would 

consider, let's just use the benzene as an example, 

th~t we want to measure benzene and we had that 

listed before but then it comes back and raises the 

question, if that is a ubiq~itous chemical, then 

you are going to pick it up in your comparative 

area and in the EDA area and then statistically it 

may reduce your sensitivity for showing a differenc 

between these two areas. Does that make sense? 

DR. FOWL.".(ES: You mean . .as you posed the 
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problem~ it makes sense. Is that what you are---

'· . DR, SIPES: Right, using the comparative 

approach that we have followed, you know, looking 

between a control or a comparative area versus the 

.EDA area and then we want the criteria to give us 

our best chance of picking up the difference, if 

it's due to a Love Canal chemical, See, that is 

very important in the criteria that we set up and 

I remember before Dr, Stolwijk listed a fe1~ 

chemicals because they had been measured here, here 

. an~ here and they would be good chemicals for . 

. ambient air, Indeed they may be but they don• t 

· fit into the objectives that we have in mind and 

that is---I am just wondering if everyone rea lizes 

that as to why-~-

DR, WINKELSTEIN: I don't quite understand 

what you are saying, Take something, let I s call 

it chemical A, which is widely dispersed in the 

environment, ChemicJl A was a specific chemical 

dumped in the dump site and . is detectable there . at 

some level, Is detec t:ab le in the ED.<\ at a lesser 
. 

. level than the dump site, wouldn•t that still be an 

indicator even if there is a likelihood that it 

might be found in the control ar~a? 

. I 
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DR. SIPES: We 11, that is what I wanted 

to generate, that type of discussion. '. 

DR. WINKELSTEI?l: Well, we would presu:ne 

then if it I s a pr 'oblem at a higher leve 1 in the EDA 

than it is in the control area which hasn•t yet 

been design ·at:ed or that: it was an indicator, or 

you may want to change it into one of the dioxin

like substances in which you have some kind of a 

determined leve 1. 

DR. SIPES: See, that is where it comes 

in _then, the risk aspect comes in when we follow 

that third criteria that: you had there and I don 1 t 

know how to bring that into this document. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, that is a problem. 

I mean- - -

DR. POHUND: That is for the next group. 

DR. WINKEL.STEIN: You can•t solve that: 

problem, I don 1 t think, 

DR. SIPES: See, that is why that issue , 

has been the approach th~t we took, the comparative 

approach, it really has some constrictions on it, 

uoon the selection of the chemicals and how we want . ' 

to set it up • I just wanted to make that; and . . 
you put it in a very good perspective when you 

I . I 
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raised the is sue of he re , he re and he re, and then 

:\ came to t:he point, okay, t4e would have to go the 

next step and we are not: prepared to do that: from a 

risk assessment point of view at the moment. 

DR. FOWLKES: ~ think what you are saying 

is that it 'won't help us to discriminate. What we 

could do is discriminate between an area uniquely 

contaminated and a region ubiquitously contaminated 

I think that is real ly the issue. 

DR. SIPES: That is · how I saw the issue. 

The discrimination aspect is relative to the Canal. 

DR. FOWL..T(ES: And. if there is unique con

tamination, that we ca~ discriminate • . 

DR. MILLER: I think he is saying that ifl 

there is unique contamination, t:hen you have greate 

A 
confidence that migration is at issue than if it 

is not unique contamination and that migration is 
. 

the name of the game, I think. 

DR. SIPES: That is how I interpreted it. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, you are going to 

pick, if I understand the process, t:hat there will 

be more than one chemical picked anyway so that you 

are · not going to be depending on one indicator alon 

anyhow. 
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DR. SIPES: No. 

'· DR. WIN'.<ELSTEIN: You would have a group 

of indicators and, of course, we understood and I 

think we discussed the possibility that .what we wil. 

do with our control area is find out the control 

area is just as bad as Love Canal or Love Canal is 

just as good as the control area. It de pends on 

how the old business, how you look at SO!l'.e thing. 

DR. POHLAND: We cant t anticipata what we 

might find at this point . We can diicuss it 

philosophically and knock it around, 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, we already discuss d 

the philosophical appi::oach ·. The approach may be 

faulty. The peer review may reject the approach, 

DR. POHLAND: Well, as the same token, I 

would hope that the peer review would come up with 

a better approach. 

DR. WIESNER: I think it's worthwhil e goin, 

around on this once core, Glenn, because---and 

Dr . Miller and Dr . Fowlkes letter, they actually 

focus on this point. I think it 1 s in the first or 

second paragraph where I think i n a previous docu

ment the toxicity was one of tha criteria and now 

it isn't, and I personally thin~ · that that i s the 

---· .. ·- ···- I 
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correct decision, that it shou ldn•t be because you 

are looking for indicators of migration or displace 

ment, not indicators of risk, but l think once you 

make that decision, as they pointed out very clear

ly, you have set aside risk assessment. 

DR. SIPES: Right. See, that word, Lew. 

raised that the last time at the meeting, the word 

"toxicity, 11 and that was before we de cided on the 

approach that we were going to follow as to some of 

the criteria that could be set up and we have gone 

the comparat:ive approach so that that eliminates 

that aspect. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Pat and Martha, have your 

concerns been addressed in reference to those items 

plus item number five. You have a . question? 

DR. MILLER: Yes. One thing that I did 

want to say which is kind of parenthetical, it 

continues to be my understanding based on an early 

assurance that was extended to me that there would 

be a rather lengthy explanation of the assumptions 

and factors that had shaoed 
' 

~he 
' 

influence or rather 

influenced the selection of these chemicals as 

opposed to other chemicals and I don•t know whether 

these points one, two, three and. .,four are meant to 
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be that but it seems---

DR. FOWLKES: That would be an appendix. 

CHAI&\IAN WELTY: No. That would be 
. 

included in appendix 8. 

DR. MILLER: Okay and that will ---
.. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: You will see that in the 

next draft. 

DR. FOWL'<ES: That would contain the 

full rationale . 

DR. WIESNER: Actually it 1 s going to 

. 
include what: Mike was talking · about too, · an actual 

•application of it. 

DR. STOLINE: I hope it has everything in 

there, the rationale and maybe not the data sets 

because what you have shown me, I suppose those 1'1il. 

have to be made a separate ap .pendi.--t, the actual 

data sets that were used in making this, but I don• 

know that that needs to be specifically attached to 

our repo.:-t but -then the application of those 

criteria t:o these sets and then here is what these 

chemicals are fo-r each of these media. That is wha, 

we subject to peer review. 

DR. SIPES: Yes. I think what sometim~s i 

done for us, chose chemicals .fal -1 out and now as we 
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nar:row, a few more may fall out and we can show thar 

in the appendix, that indeed these were our criteri i 

in the document, We put it into practice here and 

these are the chemicals that fall out under those 

criteria and they can actually, as · Paul said, they 

can actually be listed. Is that what you have in 

mind? 

DR. STOLINE: Yes. 

DR. FOWLKES: Mike, 'llill you also be 

specifying or addressing the question we raised • 

around t he sampling protocol? · 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: We will probably get to 

that a · little late i-~ 

DR. MILLER: I think this is particularly 

important because I mean, it's typical of the 

Ame:i:-icans in general and scientists are no better 

than the rest, frankly, that they have no connectio1 

to history and if the purpose of these indicator 

chemicals is to measure migration, I guess I want t 

be clear from the start that that is what we are 

doing so that we are not in a situation where some

one three years down the road can say, we 11, yes, 

we found t hat blump, you know, appears to have 

migrated in rather high levels out of the Canal but 
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; ,: 

it doesn • t have very serious implications for human 
. 

health. We don• t have mu.ch, you know , and then 

you start getting into the language of risk assess

ment with respect to blump, che mical A. 

So, I think it is very important that this 

document contain that thinking, ve ry clearly. 

DR. SIPES: We c ame up with the opinion 

that having a very detailed appendix as to why the 

chemicals were selected . and why some were eliminate 

or why they were eliminated and then as Mike pointe 

out, try to carry it through the applicat:i .on proces 

and justify a list as to where things · stan:d at this 

particular point in time. 

DR. MILLER: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Are we ready to move on 

to the next topic ? Joe. Joe Slack, are you ready 

to discuss the remediation? 

MR. SLACK: Yes. 

CHAIRM.\N WELTY: Mr. Joe Slack is i n charg, 

of remediacion, works for the Department o f Environ 

mental Conservation and the State of New York. So, 

he will address item number two on your agenda and 

give us an update on the remediation. 

MR. SLACK: Excuse me 3-u st a second, Tom. 

' 
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CHAIRMAN WELTY: Okay. We have Mr, Joe 

Slack here to update us on the re mediation, 

MR. SLACK: The status of remediation work 

at the Canal is summarized as follows: The first 

task of the Supe rfund remedial program which was 

the expansion and the improvement of the cap, the 

cover over the site, is essentially complete. The 

only work remaining on that now is housekeeping, 

picking up, tidying up the site. The synthetic 

membrane has been placed , it has been covered with 

soil, topsoil,and it has been seeded . and -mulched. 
. . 

That includes revisions to the drainage, the storm 
. 

water drainage of the Love · Gana l area • 

Dr. Pohland requested an analysis on the 

capacity of the storm sewers that remain in service 

in the vie inity of the Love Canal site and that was 

provided to him today. 

The future remedial work includes removal 

of contaminated sediments from the sewers, removal 

of contaminated sediments f-rom the creeks. Some of 

the factors that a ff ect that work are, an acceptabl 

· disposal plan. As you are aware, the-re is consider~ 

able cont~oversy on how this material s h ould be 

disposed and until the issue of -disposal is resolve :i, 
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we do · not even have approval froDl EPA to do any of . 

that work. 

We intend, the DEC intends to clean the 

sewers in 1985. We hope that the issue .of disposal 

can be resolved by then and that we can proceed wit,· 

the cleaning of the sewet's in 1985. It 1 s our 

opinion that the sewers affect a much larger a1:ea 

than do the creeks so that if we have to pt'ioritize 

the work, we would do the sewers before we do the 

creeks and also the sewers are upst1:eam of the cree s 

. and ie · only makes logical sense to clean froDl the 
. 

source downstream. · 
. 

Another factor that has recently become 

known that affects the schedule of re111edial work 

is the 93rd Street School itself. The 93rd Street 

School was sampled and it was found to have con

taminants in it including dioxin. There are low 

levels of dioxin apparently discharging from the 

93rd Street School into Bergholtz Creek. That 

information has to be considered when designing a 

remedial work prograDl to remove contaminated sedi-

m.ents from the Bergholtz Creek. We think that the 

work on removing _contaminated sediments from the 

creek should only be done if it i-s consistent with 
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. 

what needs to be done for 93rd Street School and th't 

the creek clean-up would likely be delayed in order -: 

to make t h at work consistent. 

I will come back to that in a ~oment. 

So, for right now, in 1985 we intend to 

clean the se~•iers. Hopefully, there will be a 

resolution on the problem of disposal. We do not 

int:end to work in the creeks. 

In 1985 we intend to begin the perimeter 

survey. The purpose of t:he perimet:er survey was to 

better define the extent of migration t:hrough groun 

or over ground from the Canal site itself. . I • thin. 

that is an important thing to be considered in 

reviewing the data. We have also gone through all 

the groundwater quality data and sort of catalogued 

all the chemicals that we found, ever found, how 

many t:imes they have . been found and we would be gla 

to share that with you if it would b_e of assistance 

in developing a list of indicator compounds and 

by and large, the extent of contaminant migration, 

our program has been modest, I would admit that, 

our groundwate~ monitoring program is modest but th 

extent of chemical migration .from the Canal as best 

we can discern is not that widespread, not as 

. I 
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widespread as you might think. 

We think that a perimeter survey program 

would reflect groundwater samples and soil samples 

in a rather intensive and vigorous manner starting 

near the Canal and then working out away from the 

Canal as n~cessary. we could probably define the 

extent of at least through ground migration than 

to some extent if stuff was carried overland by 

runoff, we might be able to discern that by soil 

samples. We iqtend to initiate that in 1985. We 

hope to . be able to modify that perimeter surveying 

program which we have received approval from EPA 

to start, to . also perhaps selectsome · of the · sa-mple 

that this group or this effort might define as 

being necessary to determine habitability. .We migh~ • 

be able to modify this program to include so me of 

that:. 

We also hope to be able to modify the 

peri.11eter sampling program to at least reflect some 

samples from the 93rd Street School to start the 

preliminacy investigations of the problem there • 

The third thing _that we hope the perimeter 

sampling program will do and be consistent with is 

the long term monitoring program. We expect. to have 

>(_ 

7 
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a report from our consultant E. c. Jordan in 

December and that will be a draft final report and 

it will be available for public comment. It will 

map out the design of the long term monitoring 

program for the Love Canal . site and we hope that 
.-

perimeter sampling and the implementation of the 

long term monitoring program can be done concurrent• 

ly. They should be very much similar work effort 

and they should actually be consistent with each 

other -and that is the schedule of work. 

Coming back to the ·creeks, it _appears to 

us that · work · in the creeks should be consistent wit. 

what needs . to be done at the· 9•3rd Street School and 
• 

given that we don• t know much about the 93rd Street 

School, the extent of the problem or what t'ype of 

problem it is, we will investigate whether we can 

somehow temporarily stabilize the sediments in the 
. 

93rd Street---excuse me, in the Bergholtz Creek to 

prevent those sediments, contaminated sediments 

that are kn~~n to exist there from continuing to 

migrate in the period of time it takes us to come 

up with a full fledged remedial program that would 

deal with the sc~ool, if necessary _, the school and 

the creek and that is the status- · of the remedia l . 

. .. . ·-

. 
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work. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: There was one document 

that was made available to us in Rest on relating to 

the results of your we 11 monitoring in the EDA and 

l noticed some of our consultants have had the 
-

opportunity ~o look at that and I wondered if you 

would be pre pared to summ.arize that for us. 

MR. SUCK: Okay, Steve Barlow works for 

the Department of Environmental Conservation and is 

responsible for our monitoring program, Steve, do 

you want to stand up and perhaps you could summarize 

the most recent sampling results • 
• 

· MR, BARLOW: As far as the peseicides that 
. 

showed up, I · did a comparison between the---in our 

most recent sampling we put risers on forty of t~e 

wells out in the field and we sampled all forty of 

those wells, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: How deep are those wells? 

NR, BARLOW: Well, they are the old EPA, 

both overburden and bedrock we 11s. The overburden 

would be ten to fifteen feet deep and the bedrock 

wells are probably ::wenty, twenty-five feet deep, 

So, you have got the two of them. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: So, it- would be both 
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surface- ·--would that: be considered surface water, 

t:he shallower wells or shallow groundwater? ' . 

MR. BARLOW: Yes . They a-re screened over 

a wide interval so t:hat it would be all the over

burden combined. It is not any one particular soil 

there. They aren• t like some of the DEC wells 

inside the fence that: were screened at specific 

intervals to try and detect the different layers, 

what is going on there. 

CHAIRMA."l' WELTY: And how many wells in 
. 

total were sampled in the EDA? · 

~ •• BARLOW: Okay. There were forty of 
• 

them outside the fe nee that · we · had the results · back 

from. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Okay. 

MR. BARLOW: Most of them are fairly close 

outside the fence. They don•t go, say, beyond two 

blocks outside the fence and I broke up the results 

into different groups and compared them with the 

EPA results from four years ago to see if there was 

any change and if you look at just the volatiles, 

space neutrals, acid extractables, they have all 

eithe:- remained the same or have decreased. There · 

was only one :,osit:ive result in -- that group for 
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methylene chloride and, well, actua ll y there was 

. ; two of them but we didn 1 t have a comparison with .. 

EPA for that: we 11, but the one that we did have a 

comparison which was on the southwest c~rne r, right 

outside the fence, it: showed up the methylene 

chloride at 42 micrograms per liter and that was 

the only parameter in that group that showed up 

above detection limit . 

In the metals group, I'm still not sure 

what method the EPA used for their analysis , if the , 

used total or soluble metals, but all the metals 

have increased since that time. The metals results 

. I that we . have back are for total. · There are ·two · · 1 · 
met:als in particular which showed up high by d-rinki g 

wacer standards and I have noching else really to 

compare them with but the re was le ad and chromium 

that: showed up, lead at about 700 micrograms per 

liter and chromium around 400 or 500 micrograms 

per liter. 

CHAIR..'1AN WELTY: We re those in a 11 the 

wells that the mean was elevated or just in certain 

wells ? 

MR. BARLOW: No, ·most of the wells all 

showed up higher than four years- ··ago which was why 

I 
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I say I don't know right now whether the EPA did 

total soluble. They did solubles, If they did ·. 
solubles, then that would be e:!p la ined. 

CH A IR MAN WELTY : Steve, 

MR. HOFFMAN: You did total metal? 

BARLOW: Yes, ~-
MR. HOFFMAN: Unfiltered, 

MR• BARLOW: Yes. I was expecting a call 

back yesterday from the laboratory _that did the 

analysis but they haven 1 t gotten in touch with me. 

D~. POHLAND: The difference in analysis 
. 

between total and soluble can be significant, 

MR •. BARLOW: E~act ly , and anywheres from 

decreasing to increasing ~ya fa ctor of ten, So, 

most of them did increase. 

DR. POHLAND: So, you did no filtration. 

MR. BARLOW: No filtration, right, and in 

fact, the method of sampling where we had like a foo 

long piece of aluminum tubing with a cork on the 

bottom and we just dropped this down into the well 

so that would sort of stir things up and doing 
. 

the total metals, again, would , you know, you are 

getting soil coming in so that would increase that. 
• 

The other group of pesticides ·which we 
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have results back on, in some cases they decreased . 

and in other cases they increased, I did sort of · 

map it out. Most of the ones that showed pesticide 

were like within a block outside the fet_1ce. There 

may be hal:f; as many wells outside the fenc e in 

comparison ' with the EPA results four years ago that 

had pes ticides that were about half as many of them 

and t hey did not appear to be getting closer to the 

fence. 

So, whether they are attributable to Love 

Canal, I don't know ·be.cause pesticides are so widel 

used • 

12 

13 

14 

IS 
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DR. SIPE ·S: You made · a comment about 

methylene chloride being positive ol:' 42 micrograms 

or whatever it was. 

MR. BARLOW: Right. 

DR. SIPES: How did that compare to the 

previous data, do you know that ? 

MR. BARLOW: I think it came out be low 

detection limit before. 

DR. SIPES: So, when you say chat was the 
. 

only positive, that that positive meant that that 

was the only one above for that gl:'oup, above t he 

detect 'ion limit. '··~ . 
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MR. BARLOW: Right. Now, again, that is 

on the wells, co mparing where we have a comparison -

with EPA results before. There was one other we 11 

that had methylene chloride and that was the north

east corner outside the fence that had about 70 

micrograms ,per liter but of the 40 wells that I 

sampled, those were the only two positive results 

for that group of organics. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Dr. Kim , did you have a 

comment about methylene chloride? 

DR. KIM: . Did you go back to the laborat:or 

and verify t:he methylene chloride in t:hose samples? 

Did you go back to the labo'ratory and verify t:h-at: 

the methylene chloride was not, in fact, in · those 

t~o samples? 

MR. BARLOW: No, I didn•t: , 

CHAIR.~AN WELTY: The question was, did you 

go back to ~he laboratocy and verify t:hat methylene 

chloride was not an artifact in those t wo samp l es ? 

MR. BARLOW: No, no, I didn•t. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Thank you. Is there a 

problem •11ith methylene chloride ? 

DR. KIM: It very frequently shows up as 

laboratory artifact: i n the samp -l es whene v er y ou see 

. I 
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it in the water sampling and I think it may be wise 

to go back and ask them to look and see if it's 

laboratory introduced or actually present in the 

environmental sample itself at the time it was take 

MR. BARLOW: We did have a blank with that 

set of samples which showed up clean. 

DR. KIM: I think il: would still be wise 

to maybe go back and ask them. 

CHAIRMAN WEL'.!Y: Dr. Stuart Black from EPA 

DR. BLACK: I'm not familiar with the 

sampling part of the water · progr .am but I do know th 

Cincinnati eliminated methylene chloride "because it . 

was usually -extracted from their analysis so they 

didn•t report any. 

MR. BARLOW: This was in the EPA result. 

DR. BLACK: Yes, 

MR. BARLOW: Okay, because for that one, 

they didn•t report it, I put it down on the chart 

as below . detection limit because everything which 

was reported, I assume they tested . and was below 

detection limit. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Joe, have you had a chsnc 

to interoret this data in terms of the remediation? • 

How would you interpret this irt-r:erms of che 

• 

t 
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effectiveness of the remediation, this particular 

study _? 

MB.. SLACK: I would say that we interprete 

it only to this extent, if you look at the water 

elevation data, not the chemical data, you can see 
, 

that there ' is in effect in the shall~ groundwater 

system caused by the drain, at least we assume it 

rs caused by the drain, and we have prepared a 

number of reports that show that. Steve is working 

on a summary of the monitoring data for the last · 

six months and we would be glad to share that w:1:t:h 

you. •As far as chemical trends, the first that we 

have done is bas _ically what Steve just desc-r:i.bed 

where he cried to compare what we found in sampling 

this year with what EPA found in 1980 and I wouldn•p 

plan to put a whole lot of confidence in that, 

whether you would see anything or not, but the 

elevation data would show an effect of the drain, 

DR, POHLAND: That was a positive effect? 

MR. SLACK: It shows the water table is 

being drawn down by the drain, . yes. 

DR. POHLAND: I'm getting confused, lvhat 

is t:his Reston document. We haven•e · received it, 

have we? You said some doc.umerrt was provided. 

.. . 
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CHAIRMAN WELTY: Do we ha ve copies of that 

available ? 

MR. SLACK: I just have the one copy. 

Copies can be made. 

MR. HOFFMAN: This was the information tha. 
. 

CH2M Hill put together , It I s on the well data. 

If you want , I could get you copies made thi ·s after, 

noon. 

DR. POHLAND: Well, my question goes 

beyond that. I'm wondering what we are going to do 

with this. Is this going to be part of our 

consideration, part of what you look at and so fort . . , 

and if :so, · is it going to be subject ·co the. same 
. 

QA/QC rigor that the other data sets are going to 

be subjected to and then how is this going to be . 

put into any useful perspective with regard to what 

we are trying to come to grips with; you know, I 

think it's an important document if it's a meaningf·l 

document and one that can be sustained under sci 

ent:ific scnitiny with regard to t he implicatio ;.s 

of the remedial action to date or at least perhaps 

it will provide a base line . against which future 

analysis can be compared. But, having heard all 

this discussion and looked into-all of the 
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experiences wit:h regard to t:he vulnerability of dat 

sets, I would hope t:hat these dat ·a are being col- :.f. 
lected so that they are valid data sets and would 

thereby ind;.cate a positive movement on the part of 

the agencies towaTd accommodating some of our con-
. -

cerns with ' regard to the real efficacy of that treat

ment system. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Steve Hoffman, 
-

MR. HOFFMAN: Dr. Poh land, for you -r 

information, the DEC water data which this is part 

of that information, is on the QA/QC pilot study. 

DR. POHLAND: It is. This document is 

part of that~ 

MR. HOFFM.AN: That data set would be 

included in that because that is tied t:o the 

remedial ef f ectiveness evaluation issue. 

DR. POHLAND: Okay, 

DR. STOLINE: That was my understandin g 

too and I have a further question, You h ave more 
. 

up to date data apparently and my question to you, 

Steve, is, is the data that is now being co ll ected 

from those wells, is this being---

MR. HOFFMAN: We are getting it all 

together. It is available. 

l 
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DR. STOLih'E: It is being updated? 

MR. HOFFMAN: Yes. 

MR. BARLOW: Yes. They have all the most . 

recent sa112pling results. 

DR. STOLINE: So that this data actually 

will be us~d in our marker chemical identification 

process. 

CHAIRl.fAN WE I.TY: Yes. 

MR. HOFFMAN: As it has been used, yes. 

DR. POHUND: The QA/QC scrutiny applies 

not only to analytical pTOtocois but samplirig 

protocols too. 
. . 

MR. HOFFMAN: Yes, all four phases. 

DR. POHLAND: And it wi l l resolve whether 

EPA used solubles versus---

MR. HOFFMAN: That is right. 

CHAIRMllN WELTY: Anything else; any ocher 

questions re lated to remediation? 

DR. STOLINE: Just one question about: those 

we 11 data . I know I have heard this before but 

I can• t remember. How often is data routinely 

collected from those ·wells? 

MR. BARLOW: At the moment we are sampling 

the 24 wells within the fence every quarter. That 
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is more or less our _interim monitoring program 

until we get the final program from E. C . Jordan, 

Now, this is as far as the sampling and we ·are 

getting groundwater elevations once a month. 

DR. STOLINE: And then there are forty 

wells that •·are outside the fence? 

MR. BARLOW: Right. 

DR. STOLINE: That is starting from the 

border of the EDA that borders on t:he Canal area 

out to about two blocks away . 

l>fR. BARLOW: Right. 

DR. STOLINE: In all directions or in at 

least three ·· directions. 

I>fR. BARLOW: Right, and we have . sampled 

results there for all those wells right now. 

. Initially our plan was just to sample them, see wha 

was there and if there were any problems, then, co 

do more sampling in that area. 

DR. STOLINE: And E. C. Jerdan is then 

coming up with a plan that is going to be publicize , 

or whatever next month or whatever for those forty 

wells outside the fence or in the EDA or the whole 

thing ? 

HR. SLACK: The araa that they studied 

-♦ .. .. .. .. .. - ...... ..... -, .... -- -· · ·-- . ... ... 
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included the EDA. The area that they will recommen 

for monitoring, I'm not certain whether it will 

include the entire EDA and I assume to an extent 

practicable, we will recommend use of existing 

wells, although I 1 m not certain of that. We may 

have to put, fn a number of new wells to get the 

wells properly located for the monitoring program. 

DR. POHWNp: This E. C. Jordan proposal, 
. 

will that be a reality very shortly? I mean, is 

this---

MR. SWCK: Yes. The last con,,ersations 

we had with E. C. Jordan is that it•s. a final 

report and a draft form will be available in 

December. 

DR. STOLINE: That raises another question 

As long as the re will: be ongoing monitoring data 

by E. C. Jordan, shouldn•t we be somehow be briefed 

on the existence of that and somehow---! don 1 t know 

that may pertain to what we would recommend as far 

as ongoing monitoring and so on but maybe not. -J. 

don• t know but---

. 
MR. SLACK: . We 11, I chink you raise a good 

question . I think E. c. Jordan is also trying to 
. . 

establish a list of an~lytes, compounds that might 
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be particularly useful i~ a monitoring program, 

although the purposes to which our monitoring 

program that they are designing would be compared 

to what you are going to put your comparative data 

to may be somewhat different, but it may be useful 

if they were to be able to talk to you, Dr, Stoline 

l think perhaps if you would like to, we could 

arrange that. 

DR. POHLAND: We 11, I would certainly like 

to know what they have got in mind too because 

implicit · in what we are doing he.re is a follow-up 

implementation stage and if indeed this long term 

mon:itoring is going to be part: of the agency ·• s 

response to the criteria, then I think it would be 

certainly productive for us to be updated on how . 

this is going to come out, even if it isn•t in its 

fina 1 form, 

MR. SLACK: That is really up to you and 

to him, Dr. Huffaker. If you would like to arrange 

that, I can arrange co have E. C. Jordan available 

to brief these people if you would like that. 

DR. POHLAND: Either that or ii . the .re ;,ort 

is availab .le for our scrutiny. 

MR. SLACK: That . is for sure. That is a 

-,. ..... -- .... 

. ... 
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given. 

CHAIR.'1.AN WELTY: The re port will be in 

December, you say? 

MR. SLACK: Yes. I don't know the precise 

date but it should be available in December. 

-
DR. STOLINE: And you say a draft cut of 

this is now available? 

MR. SWCK: No, I say that the thing that 

will be available in December is a draft of the 

final report that would be available for public 
. 

COIIllllent · and also our - review, and it will . p robably 

involve some rev .ision • 
• 

. CHAIRMAN WELTY: Could you and Bob then 

send that out to our consultants when it is avail

ab l e? 

MR. SLACK: Sure. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Would that be sufficient? 

DR. POHL.AND: Sure, because I don•t see an· 

need to talk to E. C, Jordan u n less for s.ome reason 

we f ind that we don 1 t: l ike their approach or some

thing that runs in contradiction to what we a r e 

trying to do, but I think your comment is interest

ing, , that they would be ·trying to come to grips wit 
. . 

maybe picking certain marker chemica l s or whatever 

. . 
': 

• 

l 
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you want to call them for their monitoring program, 

maybe with even less availability of background 

information and expertise than we have maybe sur

rounding this table. 

MR. HOFFMAN: We have had SOl?le discussions 
-

with E . c. ,Jordan in the last couple of weeks. 

They are looking tmqards this group to define 

chemicals of concern and also to define how you 

interpret those results in a remedial effectiveness 

criteria. 

DR. POHLAND: That is nice to know, 

MR. HOFFMAN: That is why I raise.cl my hand 

· high. . . . 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Warren, do you still hav~ 

a question? 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Yes. I am still a lit:t 

bit confused. You say chat you have got plans for 

c .leaning up the sewers or the drains in 1985 but 

this is contingent on approval of a dump s i te, Now 

the quest:ion that I have is, has the remedial work 

on t:he sewers held up previously because of a lack 

of · approval for a dump site or have you n~ver had 

the appropriations or whatever it is to clean up . t:h, 

s ·ewers ? In other words, what really is the p::-ospec 

{ 

l 
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that that will be done in the next year and then as 

.-I understand from what you said, there are no ·. 

specific plans for cleaning up t he creeks until 

after the sewers, which is certainly logical, have 

been cleaned up, whatever that means. I think you 
.. 

gave us a number at the previous meeting in terms 

of tons or something like that but in reality , what 

are the prospects of getting that approval? Where 

do you stand? 

MR. SLACK: Well, I will give you my 

opinion and Bob Quinn perhaps, Bob Quinn is from 

the u.s. EPA, Washington office, we met with Bob 
. . 

. to discuss this modifying our existing assistance · I 
agreement co get funding to clean up the sewers and 

creeks. We have not yet ever gotten approval, 

funding approval to clean up the sewers and creeks. 

I think that was one of your first questions . 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: I thought you said you 

had . 

MR. SLACK: No, sir, we have not. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: So, that is a l l still in 

the future sometime, 

MR. SLACK: That is right . We believe 

that that will be, first of all, we believe that 

the decision or an acceptable method of disposal 
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will be established and that the funding then will 

be made available to the State of New York to at 

least clean the sewers in 1985. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: But I am a little con

fused because it seems to me that this has been the 

prospect fdr many years now, has it not? 

MR. SLACK: I don 1 t know that it has ·been 

the pros .pect f .or many years. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, several years. It 

seems to me it keep$, you know---whae---what 1 s here 

from the EPA. I gather this is the Superfund, is 

that it? 

MR. SLACK: Right; I think the report 

prepared 'by Halcolm Pirnie which was an investiga-

tion of extended contamination in the sewers, was 

1983, and that we are approximately a year behind 

what we thought we would be able to do in the 

creeks and sewe .rs, at least a year behind in the 

creeks and perhaps a year behind i:t the sewers, and 
. . 

possibly even longer in the creeks now given the 

fact that the 93rd Street School appears to be a 

problem. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: So, if I were site ing 

out t:here as a local resident:, e~ere. is still no 
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assurance of a clean up. - I me an, it: is just a hope. 

• MR. SLACK: I would have to say it• s more :, 

than a hope but it has not been done yet, that is 

correct. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Because . everything wear 

doing is contingent---none of this becomes in any 

sense operative until both of those things have bee 

done. That is what: it says in our fourth draft and 

I assume it 1 s going to say it in the sixth or the 

tenth draft. That is the way we have been discuss

ing throughout our · meetings. · That is our under• 

standing. So, I would like to hear from somebody 
• 

else . as we l .l. . 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: We have Bob Quinn from 

the remedial program at EPA headquarters. Bob, 9an 

you address those concerns? 

MR. QUINN: . Just to explain in a little 

detail where we stand, up to this point it was our X 
assumption that we would handle both the sewers and 

the creeks simultaneously. Some of the factors 

that have caused the delays in the past are the 

. 
obvious problem of disposal and the need to re-

. . 
evaluate some of the costs associated with those 

alternatives that were tejected, as well as the need 

. •· .. 
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for a qualitative risk assessment. 

>' . 
We are looking into the fut:ure, seeing tha,: · 

a lot: of these appear to be unsolvable within the 

nex t fe~4 months and we are trying to get something 

done as quickly as possible so we have recently 

decided to 'divide up the two programs, i.e . , the 

sewers and creeks, So, what we are ·, as Joe alluded 

to earlier, what we have decided to do is to procee 

with a record decision for the clean up of the 

sewers. The schedule we are shooting for is a 

signed record <lecision by the middle of February 
. ' 

and c_o-ncurrent with that, the necessary funding, 
• 

We be 11eve that if we do reach that date; that ~.e 

could have _a design and initiate the clean up durin 

the construction year of 1985. Concurrent with tha 

would be the stabilization of the creeks and in tha 

way, deferring cert ·ain problems such as the large 

amount of disposal of material within the · creeks. 

DR, WINKELSTEIN: Could you clarif y · '-"hat 

is ~eant by the fact that the disposal procedures 

have not yet been approved? I don't understand 

what you meant by that statement about so me kind o f 

decision in eh ·e middle of February . 

MR, QUINN: In order co do any remedial 
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action under the Superfund program, it has to be 

. 
formally approved under a mechanis:n referred to as °'-

a record and decision which is approved by Lee 

Thomas, Assistant Administrator. In order to clean 

the sewers, we are currently preparing in conjunc

tion with Joe and his people that particular docu

ment, the record and decision, which would clearly 

explain what is to be done, what other alternatives 

are available, why those alternatives were screene9 

out, it 1 s for cost, for technical reasons or cost 

effectiveness • . 

We are fully involving the public in this .( 

process and this is a large reason · why that decisio 

will not be made until, as we project, the middle of 

February. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: But: are you people agree 

that it is technically feasible now to do it and 

you have a proposal of where you could dump the 

stuff? I mean, are the scientific, technical 

problems solved to your satisfaction so that your 

record, decision of record will contain a proposal 

that you think is satisfactory or are there still 

problems to be solved ? That is what: I am trying to 

get at. 
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MR. SLACK: I think that the question is , 
., 
. ·. of the alternatives available , whieh is the more 

acceptable or most acceptable to the community but 

there are certainly ways in which the sewers could 

be cleaned and the sediments disposed of in 

accordance 'With sound environmenta 1 practice. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: What , other than the 

administrator or whoever it is who has to appro _ve 

your proposal, what blocks remain before that 
. 

proposal could be put forward? Has it not been 

,tpproved by. th e eit_y or has it not been approved by 

the people o r not · been approved by the st ace or 

where are the present impediments t:o putting that 

proposal in front of the person who has the authority 

to sign and allocate the money ? 

MR. QUillN: I would hesitate to refer to 

them as blocks or impediments, What we are trying 

to do is to provide as much public input as possibl•, 

We will have a full public comment on the draft 

and that is what accounts for a large pe~iod of the 

time between now and February, 

DR, WINKE LSTEIN: So, have those ~--one 

more question and then I will stop: Have those 
. . 

public meetings been scheduled ? 
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MR. QUINN: Joe. 

MR. SLACK: We have a definitive schedule. 

We have already conducted the first one and the 

next step in the program that we had planned for 

involv .ing the public in the decision on disposal is 

a newsletter which is supposed to coee out in, I 

hope next week maybe. Is it next week, Anita? 

MS. GABALSKI: By the end of next Friday 

we will have it written and possibly distributed 

within the next week. 

MR, SLACK: And the newsletter, the pur pose 

of the newsletter is to describe the alternatives 

that we are 'now considering, That: is · basically 

it's a federal . consultant but · I use the·word "we," 

we are considering for the disposal of the sediment 

from the sewers and the creeks and I would say that 

it is my understanding that the EPA will not 

approve funding of remedial work until acceptab le 

means of disposal is established and acce ptab l e 

includes acceptab l e to the community. 

DR, WINKE I.STEIN: I understand but have 

you technicians come to what you think is to of f er 

the public what you· think is an acceptab le way to 

go ? 
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MR. SLACK: I don I t think that is what we 

ar e supposed to be doing. ·, 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, how does the publ:!,,. 

kn~i if the experts don•t at least offer them some

thing thet they believe and do you have something 
-

you believe will work? 

MR. SLACK: What we are pro posing to do is 

to describe various alternatives, the pros and cons 

that we, as best we understand them, and that is to 

be a matter of public information. We will have 
. 

workshoos where the oublic can con:e i n and ta l k to .. . .. . 

• the consultants that have actually prepa-red this 
• 

report; . and discuss it with them. We are trying to 
, I,, 

have public involvement in the actual decision and 
. 

not make the decision beforehand and then try to . 

sell it to the communit y . 

DR. POHLAND: Is there a draft available 
. 

of what is going to appear as an agreement between 

the state ~nd the EPA? 

MR. SLACK: For the clean up ? 

DR . POHLAND: Yes. 

HR. SLACK: We ha ve cade application 

several times for t he fundi ng fo r this an d that is 

a mateer of public record. We have proposed to 
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determine how best to dispose of the stuff. That 

l 
is a part of the actual design, the specifying of 

2 the wo:::k, and we were unsucce ·ssful in getting EPA 1 s 

3 approval to go on that basis. Th ey said the 

4 disposal issue must be settled before we even fund 

s ehe wo r k. • 

6 DR. POH LAND: Okay, bue certainly if you 

7 
believe that in February of 1 85 that maybe a deci

8 
sion can be made. there must be some tangible docu

9 
ment that · you are ne got iat ing between the st .ate and 

10 EPA that must have something ·oehe r than a bunch of 

1\ alternatives. You must have in your own minds some 

12 preferred ' approach to solution to the problem. Is · 

13 that true or isn• t it? 

14 
MR. SLACK: I could give you my o~~n 

IS personal opinion as to what would be done with the 

16 
contaminated sediments from the sewers. I I m not 

1'1 certain that. that would be the method of disposal 

18 
that: is select:ed. The question is, is there a 

19 technically viabl~ environmentally sound manner to 

dispose of the sediment:s and I think the answer is 

21 
yes. I could t:ell you perhaps t:hree. Which one 

22 will actually end up being used, !'m not certain 

23 
yet. I can•t tell you that right now. 
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DR. WINKELSTEIN: Does the EP.-\ agree to 

t;hat? I mean , do you technicians have an agreement \. 

r understand the public has not yet heard it but th, 

public is going to be in a poor position to make an· 

judgment unless the technicians have come to some 

kind of an ,agreement. 

HR. SL~CK: We 11; I think there is a 

fundamental difference in public participation and 

decision making. It•s our understanding that the 

public would like to be involved in t he decision an, 

that our responsibility is to describe the alterna

tives and to exp1.ain the pros and cons. We would 

be glad to give you . our recommendations but the . 

decision is going to be a decision reached concur

rently . 

DR. POHL.AND: But do you have a recommenda· 

tion? 

MR. SLACK: I personally, me, do not have 

a recommendation. 

DR. POHLAMD: But how---

MR. SLACK: How would the recommendation b, 

made; as a result of the information that will be 

put in the newsletter , th ·e workshops that follow, 

at least. one more public; meeting, a draft report 
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will be prepared by the consultant for the EPA and 

l that report will be made available for the public 

2 to revie,-1 and comment on. We will then have 

3 another set of workshops for individuals to come 

4 in and talk with consultants, either ask questions · 

5 or make sugg~stions and then a final report with a 

8 recommended alternative will be presented. 

7 DR. WINKE LSTEIN; But today is November 

8 the 14th and he is talking about putting this in 

9 the hands ·of the administrator, some EPA administra~ 

10 tor on the 15th of Feb rua ry. There is no conceiv-

II able way you could . do all those things. It's li~e 

12 this committee. Hot~ can you have t:wo sets of ptibli 

13 hearings and reviews and technical reviews in two 

14 months over the Christmas vacation? 

IS MR. SLACK: . Well, we have a schedule. 

16 can assure you. I think we can do it. 

17 
DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, I am just asking 

18 
the questions. I better stop now. 

19 
MR. SLACK: I think your questio~ is well 

20 
taken but I think if we wane to clean the sewers in 

21 1985, then we are going to have to move this along, 

22 We can•t allow this to drag on fo-r months and monthf 

23 and I think we have a responsibility to try to c lea! 

I 
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the sewers and that means some of these questions 

have to be resolved rather promptly, ' 
DR. FOWLKES: I think Dr, Winke lstein is 

suggesting that the groundwork should have been lai 

well before this in order to meet the 1985 deadline 

The funding is one piece and the planning is anothe" 

piece of it and speaking for myself, I am astonishe 

to find that there is no technical olan or set of 
• 

-
recommendations drawn up that doesn• t co.st money. 

That is not what the money for the remediation does 

and I am frankly cynical enough to suspect that thi 

is a calculated impasse and that we are si~ting her 

saying, · these criteria that we are working on · re all: 

are moot or don't apply and can't be applied until 

this remediation work is in place and my suspicion 
. 

is that somebody, somewhere, is waiting for t~~se 

criteria to be applied to see the extent to which 

the neighborhoods or neighborhood might be habitabl 

to decide whether it ' s 1~orth cleaning up the creeks 

and sewers and the creeks and sewers really relate 

to the general welfare quite apart from these 

individual homes, whether they are ever reinhabited 

I find it very disturbing that this is 1984, almost 

1 85 and that recollll!lendation was a long time . ago; 

-x 
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DR. HUFFAKER: We have been reviewing 

·:. technical plans for cleaning the se~~ers for a yea::-

maybe. Malcolm Pirnie presented some and these wer 

circulated amongst the agencies. So, I think Joe 

was left with the understanding that all that was 

going to be relevant bet ·ween now and then is the 

technical sewer cleaning procedures being defined 

and there are several alternatives. Probably the 

main decision would have to be reached, what are we 

going to do with the stuff that comes out. There 
. 

were .comments about how th ·ey might be c ·leaned, 

whether they should use high pressure things or a 

. ' ' brush pulled through and quite a number of other 

things. We commented on them as to whether or not 

we were going to wash stuff back into the houses 

and things of that natu:-e but there was no choice 

on what to do with the spoil that CaCle out of it. 

So, I don 1 t think he has to do all of this 

from scratch, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Mr. Quinn, 

MR. QUINN: Just to elaborate on that part 

of it, I thought: . I had e:tplained it earlier but 

apparenely not, We had Malcol~ Pirnie, back in 

1982, do this study and they came out: with their 
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draft report in, was it December of 1 83, or 1 82, 

' 

rather. Well, January of 1 83 or 1 84, I beg your 

pardon. The years fly by. That was January of •84 

We used that document to prepare a record of 

decision to present to Lee Thomas for the cleaning 

-
of the sewers and creeks. We had a meeting with 

the full cast of characters with Lee Thomas to 

prese~t a record decision which we drafted in July 

of this year. It was the decision of Mr . Thomas 

that the study and therefore the record decision 

as it stood was incomplete. :rt was incomplete in a 

number of ways and those. are the ways I explained 

· to you earlier. · There .Yas. not enough definitive · 

explanation of the cost of the alternatives which 

were ruled out. There was a recommended alternativ 

for th e cleaning of both the sewers and the creeks, , 

,-\lso it was decided that although not a full blown 

quantitative risk assessment, a qualitative risk 

assessment was needed and Phil has the task to 

perform that and that is currently underway. 

So, what is being done, with that Mal colm 

Pirnie report we have a . good deal of all of the 

technical mate rials which , are needed. All that is 
. . 

needed during this interim period is a fine tu ning 

'· 
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which is ll0\-7 being performed. So, we are not 
. . 

starting from scratch. All this work is not to be 

done in the next two or three months. It is just . 

simply a small degree of fine tuning. 

DR. POHI.AND: Well, if it's such a small 

degree of fine tuning, then it would follow that 

you would have a recommended solution. 

MR. QUINN: We have a recommended solution 

within that draft record of decision. 

DR. POHLAND: Is that going to chage or 

ara you still--- . 

· MR. quINN: As Joe e:tplained, we would 

like to present these a·lternatives to the publi'c to 

get their input as much as possible so that when we 

do have the final decision, it is as much a 

consensus as possible. 

DR. POHLAND: Can yo u include us as the 

public here assembled? 

' ',ffi . QUINN: Of course. 

. DR. POHL,\ND: Well, my question still hold 

then, Do you have a recommended soluti on for 

cleaning the sewers ? 

MR. SLACK: Malcol:n Pirnie recommende ,d tha 

the materials be taken to a se cu:::e oe r:nitt:e d land-
• 
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fill. Whether that alternative will be the elec ,t:ed 

alt:ernat:ive, I don•t: know, but that: is in the docu- '-. 

.ment. That is a public document: and I don• t know 

if . you read it or not:. There 
, 

is at: least one 

recommended decision. 

DR. POHLAND: I will assure you that: in 

some respects r have read more than I think I 

really needed t:o read but I also read what they hav , 

recot.1mended and those have been in place for over 

a year now , including t:he times chat you had oppor-

tunit:ies to review the d.raft re ports and r too 

wonder what appears to be the reluctance on the 

pari: .of the · EPA and the · agency t:O share with us 

their priority not:ions with regard to what is going 

to be done, because certainly it impacts on 

credibilit:y of how we proce ed here with our final 

criteria. 

. MR. SLACK: I'm sorry, I don 1 t understand 

any reluctance to share with you inf ·or:nat:ion. 

DR. POHLAND: No. What: I said was share 

the decision. I•m hearing it's implicit in the 

document because if it's just fine tuning, you are 

not way back there trying to sort out alt:ernat:ives 

anymore • . You must have some notion of what the 
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dec:i.sion is going to be, Now, let me expand on that 

.· 
'· too. I also had some problem, I can understand 

why it might be p::udent to separate the sewers from 

the creeks. I have some problem with some of the 

comments that you made that, we 11, when we determin 

~~hat is going to happen at 93rd Street, then we 

will decide what is going to happen at the creeks. 

Now, that sounds like you are backi~g up rather tha. 

going forward . 

Also, I am not sure what you mean by 

stabilization to prevent migration. You k~ow, chat 

·is a whole new concept now that has been injected · 

into this whole p'rocess and I guess our group here 

is trying to put our finger on just how real the 

schedules are with ::egard to their relationship as 

to what we are trying to accomplish and the 

credibility of our activity is a l_so hinged on what 

we can extract out of your process and for chat 

matter, this was a very vivid issue that was brou gh 

up back in 1981 with regard to the decisions chat 

were made at that time and we are assuring ycu 

again that it will be a vivid issue with regard to 

our decisions. 

. . I MR. SLACK: We understand that any d eCl.Sl.O 
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on habitability would be contingent upon the 

remedial work in the creeks and se, -,ers and we under 

stand that, I don't know if any more can be said, 

As far as work in the creeks, it: appears now that 

the 93rd Street School may be an active source of 

contamination to the Bergholtz Creek, It would mak 

little sense to us to clean out Bergholtz Creek and 

still have an active source of discharge, Therefor-

we recommend that more investigations, some sort of 

feasibility 

93rd Street 

study 

School 

and 

site 

investigation 

before work 

be 

is 

done 

done 

at 

at 

the 

the 

creeks, at least the Bergholtz Creek. 

appears 

appears 

work, 

to 

to 

be 

me 

a st~p 

to be a 

baclci~ards, 

prudent o

I'm 

rganization 

so-rry, but 

of the 

it 

DR. POHI.AND: We 11, I think that we could 

probably focus on all kinds of areas of vulnerabili 

around the Love Canal and the 93rd Street School 

probably came up maybe because of a lot of local 

concern about that particular circumstance, but if 

you are going to throw that at me, then tell me wha 

you believe to be the pathway of transmission of 

these materials that you say are getting into 

Bergholtz and also tell me what your plan is to 

•:. 

I><' 

, 
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alleviate that. 

SLACK: I have four sample results, 

Dr. Pohland, one of which is a surface watar runoff 

which was analyzed, and I believe they found dioxin 

in approximately, if my recollection is right, 
. - . 

7 parts per trillion, I know that there is an 

active discharge. I don't know if it I s occurring 

through ground or not but at least there is an e-

overland flow and I would be hard pressed to des

cribe how I am going to control that situation or 

remediate it based on four analyses, That is why 

I think it would be prudent to do more work at the 

93rd Street School and to make •sure that if ariythin; 

needs to be done, it is done before the creeks are 

cleaned up. 

DR, POHI.i1ND: How are you approaching the 

resolution of that problem? Are you looking for 

another contractor to do another detailed study ? 

MR, SLACK: No, As I said earlier, the 

perimeter survey which is a sampling program to 

collect water and soil samples, we hope to be able 

to modify that: to include some field work -at the 

93rd Street .School, so that that work cculd sta:::-t 

hopefully in 1985, Ct!:lerwise ie-wculd require 

·· 
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another amendment to our assistance agreement and 

it would probably delay it further. 

DR. STOLINE: Your number may be 7 parts 

per trillion or 7 parts per billion. 

MR. SLACK: No, 7 parts per t:rillion, 

DR. ST OLINE: In water. 

MR. SU.CK: That is correct, That is the 

best of my recollection, 

DR. STOLINE: But there were soil samples 

taken out of the school and I remember those number 
. . 

being t• .. o or three parts per billion for · dioxin , 

Those were the numbers that I recall. 

MR. SLACK: Okay, I think he asked me to 

characterize the effect that the 93rd Street School 

might have on the creek and the way I am certain 

that it may have an effect is that there is some 

runoff from the site. 

DR. WINI<ELSTEIN: I f I had a private plant 

over he re and I had a lot of wastes and I wanted to . 

put them in an approved dump site and it just so 

happened by coincidence that the amount of material 

I had is identica l to what you estimate is in those 

se ~·1ers; could you direct me to an appro ;ved dump sit 

where I could get rid of that: stuff? 
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MR. SLACK: Yes, 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: In the neighborho od here' · 

MR. SLACK: Yes. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: I just wanted to see 

wh-ther there was a place actually where---so, ther. 

-
is · a place ,where you could put this stuff '? 

MR. SLACK: Yes, I tried to say that, If 

you asked me where there is a place of disposing in 

an environmentally sound manner, I would say, yes. 

. 
I can tell you that now. Now, whether that is 

going to be·· the one that becomes accept _ed and 

utilized, I don_1 t know, 

. . 
DR. WINKELSTEIN: · t undeTstahd that. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Joe, will this draft of 

the plan, t he remedial plan for the creeks and 

sewers be available for public review and comment 

sometime in the next month or so ? 

MR. SLACK: I did not bring the schedule 

that I had prepared in order to keep us moving 

ahead on this. The plans and specifications for th 

sewer clean u p will have to be put together early 

spring of next year in order for it to be available 

I think orobably the greatest publi c concern .will . . . . 
focus on health and safety plans. --that aTe associate 
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with the work. The work is really rather simple 

' . of cleaning sewers. I expe~t that we will hava to 

take some period of time where the people will want 

to review the plans and details and there would be, 

probably need to be revisions. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: When they will be avail

able for the public, could you send those to the 

consultants? 

MR. SLACK: Certainly. The intent: would 

be, if the plans and . specifications, including the 

safety plan, were approved in the spring of •85, 

we could bid that work and do it probably late 
• • 

summer or fal:t of 1 85. · That is tfie schedule we are · 

going to try to meet and that depends on a lot of 

cooperation of a lot of people and hopefully we can 

do that. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Now, when this 11r. 

Thomas or whoever it was disapproved the last 

record of decision proposal, on this present sub

mission you have met all of his objections pr~suma

bly? 

MR. SLACK: Bob, can you respond to that ? 

MR. QUINN: That is what we asked Hill to 

take care of and the next versian of the record of 

. I 
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decision which we will be presenting to him in 

February is still being draft:e .d. It is our hooe 
• 

that t:hat assumes, yes, they will all be resolved. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: So, that is CH2M Hill. 

So, what is the status of that ? 

MR. HOFFMAN: That is what Joe Described 

as the meeting that is tentatively December 6th to 

present the discussion of a l ternatives on the 

disposal site, 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: After that you are going 

to have a public mE'et:tng, is that right ? 
• 

MR. HOFF?-1AN: Thai:. is th.e public meeting. 

DR. WilH<E!.STEIN: So, at the public meet:

ing you are going to present it:. 

MR. HOFFMAJ.~: A range of alternatives that 

have been described, 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: A range of alternatives. 

MR. HOFFMAN: The pros and cons associated 

with it. 

DR. POHLAND: And then there is a public 

comment period of how long? 

· :-ra. HOFFHAN: Anita, do you have the 

written schedule? 

HR. SLJiC,<: I have one-prepared by 

.. 
\ , 
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CH2M Hill and we will make copies and give it t:o yo 

if you would like. This differs from t:he one that: '· 

I have but this would give you an idea. It's the 

spring of 1 85. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: The spring of 1 85 for 

~~hat? 
' 

MR. SLACK: For a decision on the disposal 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: You mean, so, t:he record 

of decision is not going to go to Mr. Thomas in 

February, it's going co go in sometime after 

February? 

MR. SLACK: I can•t: answer for the dis

crepancy. I'm sorry, 

DR. WIMKELSTEIN: All I am trying to do 

is---this just confuses me. First I hear February 

and now I hear late spring. I mean---

MR. QUINN: I have given you a schedule 

t:hat Joe, myself and a number of othe rs agreed on 

t:1~0 weeks ago. I have D(!t seen that: schedule. 

MR. SLACK: I will do this as best I can 

from memory. We would hope t:o, by ;aid-February, 
. 

have a decision on t:he disposal of t:he conta~inated 

sedi ment . Now, there may be differences of opinion 

on that but we need that decision sometime in 
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February or March, all right. We intend, the DEC 
... 

intends to go ahead and plan the ramedial work. We ·. 

can do most of it, start drafting the specifications 

· for the cleaning, health and safety . We can start 

work. on that ho pefully if the decision on disposal 

is approved in mid-February, EPA wi.ll actually fund 

the re medial ,~ork, the record of decision that must 

be passed on by Lee Thomas, would be accepted by 

Lee Thomas and we will receive funding to go ahead. 

After the disposal issue is resolved, we can 

complete, finalize the plans and specifications 

for the work • . That will actually have to describe 

. . how the material is · prepared for disposal arid 

perhaps where they will actually dispose of it. 

We hope then in the spring and I can • t 

really be much more specific than that---

DR. POHLAND: Joe, let me interrupt you a 

minute. Is the canal being considered as a part of 

the alternati v e for disposal ? . 

MR, sue~<: Yes, it . is. 

MR. HOFFMAN: Joe, if I may comment here, 

it 1 s my understanding that the actual decision on 

this dispos~l does not necessarily drive the sewer 
• . 

cleaning because the interim st=age conce _pt .is 
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being addressed. 

MR. SLACK: I would say that I don• t think ._ 

you could say that yet, Steve. I don•t think it•s 

publicly accepted yet or anything lik e that. I 

think that we are trying to get a decision on 

disposal and that we will try to get public accep

tance of that. I am not certain if we can. The 

question is this: There is appro~imately, by 

Malcolm Pi-rnie•s estimate, 280 cubic yards of 

contaminated sediment in the sewers. If that 

mat:erial could be removed in druras, say, and 

properly prepared for disposal at a secured land

·fill, well, then ~~e would · clean up the sewers. No"! .. 

whether it•s going to be disposed of at a secure 

landfi ll has not been resolved yet but at least we 

have cleaned up the sewers and if it were publicly 

acceptable to allow those materials to be stored 

until final decision 6n disposal was available, 

then we will go ahead with the clean up of the sewe ·s 

even though a disposal decision had not been 

reached. We- would stage them and sto-re them 

temporarily. Otherwise this work may be delayed. 

It may be delayed i f this decision is not reached. 

Th at: is what Steve alluded to. -· 

..,,. -.. .. - ,.. ..... - -a--- ... .........,.,.,.. 
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. MR. HOFFMAN: Joe, it's not predeciding 

1 ·• that issue. It says that if chat is acceptable, 

2 then this is a mid-February date and that looks 

3 like it is doable, 

4 
DR. WINK.ELSTE:i:N: Now, you could also say 

s 
to Mr. Thomas, if he is a reasonable man, suppose 

6 
that we decide to temporarily store this stuff in 

7 
drums at site A or B or whatever you want co call 

8 
it, Will you, Mr. Thomas, tpprove that in mid 

9 
February, otherwise, you see, Mr, Thomas will not . 

10 
approve it and in which case they don 1 t have the 

11 
money, in which case they can • t proceed • 

• 
12 

Now, if- I were involved in this situation, 
13 

I would have first gone to Mr, Thomas and said, 
14 

look, these are the alternatives I am going to 
15 

present to the public meeting on December 2nd. Are 
16 

any of these unacceptable to you because he has 
17 

already rejected the plan once. 
. · 18 

MR. SLACK: No. ! don ' t think that is fair 
19 to say. He hasn't rejected the method of disposal 
20 

I think what he said was there was insufficient 
. 21 

documentation to support the recot:Uilendation, 
22 

DR. '.>lINKELSTEIN: Then t-.e could say now 
. 23 

that I have the documentation, r ··am not p:::apared ·co 

. I 
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accept that. I mean, you need to proceed, The 

people are going to ask you that question on 

December 2nd. I mean, I should think they would. 

MR. SLACK: Have you been talking with 

Lee Thomas about that? 
. -

MR. QUINN: Yes. As a matter of fact, we 

will be meeting with him in the next two weeks. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: So, you will be able to 

answer that question when they ask you that. 

!'IR. SLACK: The question being, sir? 

DR .. ~vINKE LSTE IN: The quest ion is, suppose 

you decid'e on some alte ·rnative, you have given them 

three alcern~cives, A, Band C and you want public 

comment and a guy gets up and he says to you, 

suppose we, the public, recommend alternate B. 

Is that going eo be satisfactory co the EPA or are 

they going t? grant you your decision of record and 

give you the money? You say, "I don 1 c know, " and 

they say, ''1ie ll, if chat is the case , how a bout 

alternative A? Suppose we approve alternative A," 

and if you say '' I don 1 t know, '' then they will say, 

"We 11, that le aves us only a lee rnat i ve C. Are they 

going to accept -that?" You say, "I don 1 t know . " 

Then there is going to be a furo~ again and t hey 

o • .. -• •- e ---- • .. - •••v •,..., ,,...,. 

•. 
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will say, this is the old run around again. 

Now, somebody has to cut these things at 

some point. That is all I am asking because if non 

of the three alternatives that you prop~se to the 

public a:::-e acceptable to the EPA, there is no use 

having this December 2nd meeting. It I s going to 

lead to more public frustration. In other words, 

these are kinds of things that Fred is asking you. 

MR. SLACK: . I think I understand you:::

question. As I understand the record of decision, 

the record of decision isn•t that Lse Thomas is 

going to decide whether we have . chosen the tech-

nically acceptable alternative or not. It is 

whet:her we have documented that our chosen alterna

tive is technically acceptable. I think that: has 

to be included in the record of decision. He is 

looking to his staff people and those people in 

turn look to the state to consider alternati v es and 

to document the process by which they elect the 

selected alternative, and I think that is what he 

found missing in the information presented hiQ as 

part of the :::-ecord and decision, 

DR. W'INKELSTEIN: I hope you a:::e right. 

M:R, SLACK: Bob, couid --y ou correct me on 

L_ 
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that if I am incorrect? 

MR. QUINN: That is correct. 

DR. POHLAND: But the record of decision 

also includes the preferred option and I would sure 

like to know what that is if I could find out. 

MR. SL.~CK: Do you want my personal 

preference? 

DR. POHLAND: No. I want to know what thi 

document is going to say. What is the pre fer:!'ed 

option for clean up and disposal ? 

MR. SLACK: Is the document available?· 

Then how can we kno~~ what the document is going t:o 

. . say? 

DR. POHLAND: W'ell, how can you have this 

meeting unless you can respond to that kind of thin 

Are you just going to throw the same alternatives 

out that you have run by everybody before an .d---

MR. SLACK: I have run by them once before 

Fred, and th~ purpose of that meeting was t:o int-ro:

duce-- -

DR. POHLAND: Wait a second, Joe. When I 

say II run by, 11 the minute you made that t-{a lco lr.i Pirn 
-. 

report public document, it was run by in per petuity 

and it's there and all those alternatives ara 

•, 

? 

e 
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described there. There has been a critique of that 

document and there has been an agency response to 

the document. So, that is not just once and what 

I can 1 c understand is if you are going to have 

another public meeting talking about the alterm tiv 
-

and inevitably somebody is going to ask you, we 11, 

what are you going to do or what do you recommend 

to be done and that is what he is saying and I 

guess that is what I have asked you to provide for 

me for the last nine months. I'm trying to get a 

grip on what you are---you see, what I want to be 

able to do. is say, okay, this is the one that the 

agency or the EPA or collec ·tively . you feel is the 

best approach to this situation, Now, I want to 

be able to say, hey, that is sound engineering 

judgment. That is all I. want co be able co say, 

MR. SLACK: You will have a report which 

you can examine and hopefully concur that it is 

sound enginee:::-ing judgment. The report wi l l be 

publicly available and subject to . public comment, 

DR, WIESNER: Torn, I just have t wo comment 

related to this. One is, Fred, I think you may be 

putting people in a situation where they can do 

nothing but lose , I think the people try to make 
' 

s 
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recommendations as far as remediation, are tr;ing 

to be as responsive as they can for having inadequa~e 

time and consideration by the co~munity prior to 

making a final decision and in effect, you may be 

asking them to, tell me what the final decision is, 

and I think you have to be very sensitive to the 

position that you are putting him into. That is on . 

point and I would be happy to have you respond to 

it. I think both you and Warren have to be · awa1:e 

of that and if you push in this direction to 

what is your preferred option, you are at the same 

time, from a scientific point of view, possibly 

foreclosing ·some of the community• s opportunity to 

com:nent on t his and you have to be very careful 

and senstive about that; just a suggestion . 

The second point refers to a comment I 

think you made two or three meetings ago and 

several subsequent meetings and that is that you 

don• t want to manage every det:ail of this remedia

tion program an d I think that affects not only what 

this committee•s activities are doi ng her e, as 

as this question · is concerned, but a whole host of 

other factors re lated to the imo lementat ion of . . . 

these criteria and you or any irrd:i.vidua l CO!lll?lit:tee 
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is not going to be able to manage every step of the 
;.~ 
' . operation and! think one has to be very careful 

about assuming either the capability to do that or 

the time and the wherewithal to cope wit.h it. So, 

those are two points. · 

Nm~, I may be misreading you but: I sense a 

very, very serious problem here as far as pushing 

people to the point that you end up with foreclosin 

the opportunity for the community to comment on it 

and secondly, getting int:o the detailed management 

in a way that you will never be able to come · out 

with criteria for habitability and help them with 

moving the . process on. 

DR. PORLAND: We 11, I accept you:r comments 

and having been involved in really what we are 

talking about is environmental impact assessment, 

it: 1 s really the same process. We are looking at 

projects being proposed and the various alternative 

including the various mediation efforts that can be 

· associated with the alternatives. So, therefore, 

in the process of the decision making, and it 

relates to us becaus ·e our ciiteria are set up on 

the presumption, I think, that certain things will 

happen. What we are talking about now is the 
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credibility of what we are hearing with rega:-d to 

implemeot:ation of what we think is going to happen 

and I would like to fortify that: any way I can. 

I find it rather disconcerting at this particular 

point in time, recognize everything that has 

-· 
preceded prior to this time, that this is not a 

new issue that has been brought up. This has 

certainly been an issue at the forefront of our 

deliberation from the moment that I got involved 

in this c·ircumstance, maybe due to my insistence, 

but certainly· it has been. · It's a matter of record 

with regard to what ~.as done before .and · what we 

are · wondering about now is · that we would like to 

see some more definite indication of the implementa 

tion of those expectations that we are making part 

and parcel of our decision here. 

MR. SLACK: I think perhaps sooething new 

has happened, Fred. In July the DEC intended to 

dispose of contaminated sediments on site, con

taminated sediment that resulted from the cleaning 

of sewers within the fence. That was a subject o f 

great public concern and actually new guides 

documents from the EPA or a letter was sent to 

EPA saying that · if you are going -. to dispose of 
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contaminated material that result f~om your remedia 

work, you must do so in a substanti ve requirement 

with the RECRA, the Resource Conservation Recovery 

Act and that is something new. 

The remedial program, the r-ecommended 
. 

program for cleaning the creeks and sewers and the 

disposal of those materials, you are right, it is 

in the Malcolm Pirnie report, but all of a sudden 

the issue on disposal in this past su!ll!ller became a 

very icportant issue again and I think that is what 

we are t-rying to deal with, is ho~~ to dispose of 

these sediments. I don•t think it is something 
' 

tHat was two years old. 

DR. POHLAND: But you should have been V 
r-

able to anticipate that anyway because any tiille 

you pull up hazardous material and proceed to think 

about storage, ultimate disposal, an y issue 

covered under RECRA, you would have to anticipate 

that you may well be unde ·r that kind of regulation 

and I frankly don't even care whether you just say 

that if you would give me the assurances that 

whatever is done will be done in accordance with 

RECRA re quirements, right now everything is rathe -r 

diffuse. I have difficulty es~ablishin g , for 
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instance, just how you ara going to reg ulate the 

e:(ist:ing remedial situation oth:ar than through a •. 

per.nit with the city which is, in :ny opinion, 

relatively loose and then it translates do1,n the 

line to their affluent discharge under AMPDS and 

so forth and that is really a regulation of a treatr 

ment: plant over there and there probably are some 

stron g arguments for, hey, after all, you are 

pulling out materials, hazardous material~ and 

treating the:n on site, storing them .on site, why 

shouldn•t you fall under RECR.A under those circum

stances ? So, I can't believe that RECRA considera-
. . / tions are new considerations, I;ideed, y◊u filled · · 

- r 

out: an interim permit for that: site, So, that is 

not a new issue. 
. 

MR, SLACK: It: certainly is, Tne app li ca-

tion of RECRA standards for handling of waste 

generated during the remediation on site is new, 

It has only been stated sinc:a the end of July • 
,.,.,~-·-~··•·"·~"········· -..... .. ... DR. POHLAND: Well, t::-iat aspect of l.~. but -

MR. SLACK: That is the issue. 

DR. POHLAND: We 11, it may be the pr.imary 

issue now but I would sub mi t that all of these 

scenarios that one ca n think a bou t in terms of 

' 
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remediation either fall under RECRA considerations 

or CIRCRA considerations and I can• t believe that 

you can te 11 me now that no w all of a sudden, just 

because of the decision that was made possibly to 

dump these materials or dispose of them on site 

got you int:o RECRA. I can•t: believe that. 

DR. WIESNER: Fred, what I was trying to 

get to was that from the point: of view . of a group 

of scientists that are focusing on habitability 

criteria, it seems to me I:ike in this area , yo u 

have possibly three alternatives : One is you could 

say, here are the specific g-.iidance and e:xpectatiqn 

that we· expect to be . carrie "d through in the remedia 

tion and management of the treatment site and we 

think that the apparatus can do it. They are going 

to have to have oversight. That is one alternative 

all right. 

The next alternati ve is, here is a set of 

criteria and guidance and we are uncertain about 

whether the apparatus can do it and you might have 

to have some special incentives or special ove4-

sight for that to be carried out or . the third 

judgment that you could make is that no matter what 

guidance and criteria you put in place, this just 
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doesn't seem like it is going to get done and, 

therefore, habitability is moot. 

Now, I mean, those are judgments that I 

know you are grappling with but as individual 

scientists you are going to have to cut on that 

pretty soon. 

DR. POHLAND: That is right and what I•m 

trying to do is give our document the strongest 

cuts and maybe the first one, and you know, I have 

requested and received in defense of the department 

·· that I ha,,e received some of the infor:nation that 

hc!:ve -looked for with .regard to a documented a;;suran 
' 

that cert ·ain things were be irig conducted in some 

way and would be conducted that way in the future 

and maybe improved and so forth, and I am going to, 

at some appropriate time, propose that that become 

part of our---whether it - 1 s in an appendix or howeve: 

it is done, I would like to get the same kind of 

response, recorded response with regard to t he 

present: situation, of expectations, proposed 

approaches with regard to the remedial care. 

Now, the problem that: we are groping ..,,i .th 

here is that we· a:re simply given a set of alterna

tives without any direction from the agency 

e 

I 
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inevitably responsible for implementing t hese 
1 

alternatives as to how they have come to grips with 
2 

these alternatives, .when . they are going to come to 

3 
grips with these alternatives and even if it is an 

4 
expectation, you know, I recognize all the problems 

5 
that you have to deal with in getting this program 

6 
off the ground but I think that I heard you say som 

7 
things today that I have been waiting for you to sa 

8 
for some time and that is, in fact, that you do hav 

9 
some kind of a schedule of implementation of things 

.. 
I think similar as with the se,iers, we ought to · 

. 

10 

11 
address the creeks a l-it:t: le mo.re. definitely with 

• 
12 

regard t:6 what is likely to occur. · Hay.be . if this 

13 
cannot be tied down, then oversight is a better 

14 
alternative. 

15 
So , you know, I agree, you know, we have 

16 
these different: levels but: I wculd like the · 

17 
strongest le v el, just like when Dr, Sipes wants to 

18 
stick in there some of the surrogates or mar!<ar 

19 
chemicals, that is an improvement over · putting none 

20 
and I want a similar and I will push for a similar 

21 
fortification on the issues of remediation. 

22 
CHAIRMAN WELTY; Is there anyt'hing specifi 

23 
all}" that :,ou would recommend that we change in the 

---~--·- --~---···- ___ .......... ... 

'· 

-
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next draft in re lat ion to remediation? 

DR. POHLAND: Well, I think it•s , as I 

mentioned with regard to the chemicals, I think we 

should avoid leaving it open ended as much as we 

can. The ~~ord s are the re. We are asking for thing 

It is just ,clike the fir st document said, that is 

based upon the fact that the sewers are going to 

be cleaned up. Well, basically, four or five years 

later the sewers haven•t been cleaned up and we are 

not getting a clear picture of when they ara going 

to be cleared up and then the probleo of final 

disposal must certainly impact on how we deal with 

. the other issues of remediation, 

Fo r initance, if you do dispose on site, 

I am not recommending this or presuming that this 

is your choice, 
' 

but if you do dispose on site, t h•t 

is an imposition on that whol e site again, 

par ticularl y now unless you broke the integrity of 

the liner co get it in underneath the liner, you 

have a different scenario to deal with. Ce rtai:,,ly 

you would come under RECRA under those circumstance 

I don•t see .how you could avoid it because you have 

taken stuff from one site, declared hazardous, 

and put it in another site which is either a 

': . 

• 

. 
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storage or ultimate disposal site and that is a 

RECRA stipulation, 

So, you know, it's nice to s peculate on 

all the scenarios around but certainly if this fine 

tuning is where we are• we ought to have a better 
-

notion of what is likely to occur within the fore-

see able future. 

NR. SLACK: If the disposal were at a 

RECRA permitted facility, you could probably make 

some decisi _on on habitability, correct? 

DR. POHLAND: Witj). regard to the ul .timate 

disposal of sediment. We could eliminate that 
. . . 
basically as a concern, 

MR, SLACK: If the sediments were disposed 

of on site, they would also have to be in complianc 

with the substantive, technical requirements of 

RECRA, Would that allow you to make a decision on 

habita~ility? 

DR. POHLA~lD: Sure. 

MR. SLACK: Then I th ink that is t.he way 

you should approach the problem. 

DR. POHLA}lD: But then, see, I asked for a 

better indication of _the managemen~ of the treatmen 

site and I got most of what I wanted. I wanted an 

.•. 
e 
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assurance also that there is going to be a routine 

recording of information and its use in management 

of the site and . those words are in our criteria 

document right now. They would be so much more 

palatable if we could append to . them maybe an 

appendix with a statement from the agency, in fact, 

fortifying the intent. 

MR. SLACK: I don•t see any problem with 

that. I think we have done that in May. We have 

done it again in June an~ our applications for 

funding from the EPA included · schedules. I would · 

be giad to iet that information and consolidate it. 

· CHAIRi.'1ANivELTY: Can you help us with .·· 

preparing tne appendix relating to this specific--

MR. SLACK: Yes, I will give you---I have 

schedules. I will give you the schedules and you 

can see the schedules. They have changed somewhat 

since early spring of this year but they are still 

trying to do the same work. 

DR. POHLAND: Joe, what I would suggest, 

you have the issues of remediation spP.lled out in 

general in the _ criteria document. Just look at wha 

we are saying there and resoond accordingly with . . 

regard to the present position of the agency. I 

-

\ 
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don't want to force him in a box or anything, I 

just want you to say, . hey, here is where we are and '· 

here is where we think we are going with this and 

these are the controls that are going to be working 

throughout this process, 

-
CHAIRMAN WELTY : Can we move on to the 

dioxin sampling protocol? 

DR. FOWLKES: ! would just like to add a 

very gerieral statement, • I think that Fred I s concer 1 

and the concern of everyone here is that the 

integrity and ~redibil.ity of · the work of this • 

• coDlll!ittee · is not autonomous. ·It doesn• t stand on 
• 

its own. It I s interde .pendent with the integrity of 

the coordination and the cot1Ut1Unications that 

organize work overall and I think these questions 

have come up before around the treatment site, 

around the . problems of infor:nat ion and around the 

COllll:lunication and we are raising _ them again, and I 

want to raise it with reference to, . somebody out 

EPA, this was in the newspaper this morning, ta lkin . 

about the job of this committee, defining our work 

as work which will define the neighborhood as 

habitable and I feel under:nined, 
. I f.ee l profession ' l 

ly insulted and that somehow I thought we were a 
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collection of interdependent professionals and 

agencies, planning around a common goal with a 

common set of principles and that we had sat here a 

a CO!llillittee, understood and articulated the need 

not to build into this a bias toward habitability 

but rather , a set of criteria with which to evaluate 

the potential for habitability and someone froci an 

agency who has representatives on t his committee 

is describing our work in precisely the opposite 

terms from which we have understood it, and goes 
. 

on then to . express his impatience with the time · 

delays and how the imperfections of sc ience ought 

not to · interfere at ail with this kind of delibera~ 

tion. It is times like these when I read somethin 

like this, I feel as though we should go home an _d 

that our work is really wasted because somebody fro 1 

a cooperating agency makes a state~ent like that 

and I think it•s part and parcel of the same problem, 

whether o:::-not there is technical efficacy around 

the remediation to the sewers, whet -her or not some

body from the EPA is going to sustain the integrity 

of r:his -work. 

CH.\Ifil!AN WE Ll'Y: Vince Pitruzzello f-:-om 

the EPA. 
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· MR. PITRUZZELLO: Yes . I wo;.ild just like . 

. -to respond to that . 

CHtiIRI>!AN WELTY: Why don 1 t you co= up her • 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: I just have a quick 

response. The regional adcinistrator , Chris Dagget;, 

made that comment • 

DR. FOWLKES: That is the person. 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: Chris Daggett. He is 

the new administrator. He was fully aware as of 

a couple of days ago of the process. He is fully 

a~~are that . the process is to determine whether the 

area is or is :not habitable, suitable for . habit.a-

tion. I really don 1 t understand the context: of 

that: quote . · I wasn 1 t there when the quote was made 

DR. FOWIKES: It ' s very dama g ing to the · • 
work of a committee like this. 

DR. DAVIS: Could you read l.• ~. - ? 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: Chris is very we 11 aware 

of the study . 

DR. FOWLKES: It: doesn't make me feel any 

better, after almost a year of ext:remely hard work . 
)( 

"What we reall.y have . co do with the governoent stud y 

of Love Canal habitability is reassure t hese people 
• . 

these buildings are habitable. 11 
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That is number .one. 

DR. DAVIS: Who is being quoted? 

DR. FOWLKES: This is Daggett. "Daggett 

opposes continued delays because of scientific 

imperfect ions." 

I •have never served on a more hard working 

and conscientious committee than this one has been 

and I think if we can•t depend on the agency 

officials of the agencies that are cooperating in 

bringing us all together, then we have some rea l 

problems. 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: As I said, not being 

there, I can only assure you that the regional 

administrator knows that the process here is not 

predetermined, It is to determine whether the a.rea 

can or cannot become habitable. 

DR. FOWL:.a:S: Well, I'm glad he knows this 

but it doesn• t show in a comment like that and the 

damage is done . I::• s not what he knows, it I s what 

he does. I don I t want to make an issue of this 

but I really want for • myself, anyway, as a member 

of this committee, to go on record wi th respect to 

fee ling tha ·t the integrity of my own professiona lis ~ 
. 

is compromised and that his professionalism has 

- - ··~···- ---··-- ···-
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been responsible respecting the work of this. 

committee. So, that is a 11. . . . 
' 

?-fR. PITRUZZELLO: I can just give you my 

know ledge of what happened and unfortunately I 

wasn•t there, but Chris is fully aware of the inten

tions of this committee. 

DR. VANDER1-IEER: Is there any assurance, 

Dr. Fowlkes, that could be given to you by the 

regional administrator that would---

DR. FOWI..'<ES: It's not me. I think the 

regional administrator 01..ght to be making a state

ment to the people of Love Canal and to the colll!llUni~y 

of Niagara Falls and the paper. r mean, he either 

knows how to do his job or he doesn•t. That is 

really what I am saying and I think that is the 

issue around the remediation too. People are there 

and we can trust them to do their job, or they are 

not, and the issues of communication have come up 

before and the interdependence and integrity of the 
. 

work of this COllllllittee with the integrity and work 

of others, and I don't think it's :ne that needs the 

reassurance, I think it's the cor.miittee and the 

larger comraunity. 

DR. VANDERHEER: My e::peri .e nee has been 
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that statements can be taken out of context and can .. 

·' .. be extraordinarily damaging and I am not sura 

whether this was or was not but I do have the 

assurance of Mr. Pitruzzello, who is a member oi 

the TRC, that in his briefing of the regional 

administrator, that it was never implied or intendei 

to come across that the decision on habitability 

had already been made and this committee had been 

pulled together to solidify that decision and to 

work quickly toward that end and I share with you 

all of your concerns, I ao wondering if you have 

any recollllllendations that we could follow · up on 

immediately to dea 1 with not only }"Our concerns 

but mine? 

DR, FOWLKES: Not any ::hat I could suggest 

in public. 

DR. MILLER: I think the re could be a cor

rection in the 9aper, I imagine they would acce p t 

that: even on behalf of the report:er who pulled it: 

out of context or on behalf of---or on the part of 

the gent le man who was quoted. 

DR. WIESNER: I think we have got a couple 

o .f peo?le f=om CDC who are working hard on this 
. 

committee wi::h you and we ar(; very, very imprass .ed 

I 
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with the effort of this committee and I think we 

would be very interested in stating clearly that if ': 

that quote is accurate, it's either a mistake or it 

is something very serious that we disagree with 

because we sat out long hours specifically design-

. ing a process that is going to be open and complete 

with the community and the scientists involved and 

they were going to define the steps from the 

beginning to the end to answer the question of 

whether, not how, you know, whether habitability 

was goipg to occur. 

• · So, I have got a person on my staff, 

Tom lveity, sitting .there · ·cheeri~g this and for the 

record, I would want to make that very clear 

because we really did and I think this committee ha 

been marvelous in the cooperation with the open 

. discussion of this and it is something that we woul 

not want to be associated with and I think somethin 

has to be done from our point of view also. 

DR. DAVIS: I.et me raise a related issue 

and I think this has to go into the document on 

habitability as well . r .ecent disclosure that: 

the CECOS facility may not be a contained facility; 

chat it may be .leaking, and this is c'he permitted 
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class 1 facility which had previously been desig

nated to receive the dioxin overoacked waste or 
• 

the dioxin waste in whatever form, and now it is 

going to be more closely monitored, That really 

raises an issue that: is beyo:1d the purview of this 

committee but needs to . be stated, I think, in the 

beginning of the document as well and that is that 

the entire effort to clean uo Love Canal and to . . 
assess habitability presupposes that there are 

safe disposal practices available. Otherwise, one '--

is simply moving waste from one place to another -
and all you are doing is spending money . and perhaps 

getting a litt ie . t i.ne / and . I chink that . it. is . 

important that we state that we cannot determine th 

adequacy of the entire RECRA related effort that . is 

going on now in this country and around the world, 

but that it is extre:ne ly important t:hat e'l/e ry e ffor. 

be made to see that: wastes removed are properly 

secured, Or:herwise, we are si.nply moving pollu ·tion 

rather than solving it, and while . some people have 

suggested that the solution co pollution is dilutio , 

that is really not c:.ue. 

DR. FOWLKES: So, the re are re ally two 

kinds of int:egricy in issue, the integrity of 
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linings and the integrity of peopl2, 

, l . MR. PITRUZZELLO: He was · just pointing out 
2 

that Jim Ha:rt in made the statement, not Daggett, 

3 
but it is still coming from the EPA, but I just 

4 
want to reassure you once again that the administra, 

s tor does kno~q what: we are doing here. 

6 
DR. 1-IILLER: But there must be a pub lie 

7 relations officer. Thet"e are people here from the 
8 media. I mean, there has to be · a way to fix this. 
8 

REV. DYER: There are three people sitting 
IO 

in this room that heard that yesterday. 

11 
MS. HALE: Are we all .owed to collll!lent, 

12 
because I would like to comment on that issue. I 

13 
read that in the paper this morning. I was at t:hat 

14 
meeting and there was a lot of debate by Sam 

lS 
Giarrizzo and other people that alleged there was 

16 
a difference on 103rd Street, to the fact that they 

17 
do want to stay in the area and it was my understan -

18 
i .ng when I read that article that his reference was 

19 
to people who would like to stay there, whether _or 

20 
not their buildings we re habitable. I didn I t feel 

. 21 
that ·ehe comment · was made in reference to all the 

22 
buildings in the Love Canal, but now I would like 

• 

23 
to know, I would like to clarify that statement. 
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DR. FOWLKES: To me, it almost doesn•t 

matter because that isn• t the poini:, that we would , 

like to be able to reassure people. We would liks 

to be able to set up criteria with which to evaluat, 

in fact whether those homes are habitable . 

MS,. HALE: I mean, I think he should 

clarify the statement and say e~actly what he did 

mean by that but it was Mr. Daggett. It wasn•t the 

man with him. 

MS. GABALSKI: I was at that meeting and 

a lot of what did take place wa·s centerad around 

the discussion of what fear 
' 

does in a situation 

like this and the role that fear plays and Chris 

Daggett and Marshall both had strong feelings that 

communication was essential , and if the thing is 

habitable, if it is deemed to be habitable, then 

it I s our responsibility to communicate with the 
1,::::: 

people so that they believe that statement and, 

you know, that was a lot of what the di ·scussion was 

DR. FOWI...'<ES: That is a lot of what this 

committee has tried to do and it came across in 

the paper, it was as though this particular group 

was somehow inadequate .or had been deficient in 

addressing precisely that issue. That concern is 
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what has fra:ned, I would say, in major ways the 

work o f chis group and as it came ouc there, it was ' 

somehow .as though he was cha champion of that point 

of vie w as opposed to this group of people and 

that simply isn•t true. 

-
CHAIR.'1AN WELTY: Vince, could you possibly 

get the app:::-opriate people from your staff to write 

a letter t;o the ed itor to clarify this whole issue? 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: Oh, yes , sure. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, can I offer · a 

suggestion ? 21y experience with this is that we wil 

waste our energ::.i:!s in this activity. We have re pre 

sentative s o f the press he re • . Let them correc ·t it:; 

The y are listening to what we are de liberating on 

and if we get · involved in this side issue, but I . 

do think that we have to make crystal clear somethi g 

that is right here and I am sure it is not going to 

get out of the fifth, sixth, or tenth revision of 

this docui::ent and that is, page 3 it is stated in 

crystal clear terms that everything that this 

COCllllittee is doin g , de pends upon t he corapletion ~ - ... ,,, 

o f the remedial . activities. That is not to t ake 

place for thrae years , the criteria, and you know , 

as I listen to th e discussion and the experiences I 

.... ---··- ... _ .. ..,_ ........ .,.,_ ,,. ,.. .. , ...... 
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have had with this kind of thing is that we ara 

talking about at least three years befor e, at 

best, befo-re these -reille.dial actions take place . 

I think eve-ryone, we ought to be fully aware of 
. 

that ourselves. 

Ic says here it is ex pected that the fol

lowing provisions be met bef ore these criteria are 

used and then those provisions are spel l ed out 

under section A and section Band there is no way 

that, given the present state of the affairs, and 

eve-rybody ought to be clear on that, including 

ou-rse lves_, I mean there is no ~se hiding anything, 

At the minimum we have he a rd two years , one ye a-r 

for the sewers and hopefully one year for the cree!< 

because in this neighborhood you can• t work on thos 

things except in what you call yo ur construction 

period which is the summer months. So, that oean s 

t:1to years away and knowing the way govern::ienc 

agencies act, · especially when you are at two levels 

-that probably means an optimistic period is three 

years and I hope eve-ry body understands that. 

That was my understanding. Now, am I 

misunderstanding? Fred , am I misunderstanding that ' 

DR. POHUND: No. 

I 
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DR. WINKELSTEIN: So, everybodY: better be 

1 clear on ~hat. It is right here. It says that, 

2 be met before these criteria are used . If we are 

3 not in agreement upon that, wa better get that on 

4 the table right now. 

s DR. DAVIS: I do have another modification 

6 to make to this document, co suggest which might 

7 Glake it take less time but I haven• t really thought 

8 of the time frame and I don I t know ~~he the r I should 

9 mention it at this point .. I don•t know, Bob, 

10 whether you mentioned my co!Ulllencs. 

II MR. HOFFMAN: I mentioned it. 

12 DR. DAVIS: .Bue it seems to me, • if I may 

13 take a moment, we are treating TCDD differently 

14 f roGl the other chemicals and I was impre .ssed with 

15 Dr. Silbergeld 1 s letter, although I am sorry that 

16 has not been able to ever be with us, that where 

17 there are existing federal standards for pollutants 

18 such as ambient air or water standards, whe~ these 

!9 have al:::-eady been developed and you a 11 know 

20 criteria documents and years go into developing 

21 these standards, that the levels of pollutants in 

22 the air and ~~ater of the Love Canal a-rea should not 

23 e~~ceed these standards plus or m-inus the standard 

- - . - ---··· -- ..... 

.. 
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error of detection, 

Now, what . that would mean, I think, Bob, ·. 

you and 
. . others may tell us it doesn• t mean a lot , 

if you put that in but because the levels detected 

have noc been anywhere near those standards and 

also because the standards for air pollutants, 

there are onl y four toxic air pollutants for which 

there are standards, ambien _t standards right now, 

berylliu:n, viny 1 chloride and two others, does an y

one here know them? 

UMIDENTIFIED VOICE: But !=hose are 

emission standards, not really ambient standards . 

DR, DAVIS: · so ·, there are very few, 

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: None, no to-xic ambien 

air. 

DR. DAVIS: Well, as bestos, there is a 

standard for asbestos that is visible dust, not 

much of a standard, but ther~ is one, an ambient 

standard, but in any case, let's understand that 

even if you put chat phrase in, it doesn't bia s a 

who le lo t but it would seeu1 to me that if the re we r_ · 

~ . a case where the re was a.n excee d ence o r an e-xisting . 

federal standard, then there wouldn•t be a~y ques-

tion that you wouldn • c have to go to do al l this . 

I I 
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expensive sa mpling in a comparison area. Unfo:rtuna e · 

ly, I doubt that that is the case and can anyone •. 

here address that issue? 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: I would be certain, as 

said before, there is no ambie nt air standard aside 

from the typical sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides. 

That is the air, There is no indoor air standard. 

There are ne> soil standards, and the only .:.._ 

thing is the drinking water standard. 

DR. DAVIS: Yes. You do have water scan-

dards .• 

1:!R. PITRUZZELLO: Drinkirtg water standards 

CHAIRMA~f WELTY: · That . i:r not for gz-ound- · 

wace :r, however. 

DR. DAVIS: It is not for groundwater, . 

However, and I. am sorry, again, as some of you may 

know, I was not able to be here :religiously last 

time, I have not been able to give this the atten

tion that I would like because my father rece n tl y 

died ·, but: I am here now to state at this time that 

I think that it might therefore be worthwhile co 

at least consider the possibility fo:r toxic pollu- ,, 
' t--

tant: s for which OSH,'\ scanciards exist, such as 

benzene, and exposure should noe- ··exceed the TLV 

I . 
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divided by a safety factor of sL~ plus or minus 

the standard er:ror of detection and I would be glad ,:. 

to go into a rationale for that but what I am tryin 

to suggest is that, and this is prompted by Wa::ren• 

comment, if we are really talking about three years 

after all t-he time that has gone on, perhaps we 

could include in the document in addition to the 

comparison appr~ach, because it rnay be that ultimat , -

ly that is the only way to do it, some provision 

such as I understand was discussed at the last 

me-eting but not generally accepted, to ~lso include 

a consideration of existing federal standards, 

whether they be air or -water or OSHA standards so 

that: we might save some _time. 

Notq, in fact, if I remember the monitoring 

data correctly, probably these won't help a great 

deal because except for the very first monitoring 

that was do _ne in the first homes, the levels have 

not been that high that we have got z-ecordings on. 

On the other hand, instrumentation and techniques 

!}ave changed somewhat since 19 78 when those me a sure 

ments 'were done, but I just would •throw it out as a 

suggestion. If we ara talking ahout three years, 

then quite frankly, once you say ··three you might as 
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well say five, although financial decisions cap 

start to be made which I gather is a big concern 

for many people who have a lot of investment, the 

actual decisions are---

DR. WINKELSTEIN: But I think that I ~-,ill 

speak only , for myself, my understanding and I think 

it has been said over and over but it has to be 

reiterated, is that the criteria for habitability 

make no sense until the agreed upon remedial work / -
is completed. You cannot convince roe as a member 

of this committee, I'm not going - to put my name to 

an approval of any committee report unless you can 

convince me that it is not prefaced by that requir~ • 

ment. I · mean, what is . the use of talking about 

habitability if there are 200,000 cubic feet of 

contaminated sediment in the sewers of the neighbor• 

hood? I mean, it•s ridiculous. And the streams, L-, 

I mean , we have heard the public here every single 

tic::a and if the streams remain contaminated with 

dioxin and people are concernad abou ·c it, I :nean, 

is there something wrong with me? Am I not hearing 

.correctly? And that is my feeling. So, I arn not 

p::-epared t ·o waive that, Devra, _I just couldn • t waive 

chat ?ersonally and that is why .. ;,7ou are putting so 

. I 
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much pressure on Joe because we want to get a clear 

picture and I'm just saying that l~e have been dis-

cussing this for an hour and actually we don•t need 

to discuss it any further. 

DR. DAVIS: I don•t disagree with you at 

all. I understand that and I am sorry if I ,~as, 

by i!!!plicati on, if I was. I understand your point 

and it is very we 11 taken. 

MR. SLACK: I don• t mean to take is sue wit 

that. I just want to make sure I understand and I 

would as!<: you to consider something when you make 

those statements. .If I could use the blackboa1:d 

again . 

First of all, I understood the decision on 

' habitability wasn't necessarily going to be on an 

all or nothing basis for the EDA, that is, that , 

certain parts of the EDA might be found habitable 

while others might be found to be uninhabitable. 

DR. Fffi.JI.KZS: That is within the general 

framework of accomplishing the :remediation. 

Nothing is habitable. I think that is what Warren 

is saying, that the potential for habitab~lity is 

nonexiste .nt in the minds of, I think, : this group 
• 

until this remepiation is done. ·-· 

- - . . . - . - ~-··· '"' ,.. ________ 1••-

·. 

F 
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HR, SL.~CK: That is wh.it ! am trying to 

cla-rify, I know what it says and what I'm trying 

to do is clarify in my own mind what you mean by 

that and also ask you to consider something, 

These are the creeks, Bergholtz Creek and 

Black Creek. They lie to the north of the EDA, 

The sewers are distributed th=oughout. There is 

no doubt that if the sewers are a problem, that 

affects practically the entire EDA, That is pretty 

we 11 establi,shed but. it would seem to .ne that if 

the issue is the c~eks, I would ask you to conside i: 

if areas, all the areas within the EDA are affected 

by the creeks which lie to the north of the sit:e. 

Not~, the canal is still going to be here 

and the way you set up your neighborhoods, if you 

would give consideration to this, I will just use 

an . example, if that were the EDA and all the neigh

borhoods we.re to touch on Love canal, then it• s 

possible in every single one of those neighborhoods 

there would be a point that would exceed your 

criteria for habitability no matter how you set: the 

up _and if you decide on the neighborhood all or 

nothing, none of the neighborhoods would be f ound 

to be habitable by chac logic, -·· 
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On the other hand, if this is the Canal, 

now all the hot spots end up in 0~ neighborhood ·. 

which is uninhabitable but the other ones might be 

found to be habitable. That is just t:he manner in 

which you select your boundaries. It I s also true 
-· t;, 

that one of the neighborhoods around the cree k s, 2.t . -

might be that you would find that neighborhood to 
. 

be uninhabitable but other areas within the EDA 

not affected by that---

DR. MILLER: But there a-re people on the 

other side . of that creek that · are living there no~-,. 

MR. SUCK: · That is what I am asking you 

to consider, that that · may be true, that this area 

may not be-- - may not meet your criteria for habit

ability. The only thing I'm asking---

DR. FOWLKES: No, no, no. The EDA doesn't 

meet the most fundamental criteria for habitability 

unless the remediation is done, I think that is 

what we are saying . 

DR. 'JINIC::LSTEIN: Even if I wasn•t a membei: 

of the co:nmittee I can read. That is what it says 

on pages 3 and 4. I don't have to be a member of 

the committee. 

MR. SLACK: Don't misunderstand ..ie. I 
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understand what you are saying. I I m asking you 

to consider something different. The co _nside rat ion '· 

I am asking you to give is if the creeks cannot be 

cleaned up for two or three yea rs, you are p;:obab ly 

right in that, Dr. Winkelstein, then is it possible 

that that area may not be habitable. Does that 

affect: the entire ED.<\? That is a decision that you 

'--will have to make. Maybe ---

DR. FOWL..1<.ES: We made. it. You know, 

the EPA made it in 1980 with its report. The area 

was habitable on the condition that · it be made 

habitable. That is what it said. 

MR, SLACK: · I believe that decision · was on 

an all or nothing in the EDA, 

DR, FOWLKES: That is right but we are 

saying, first of all, in the precondition for 

considering habitab:l.Jity of some areas, it is that 

this framework be established of ~lean water and 

toxic:-free sewers. 

MR. SLACK: If you are prepared to • identif , 

say, a neighborhood which is habitable and other 

neighborhoods that are noc habitable---

DR. MILLER: Only within a frar.:ework ~-he re 

the sewers and creeks have been .--cleaned ·up. 
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NR. S L.~CK: And I unde.rst:and why you say 

the sewers, bec _ause it affects much of the ED.;. 

Why can•t you re-examine that position, given the 

fact that the creeks are more---

DR. FOWLKES: They are not self-contained? 

-
MR,~ SLACK: But they affect a s:naller part 

of the EDA. 

DR. FOWLKES: They affect a larger part 

of the City of Niagara Falls as far as that goes. 

MR. SLACK: I am not trying to argue 

against the need for remedial work. I'm just sayin 

that, can you set aside that aTea? You may find 

that it . doesn• t satisfy your criteria for hab·it

ability. 

DR. FOWL.'<ES: I wouldn't be willi:-ig to and 

I don• t know if the rest would. 

DR. DAVIS: I think, , Joe, where your point 

is coming from and I understand it, is that right 

now across the United States there are co:mnuni.t:ies 

that are inhabited that have this exact situation 

and that that is the problem, but: the f act that 

there a1;e people living in homes in the vicinity 

of u.nsecured dumps doesn• t mean that we· should 
•, 

the ref ore encourage · others co dQ....that. I n:ean, 

.. 
:-_ 
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unfortunately, it's a very difficult issue and I 

understand what: you are saying but I don• t think 

chat it's going to be possible, therefore, co say, 

well, since there is pollution all over, . we should 

therefore, recognize that and put people there 

until such "time as we got it cleaned up. 

MR. SLACK: I 1 :n not saying to put people 

there until you clean it up. I am saying if you 

set up the creeks as one of your neighborhoods, 

with that done and let's say that does not satisfy 

your criteria for habitability , then you would 
. 

say 
. 

that this area d.ong the creeks is uninhabitable. • 

Would that . necessarily mean areas fur 'ther to i::'he 

south---

DR. MILIER: That doesn't satisfy my 

c rice ria for what a neighborhood i..s. That is 

becoming the tail that wags the dog. 

DR. HUFFAKER: Let me try something. We 

hav •e set up the five of the thirteen that border 

the creeks as neighborhoods and back to the CDC 

on habitability, he is talking about the entire 
. 

EDA wi .th the whole thing on oce block, not 

· incrementally, but the other one is, when you 
. 

negotiate che who le business, tney sa .id it I s very 

·: 

I- ·. 
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possible that the ED~ is incrementally habitable. 

That is what Joe is talking abcut here now. The 

quote that you have that: you were just reading from 

which is absolu .tely directly straight o~t of the 

CDC re port, word for word, it may be an inappropria ~s! 

quote considering he was taking t:he entire EDA in 

one chunk and not breaking it up in any smaller 

points. 

-
Then we have another problem. What: do we 

do with t'he north side of those creeks if we decide 

the south side is not: habitable. · Logic would say 

that: something else should occur as far as the rest 

of it goes. How uninhabitable is it? Is it not 

habitable enough so you can't move people back in 

but not bad enough to move anybody cut? You have 

to deal with that thought:. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: I would like to hear 

from Glenn and Fred, whether they are interested in 

modifying their positions on that • 
. 

DR. SIPES: My original assumption was 

exactly as it: was stated there, that these were 

pre requisites and then t:he indicator chemicals were 

sort of the second phase type of monitoring, if I . 

could use that word. So, I thi.r,;: .:hat you pointed 
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out what I had, when I read that, interpretad it: 

that way, that that was A and then B ,~ould follow 

through with the other Love Canal indicator 

chemic a ls. 

DR. POHLAND: You know, it's unfortunate 

that today , is the first time we found out about the 

intention of separating the sewers from the creeks 

because our strate gy of approach with regard to 

'. community structure, neighborhoods, if you ~·,ill, 

how we are going to set up our comparisons, how 

the sediment samples would re ·late to the sewer 

samples and so forth may have been different, I 

don•t know. 

From a strictly technica 1 standpoint now, 
. 

okay, notwithstanding what: you were saying, Joe has 

a point because what: you have to focus on, the 

sensitivity issue of that par ticular area, and if 

indeed there is sound logic behind separating out 

tre · recedial action for the creeks from the sewers, 

then it should at least be examined to see how that 

kind o f rationale would impact on the possi ble new 

ar::angement: o f those areas that we might be able to 

identify with those two segments of the EDA • . 

~ow, . if that violate s ~he integrity of 

- . . -- ..... 
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neighborhoods and community structures, that is 

another issue. 

DR. MILLER: You are creating a situation 

where you risk, I think, moving in families and 

children within a few hundred yards of a free flow

ing dioxin; bed of dioxin, granted with a fence on 

it, but---

DR. POHL.<\ND: Okay. Those are the neigh

borhood, social issues that I don't presu~e to 

address and you know , if they are really the 

priority issues that must be incorporated and 

embraced in the final decision, then---

DR• • . FOWL."<ES: Even to take ' the most 

conservative approach or t:o follow through with 

what . you are saying, it doesn't matter how these 

neighborhoods are drawn, that simply eliminates 

everything north of Colvin, period. I mean, it 

doesn't matter how this is drawn. It all borders 

on Bergholtz and _ Black Creek which ru ns through the 

middle of it. 

DR. POHLAND: Yes, I uncle rst:and the 

arbitrary nature of the way things we.re originally 

designed. , .. 

DR. MILLER: No, . it is ·- the ,~ay God put the 
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creeks down here. 

DR. POHLAND; No, but I mea n where they put: 

the limits in the EDA. It doesn • t really make muc h 

sense in my mind either that you would only look at 

one side of the creek and not the other side. 

DR. FOWLKES: Right, but all I 1 m saying is 

that even to follow along with what you and Joe 

?.~ere saying, it is relevant how we have drawn t ·hese 

subareas. You have just eliminated the habitabilit• 

and viability of everything north of Colvin because 
. 

that l.S 
• where the free flowing water is. 

DR. POHUND: If that is it , so be it • . 

DR. · FOWLKES; Well, then--- ' 

MR. SLACK: I would categorize it a lie t le 
l--

bit differently. If we assume the creeks are bad 

and that the area is not habitable , then it would 

preclude the habitability of every area that 

borders on the creeks and that is in fact the way 

you have drawn it, 

DR. Fow I.KE~ s ·. ., "o , no , no . That is not 

ho,-1 we have drawn it. It is the broad out line 

here north of Colvin. Our border is on Bergholtz 

Creek and dissected by Black Creek . 

MR. SLACK: And if your- --ne ighborhood had 
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been drawn as a band adjacent to t:he creeks, then 

t:he band ~4ould be uninhabitable but not every area 

that t:ouches the c:::eeks. 

DR. FOWLKES: No, that is really not 

correct. 

r,m,. · s 1ACK: Now it is a matter of how you 

ha•1e drawn the boundaries. 

DR. FOWLKES: Not really. I mean---ves 
J • 

if you are saying you can jerryrig the boundaries 

to create artifacts in order to somehow preserve th, 

uninhabitability of the cree .ks, then I • see what you 

are saying, but it's jerryrigged . It is jerryrigge 
.. 

and it is not viable and i couldil• t in all good 

.conscience create some of the kinds of things that 

you are talking a bout, knowing that it is ringed . 

around with contaminated water, f:::ee flowing water 

waste. 

DR. ST OLINE : I would like to interject 

soi.:ething that goes clea::: back to ~~hen you first 

started talking, Joe. It seems to me that the 

seoaration • of the creeks from the sewers was kind 

of because of the new development with the 93rd 

School and that tangles in there because that is 
. 

apparently something, the contam"i:nation there 
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somehow is getting into possibly Ber gh olt:z Creek 

and Black Creek and that means that that gets put 

off because---! wasn't sure put it's apparently a 

problem that maybe you don• t ha•;e a plan on that on • 

MR. SLACK: It apr>ears to me that . if we 

keep the creeks and sewers together, all we end up 

doing is delaying the creeks and se wers because it 

doe sn .1 t appe-ar to me we can speed up the creek c le a 

up. So, that is why we proposed to separate it. 

Otherwise the sewer clean up would have "been 
. . 

dea lyed even beyond · • 85. }lhat: caused ·che de lay of 

the creek clean up? 

. . 
DR. STOLINE: Yes. Why is ttiat taking 

such-- -why is that the one that is going . to take 

more time? 

MR. SLACK: In the state there is a progra 

to investigate rather preliminarily any site that 

is known to have received hazardous waste and they . 

completed that investigation at the 93rd Street 

School and that involved collection of, I think, 
. 

just four samples, some groundwater samples, 

think some soil and at least one surface water~ 

They found dio:tin at least in the surface :::-..inoff on 

the site and to me to then go atread with the 

1 

I 
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remedial program in the creeks and say to everybody, 

everything is acey-du cey when we know we already 

have a site where t here is some possibilit.y of, 

for either recontaminating the cree k or the site 

itself shou ld be remediated, the 93rd Street School 
. 

property, 
-

that isn I t very responsible. That: is 

why we think the c1:eek clean up has to be delayed. 

DR. STOLINE: I t seems to me, this is 

somewhat of an aside• but if you look at the flow 

chart that we have whi ch is a yes/n o kind of thing 

depending on wheth er things are detected 01: not ,. 

we ha ve a hot spot here, something that mayb e I 

shouldn • t call it that , bu t there is an a re a that 

gives us cause to look at it and that is the 93rd 

Street School and the question there when you go 

into that part of the bo~ oi the flow char t is, to 

make a decision whether in fact yoµ remediate it or 

not, and I think you are talking here about this 

ti:ne scale is what really is, I think is pertinent 

here because, first of all, there is no plan that 

know o f to do anything at this part icular point 

because of that contamination and we are talking 

here about that k ind of holcing up things for at 

leas t two years, mayb e three yea -rs before something 

. I 

I 
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can be puc down on a piece of paper as far as even 

a plan to proceed, 

So, that is really- - -really, that whole 

thing, that whole 93rd Street School, that hot spot 

that ha s been de tecce d the ;:-e , what.ever you want to 

call it, ii; really impinging right now on this 

COllll!littee I s work as far as I can tell. Is that a 

fair characterization? 

HR. SLACK: I think you are correct and al 

I am asking you to consider is the creek as a hot 
. 

spot and that areas that border the c:::-eek and 

obviously this . is my opinion, you will lika!y find 
. 

to be uninhabitable~ . If the areas that: border the 

creek don•t include · all the areas, then you may fin 

other parts of the EDA habitable and it I S a matter 

of how you draw your boundaries. Just as you might 

have found the 93rd Street School to be a hot spot, 

I ask you to consider the creeks as a hot spot and 

not affecting the habitability of the entire EDA. 

DR. FOWU<ES: But you are de termining the 

neighborhood on the basis of where you know t he 
. 

contamination to be and that is about the oooosite 

of how the committee ought . to go, 

DR. POHLI\ND: The re is - a possibility on 
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the implementation part of these criteria, that the 

decision should be defensibly made that what you 

are suggesting could happen but what we are saying 

to you is that until that evidence and information 

is available to us, we are saying that we are going 
-

to---I think I hear us saying that we are going to 

stick with our original position on this. I think 

the re is enough flexibility in the criteria to 

allow for scient:ific reasons, technological judga:en 

in the implel!)entation actions. 

Now, it's up to you as the implementing 

agency to make sura that those things are proceeded 

with. 

MR. SUCK: I understand. 

DR. POHLAND: And I think you are asking 

us to presume that: your scenario between che sewers 

and the creeks outweighs what I hear my colleagues 

here talking about with regard to the integrity of 

the neighborhoods. 

l1R. SL.~CK: I won 1 t ask you co make an 

assumpt:ion. · I will try to, in the scuff you have 

asked for, the schedul~ of the work, the planned . 

activities, to lay it out on the basis of the best 

of my know ledge that I can pre se-nc it and · t:hen you 

' . 

s 
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can make your own decisions. 

DR. POHLAND: Yes, and I think that is a 

valuable addendum to our document anyway because 

think whoever is going to be responsible for making 

the ultimate decision and the implementing of the 

actions tha :t can• t be implemented during the tir.le 

that we deliberate, that that certainly will be 

valuable with regard to guidance . 

DR. FOWI...'ZES: .<\gain I think the . point is, 

Joe; that the EPA found the ED;~ uni nhabi table with 

the . present state of contamination. If the area in 

general is found uninhabitable for that reason, why 

then · would smaller areas be inhabitable?· I guess 

I am really not agreeing · with your reasoning. You 

see---

MR. SUCK: We may have to agree to disagr e 

DR. FOWLKES: We certainly do because I am 

saying that even to get rid of all these neighbor

hoods, t:he EPA would have found anything nort h of 

Colvin minimally uninhabitable because of the 

conta mination o f the creeks. So, t:he re is no 

earthly reason why even sma ll er p ieces of it would 

be habitable. 
. . 

MR. SLACK: Thank you , - Tom . That: is all I 



1784 
have. 

1 ··, CHAIR1'!.~N WELTY: Okay. ! think between 

now and when we break fo-r lunch, :,1artha and Pat:, 

3 could you present anything in addition t.o what you 

4 
have submitted in writing with regard to the neigh

s borhoods and we will have an opportunity for 

6 
pertinent comments from the public at this ti~£ 

7 
with regard to the neighborhoods and we will hold 

8 
off on the dioxin comment until after lunch. Will 

9 you be here after lunch? 

10 
MR. PlTRUZZE LLO: Yes. 

l1 
DR. FOW~S: • I don 1 t: think we have any

12 
thing ~o ad~, simply t:o emph~size cha~ this is a · 

13 way of coming to terms with a house by house 

14 approach that considers the individual house in the 

15 social conte::t and that the neighborhoods are drawn 

16 
not so much to reflect: where individual people did 

17 
their daily businesses with whom, but: to organize 

18 
the area into what we feel are logical, definitive ~ 

_ ... 19 social residential groupings. That was our languag,. 

20 
which, if they were found to be habitable as an 

21 
entity, could be funct:ion~l as an entity. That is 

22 
to say if they were safe, they could also be resi

dentially viable. 

I 
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There is really just: one :::odification t:o 

our proposal as it: 1 s represented in the draft that 

we want to make and I chink it's our fault because 

our language may not have been as clear as it shoul 

be. Our thinking with the decision tree which was 

on page 8 was that where we begin with a house by 

house approach having taken the general area, the 

subareas, and we are working now within a suoarea 

tha-t: would have been declared potentially habitable 

on the basis of the sampling, it: was that the 

individual house be tested for indoor air and if th 

air i~ found not to be up to comparison s~andards, 

that at the .same time soi _l and groundwater on t1'.e 

lot be tested, that is, the soil and groundwacer. 

In the decision tree model, in the event that the 

air fails the test and would follow the yes, the 

next step is not remediation to control levels, 

the next step is to testing of soil and groundwater 

to determine the extent and location of contacinatiop 

issue and if it proves to be a problem of bad air 

without soil and groundwater, that also doesn't 
. 

measure up to the indiyidual house, then we go to 

re:nediac ion. 

DR. MILLER: But we wou-ld remediate in 
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either case. The point wa·s thac when the house 

failed, that became the signal, the occasion for 

doing a comprehensive analysis of a house and its 

lot and the water on it to determine the source of 

the problems comprehensively and then to assess the 

efficacy o~ remediation, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY:· Let me just speak to the 

way I had envisioned this work and see if it is the 

way the rest of the consultants feel about this. I 

there is an increased level of a specific chemical 

I and we can identify t~at it s. coming from a certain 

household product, and removing that product and 
• 

then retesting the air correct:s the p-roble ·m, I 

didn• t see that there would be a need for further--· 

DR, MILLER: I see what you are saying • . 

That is not what we are speaking to. Most of 

these houses are uninhabited, though, 
. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Not all of them, though. 

I mean---

DR, FOWL.<ES: Well then, we have to have 

a modification that specifies in the event the 

house in inhabited, fails to meet the air test, is 

searched for obvious sources of contamination, out 

the overwhelming majority of those houses are 

. ·. 
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neninhabited and I think that was our frame of 

reference. So, if you wane co allow for the two 

categories there, where something could be removed 

thac could be causing that, then that is, it 3eems, 

to be reasonable. 
.. 

CHAIRI1AN WELTY: It seems we could 

incorporate that into the revision, that suggestion 

DR. FOWLKES: Where houses are presently 

inhabited, yes. 

CHAIR..'fJ\N WELTY: Yes. 

DR. FOWL.'<.ES: But then we are following 

through in another kind of line of thinking where i 
• 

the . uninhabited houses, , see, the thinking is thac 

if the air in an uninhabited house is bad, that tha 
. 

may be an indicator of more pervasive contamination 

on the lot, in the water and so on. 

CHAIR?-fAN WELTY: I'm not sure when you sny 

testing the water, the way the document deals with 
. 

that in the control area is to utilize the pa~ci-

tion coefficients from the soil testing to estimate 

the contamination of the water and if you are talk-
. 

ing about drilling wells in these yards--- · 

DR. FOWLKES: No, no. · We are using the 

same procedures only now we are not doing random 

https://FOWL.'<.ES
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· sampling. We have some ·.-eason to zero in on t he 

individual house and use the sa me--- '\ 

CHAIIU-!AN WELTY: I just wanted to be su.-e 

DR. FOWL.'<ES: We are also testing for 
, 

water, that is all. 
. 

CH.!1IRMAN WELTY: One of the points that 

D.-. Huffaker was concerned about had to do with the 

lower part: of figure 2 there wnere having a poten

tially habitable neighborhood, assess the effect of 

any nonhabitable houses and we we.-e wondering if . 

. 
y_ou .had . any specific recommendations on how this be 

done. • 

DR. FOWLKES.: I think we have talked about 

this, Tom, and what you said to me was Dr. Stolwijk 

thought we ought to draw a quantifiable criteria 

and what I said was, I don•t a g ree with Dr. Stolwij . 

and I think we Still take that stand that I would 

accept only an apriori criteria that it is all or 

nothing, that one house rencle rs the area uninhabit

able or that what we have at issue here is a 

qualitati ve decision, not a quantitative one and 

that can only be assessed on the grounds, so co 

speak, after these houses are assessed and so me bod y 

has a chance to see the lay of the land and what th 
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. 
impact is, of whel:'e they are and how many they a1:e 

·. and I don•t think that it's possible to quantify 

what is essentially a qualitative consideration. 

mean, it may be possible only to say, if you insist 

on quantifying it, then I insist on being as cautio s 

as possible and ruling on a subject area on the 

basis of one uninhabited house. 

DR. DAVIS: I am a little confused here an, 

perhaps you can clarify this for me. Is the point 

of discussion where a house is found not to be 

habitable because it's contaminated? 

DR. FOWL.'ZES: And cannot be remediated. 
. . 

DR~ DAVIS: An·d cannot be remediated, 

therefore, that ·subgroup or subarea in which the 

house occurs is not to be considered inhabitable, 

correct:? 

DR. FOWLKES: Well, if we insist on quanti 

fying this on the front end in terms of what is the 

criteria for how many houses and where. See, we 

had suggested that once the area has been assessed, 

that some sort of consult be available with us or 

anybody else but that it be assessed qua lit at: ive ly 

in terms of what is the impact of this particular 

array or distribution of the .se :nany uninhabit:able 
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houses on the residential viability of this subarea 

1 
. . •. DR. DAVIS: I am· still confused then. 

2 
Looking at the thing that Joe wrote there, we are 

3 
talking about if in ooe of those squares there is . 

4 
one uninhabitable home, correct, that is the point ? 

s 
Cli'AIR.'1AN WELTY: Yes. That is the point. 

6 
DR. FOWI...'tES: That is what we said, all or 

7 
nothing. 

8 
DR. DAVIS: Right ' and then I thought we 

9 
had said all or nothing, tha t is to say, if there 

10 
is one home that is not suitable ·fo .r habitation in 

11 
one of these,' then the whole area shquld be regarde 

12 .. : as not: suitable a·nd I think that the reason -you are 

13 saying that has been, and the rationale has been 

14 
both sociological and also in some sense quasi- · L.-1 _.. I 

15 
scientific because the thinking is if one home is 

16 documentable---

17 
DR. FOWLKES: Sociology is not mutally 

18 
exclusive from science. 

19 
DR. DAVIS: Let me correct that. 

20 
DR. FOWLKES: There is a sociological, 

21 
scientific rationale. 

22 
DR. DAVIS: Forgive me. I am sort'y • . . 

23 
Your point is well take?• I am t!ying to 
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distinguish between the socia l science information 

I that goes into this decision and the natural scienc ,~ · 

2 that goes into the decision and my terms were not 

3 well chosen but the point I was trying to make is 

4 that there would be socio logic reasons for . rejectin, 

s having one ,house be uninhabitable but in addition, 

6 there would be natural scientific raasons as we 11, 

7 namely, if one house you could detect something in, 

8 thinking of the Barry-Day paper and the issue 

9 Dr. Sto line raised abnut nonde _tecta bi li ty, if you 

10 can detect conta mination in one home, then there is 
, 

II some concern that this may ultimately spread to mor 
• ., 12 than one home in some way. 

13 DR. FOWLKES: Or ultimatel y be more wide

14 spread. 

IS DR. DAVIS: Or be more . widespread than we 

16 are now able to detect and for that reason I think 

17 in the previous discussions that I recall, our view 

18 was that if the re was one house chat was not inhabi 

19 able, then that subarea should be considereci non- K 
-

20 habitable. 

21 DR. FOWL.t{ES: That has been our view too 

22 and there is continual, I think, pressure to modify 

23 that, to say, oh, come ·on now, you know, not the 
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whole area, and I am unwilling I think to specify 

a criteria to that effect. 

DR. HUFFAKER: I am guilty of putting that 

box in there with that language but: I got: it, I 

thought, from correspondence with you where you sai 

someone was, going to assess the effect of the- --

DR. FOWL.rzES: Well, only because after bei 

pushed on the issue, I mean, we have held on to all 

or nothing, but if in fact we are going e-o---we are 

not going to hold t: o the a 11 or nothing and the -:-e i 

some feeling · that what . we should . really be doing is 

specifying 80 percent of the houses habitable, I am 
. 

not . willing to !\lake .:t:hat kind of specification. 

T~e furthest I would move on that is that: some asses 
. 

ment then be made of t:ha neighborhood and where t:ho 

houses are and how they impact and that cannot be 

drawn off on t:he front: end. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, I think the prob

lem comes down to the question of how you deci de 

whether a neighborhood is habitable or not . If yo, 

decide that a single house elicinates a neighborhoo 

then I think you are obligated almost to test every 

h ouse in determining whether the nei gh borhood is 

habitable, If, on the other hand , you are willing 

•, 

g 

· 

e 

, 
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to set some kind of other criteria, namely, that on 

sorae kind of a sampling scheme which is not spelled 

out, a neighborhood can be determined habitable, 

I think you have to make that distinction because 

clearly if one house makes a neighborhood nonhabit

able, then ' the only way you can determine whether 

a neighborhood is habitable, applying l ogic, is to 

test every house . 

Now, if that is not what you want to do, 

then you have to make a different decision. So, 

it•s a question of the committee making a choice 

in the criteria for determinini whether a 
. 

neighbor-

hood 
. 
is ·habitable . unless, again, unless I misunder-

stand. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Wel'l, all of the houses 

are proposed to be tested for indoor air and based 

on i:;hat test---

DR. WINKELSTEIN: If that is clear ·· then, 

it makes sense if that is your decision, then one 

house that is nonremediable makes the neighborhood 

noninhabitab le. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Well, one · of the terms 

had was , if you had a house that has indooz 3ir 

pollution and you can•t find out where it is coming 

• 

•: 

I 

L 
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f rom, com i ng f rom th e so_ ~ l , ana . if you 1 oo k on t h e 

·•. decision tree, if the soil concentrations are okay, 

then why would that one uninhabitable house make 

the neighborhood uninhabitable? 

DR. DAVIS: Then you have to find out what 

the source ' is of the contamination and ren:ediate it 

For example, if you have ina ppropriate application 

of fluoridane heptachlor in a hocna, you can get 

levels that: would make the house uninha bi tab le for 

the reasons of t:he point source specific applicatio. 
. . 

of fluoridane heptachlor and there are some homes 

in this country nowadays where that has happened an 
. . 

I think t:hat perhaps that that: may be a valid 

exception. We are talking about where the home is 

contamined with LCIC chemicals. 

DR. FOWL.'CES: And can 1 t be remediated. 

DR. DAVIS: And I think that might bathe 

way to specify. However, if there is another kind 

of contaminst ion as, for . example, undue _ lead paint, 

or asbestos tiles in the ceiling or fluorida ne 

heptachlor, r · don• t think that would make the 

neighborhood uninhabitable. 

DR. FOWLKES: But those are · rec:ediable 

sources. 
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CHAIRl-ti-\N WELTY: So it may not become a 

big issue. Most of these problems may be remediabl •. 

We may not be faced with this problem very often. < 
DR. DAVIS: Those problems should be 

remediaole. F luoradane he ptach lor may not be so 

easy. • 

DR. HUFFAKER: But we have remediated some 

houses already by simply destroying the house. The 

house no longer exists. 

DR. FOWLKES: That is right and if the lot 

shows the1:e is no sign of contamination in the 

order of soil, then · the . remediation may be to . 

destroy the house but you have not put , it . down 

adjacent to a vacant lot which is contaminated. So 

if remediation involves destroying the house and . 

leaving a lot that is habit:able, in effect, t:hat: 

then just becomes a lot as part of the neighborhood 

You haven• t: violat:ed the critet'ia that we worked 

on, that we have spelled out here .• 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Yes. 

DR. SIPES: Because we will have monitored 

the soil, et cetera, so then there is nothing found 

there, you would assume that it• s an unidentifiable 

source in the house that can be destroyed. 
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DR. FOWI...'(ES: Or it may be ·an identifiable 

source in t he house that is too com?lex or costly 

to remediate under some circu mstances. Therefore, 

you don't preserve the house but you have intro

duced a contaminated lot into the middle of the 

residential neighborhood. 

. DR. WIESNER: Tom, I don't want to fore

close this discussion. I think th~re is a general 

question that I would like to have Pat and Marth.:i 

think about and maybe the other pe ople to think 

about too because---and if that is · done, I will 

bring this other one up. If it is not done---

CHAIR..'1AN WELTY: Let's bring it • up and the 

also I want to leave some t:irae for the communi ty 

if they have anything. 

DR. WIESNER: This question has come up 

through the discussions and earlier ones and that 

is the fa ctor of time, in terms of how long does al 

of this take to gee done and I wonder, not co 

complicate things, but I wonder about the sociologi, 

perspectives of, is tr.ere a limitation on time that 

you would put: to say, I mean, you are mak_ing deci

sions now, you are talking to the community and 

looking at these ho mes and if this whole pro cess 
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takes fifteen years, I mean, that is an overstateme~t 

I think, but if this whole process takes fifteen 

years to complete, would your descriptions of a 

sociological and acceptable, viable neighborhood 

still apply when these houses are falling down, 

have to be ,re .paired? 

DR. FffivLKES: Yqu don•t need a sociologist 

to respond to that. 

DR. WIESNER: We 11, fifteen years, I kr1ow 

that wouldn't apply but now I'm going to back up, 

back it · down to, if it is foar years, would it stil 

apply and if it; 1 s seven years would it st1!1. apply. 
.. 

Do you want to put a .time factor in - your . quest .:j.ons 

of viability for the neighborhood? I think it is 

a very i~portant item and---I mean, with fifteen, 

I think we could all cone lude without any training 

in sociology but when you get down to, is there a 

time factor? Can I just apply this into perp etuit y 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: I gave this some thought 

this morning, about 45 minutes ago when we were 

discussing this ti:ne issue surrounding the remed ial 

work, I started thinking about this, It would seem 

to me that if the cri::eria document that we ha ve 

develope d is reviewed and accepted, it wouldn't hav 
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to wait: until after the remedial woi:k was done r::o 

begin to evaluate the criteria, You would, I would 

think, begin immediately the implementation, the 

design, sampling plan, You would identify the 

control areas. Yo•J would put in place the air 

sampling, soil sampling and water sampling and you 

would begin all that work immediately even though 

you knew that · the prerequisites are st~ll nor: 

completed, that they are going to go on as if they 

were simultaneous. What the document says is its 
. . 
application of the criteria would not be done until 

after cert •airi or::her things we·re done. 

So, I think it rs obv{.ous that if the re wer 

some delay in being able to apply the criteria and 

certainly it would see ·m to me that so:ne reasonable 

time period, if it were delayed beyond four or five 

years, obviously, you would have to re-examine the 

criteria because they might change. These are not 

remutab le. So, I would think t!1 at one would have 

to use some judgment but I think the important 

thing is that, in fact, the whole thing would not b, 

c·'.t'edible unless, because you can see ,~hat has 

happened with respect to other activities at Love 

Canal, if this document, these proposals are 

' 

- ·---··- - -----· ··- ---···-- ...... 

•. 

• 
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accepted afte-r the review process, orie would expect 

immediately things to begin to happen, If they 

waited for three or four yea .rs until the creeks and 

the sewers were cleaned up and only then did the 

State Health Department or whoever was authorized 

to impleCJent them begin establishing a sampling 

plan, it would be another three or four years. 

DR. WIESNER: It I s easy fol." me to think of 

the long delays that can obviously be discarded but 

the question I'm asking is , do you want to incor

porate into your criteria a time facto ·r . that says, 

unless these criteria are applled , impl~mented and 

) 
applied and decided · upon · within X pe •riod of time, 

these . criteria are not operative. 

DR. ?-1ILU:R: But really you are talking . 

about concerns, that is, building codes, is it not? 

I mean---

DR. DAVIS: I don 1 t think he is talking 

. just about the buildings. I think he is talking 

also about the sociological viability of the neigh

borhood. There ara areas, for e:<ample, DeNore, 

Pennsylvania in 1948 had a poi,ula .tion of about 

45,000 people and had the world•s largest nail •ill 

It is now, because of the shutdown of U. S. Steel, 
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there are appro:cimate ly 70.00 peopl e t here and the 
. . 

industrial base, the social base and the number of 

churches, schools, it is just no lon ger a viable 

community. It's a shrinking, disappearing .town. 

So, Love Canal is that now and I guess Che 

question is., how much longer can it exist as a 

comm.unity in the fractured state in which it is now 

DR. FOivL.'<E S: Is chat what y ou are aski ng? 

DR. WIESNER: Yes. 

DR. MILLER: But I mean, the compa-rison yo 

a.:~ making, I am not persuaded is the bes t O!'.e 

because the economic--the po i nt is well taken but 

the e·c~riomic base continues co· be he re~ The 

housing market, co the best of :ny knowledge, is 

excellent. .I mean, there are more people looking 

for housing than there seems to be housing. You 

know, the~ are problems created by deter i orating 

inner city that are pushing population out. The 

housing in this area of the city is extrea,.e l y 

attractive or was before the whole business b roi<:e. 

The desirability of it as a residential setting, 

at: least for the ne~r future, doesn't seem co be 

in question. 

So, the issue then becomes, wh·en you O?e n 

'<. 
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it up, are you ef fectively 

and I suppose in a manner 

risk that one runs, that 

resemble . 

c::::eating a 

of speaking 

that is what 

new subdivi ·si 

there is that 

it will 

;n 

'

DR. WINKELSTEIN: The possibility 

a time limit in, though, might be helpful 

it might precipitate action. So, I think 

be---I would be perfectly wil ling to talk 

that. 

of putti 

because 

it would 

about 

g 

I have 

DR. MILLE~: 

made all along 

But 

is 

also 

that 

the 

nothi 

assumption that 

ng , ·no prop ert y 

will be sold until it meets building codes and mayb . . . . . I 
we need to see that as we 11. I mean, · chat is part · 

o f it. 

DR. FOWL.'ZES: What you are saying is that 

there is a built in time constraint and that is wha 

you mean and that would be fa:::: enough. Never mind 

the issue o f cpemicals, toxicit y or habitability. 

In chemical terms they simpl y won't be viable 

residential structures. 

DR. WIESNER: Or it•s not a reco verable 

collll:lunity after so much more time, 

DR, FOWL:.<.ES: ,\nd tl).era :i.s another reason 
• 

for breaking it o ff, it adds pressure to the system 

https://FOWL:.<.ES
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but is there a basis fo~ making that from a 

sociological point of view. :; 

CHAIR.'1,;N WELTY: Fred, you had a comment. 

DR. POHLAND: Yes. Well, the point I was 

going 

a tillle 

t:o make, notwithstanding 
. -

limit · on this process, 

the 

I 1 :n 

thought 

not: sur,a 

of put:t:i 

that 

g 

under the circumstances any one of us has that kind 

of wisdom to suggest that they would know how to or 

how long it would take to bring this thing to some 

successful fruition with :regard to the criteria. 

I think we are really talking about s laments of 

implementation that have certain constraints that 
• 

det .ermine the . time limits. that ce rt:;ain things , can . 

be done. 

I guess I would also extend that be.yond . th 

situation here. I think, notwithstanding the fact , 

again, that whatever we do here is certainly 
, 

going 

to have an element of prscedent with it as it 
. 

relates to other sites and I think our ~~eakest 

foundation for decision :nay well be on this issue 

on time, Now, I don•t have any way that I could 

justify saying, unless ou:r sociologist friendi have 

five years is the time that this must be dona . I 

just can• t deal with that. 
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DR. FOWLKES: I chink it is already ac 

risk ·of noc being recoverable the wa y you suggest: 

but I wouldn ! t begin to predict how much longer 

time. 

DR. WIESNER: So you couldn't even put 

yourself in the situation that if it took longer 

chan X nu..~ber of years, that in the sociologic 

perspective, that: these criteria would need to be 

re-evaluated. 

DR. MILLER: Well, r:ha issue of the age 

of the stt"ucture of the · ex ' ist ' ing community in t:hat 
• 

commun~ty is specified. 

·DR. WIESNER: If it c13n I t be done, it 

can't be d_one. I don•t: know. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: These are a couple of 

poincs, though, that probably should be fellowed up 

and then we would want to have some input from the 

community. Dr, Winkelstein has just said that as 

far as he is concerned, we can go ahead and · start 

collecting the necessary information to implement 

these criteria even before the c:::-eeks and sewers 

are cleaned up. is ·chat the ganeral agreement or--

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Not neces:.arily collect-

ing the speci~2ns but you certainly would have to 
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. 

have a plan. I. mean , a working---i:nplementing the,s 
.. . 

week or the week. after that, I mean, there is the 

selection of the control CO!lllllunity, there is a 

huge design problem involved here. The-re is pre-

criteria is not possible. You don't do it next 

-
testing, you know, there is establishing lines of 

logistics. That is all I am talking about, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: The scenario here is that 

it has been presented, that the se ~~ers possibly . . 

will be cleaned up this summer a nd the creeks the 

following sum.mer • . So, . there is a dio:i::in sampling 

plan that we are going to talk about here. 

Is there an y reason to delay 'that until th 

creeks are cleaned up? 

DR. WINKE LSTEIN: It wi 11 take you that . 

much time to desig~ and pretest the proper system. 

I. am not a bookmaker but: gee whiz , the re is a chanc, 

to make a good book he re. 

DR. DAVIS: Let me add t:o that: ancthe r 

issue I was going to make with regard to the 

editing of the comments on the final document. 

Concerning t:he -appropriate control a:::ea, that is 

not: an easy issue at all and! am not sure that it 

should be a resident:ial r-.eighbo-rhood in Western 
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New York. It may have to be some p l s ce similar to 

but not Western New Yot'k, but I certainly think tha 

it should be an area which has no pt'evious history 

of environmental contaminacion Ot' which othet'wise 

exceeds current ambient environmental standards and 

I think that you could be walking into a real cough 

issue if you pick an area where there had been, you 

know, uranium dial pager or phosphate dumping or . 
any host of other act:ivities that have gone on in 

the industrial northeast for a long time and if we 

1 t · 900 · stipulate th~t this so-called control area 

should not have a history of or obviously current· 

pactern of contamination, that could leave you wide 

open. 

One of the criticisms made of the cyco- . 

genetic study was that some of the concrols were fo 

occupationally exposed and therefore it really wasn 

a suitable study design and you have an area of the 

northeast het"e where there are several hundred 

hazardous waste dumps in a several county area, as 

you all know , and I think it poses a very serious 

problem. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY; We have that on the 
•. 

a$enda as item number 7 so if we--could just postpon, 

._ 

t 
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that discussion until---

DR. D.\VIS: Fine. I just wanted to suppor 

Warren 1 s comment that: you need co sta-::-t now. There 

should be no problem in collecting the control area 

It I s going to be complicated to do it and it may we 
... 

take you 18., months to figure out exactly what is a 

good control and if this is going to be done, if 

the TRC decides to go this way, you need to st art 

to do that now. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Anita, do you have any 

comments? 

MS. G.\BALSKI: I have five individuals who 

would like ro make a statement. 

MR •. SLACK: I would like to comment on the 

neighborhood selection. If you would like me to _ 

wait until they speak, that is fine but like to 

come back to this definition of neighborhoods. 

CHAI.ml.AN WELTY : Why don I t you go ahead 

now then and then we will have the community, they 

ca n have the benefit of your wisdom. · 

MR. SLACK: Whet:her they wane it or not . 

Thank you. 

He re, the ·ne ighborhocds a:-e re pre se need 

here , if you want to use those • . - .. I will use my sore 

1 

https://CHAI.ml.AN
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of very simple plan, I have a dichotomy of sampling 

One is that ·a 11 the neighborhoods bound on the Love · 

Canal and in another, only one neighborhood bound 

on the Love Canal. Given the fact that we are goin 

to decide iqhether neighborhoods are habitable on an 

all or nothing basis, I think our results are going 

to be largely affected or much affected by the 

boundaries we establish for these subareas within 

the EDA. 

I think the purpose of dividing the EDA 

into subareas . originally was for purposes of sam!)li g 

and for comp arison, if I am not mistaken. The EPA' 

work '(qas · different strata would be sampled · and then 

compared with one another in order to determine l.. 
. ,: 

there was a significant difference between what was 

found in one subarea and another, if I am not 

mistaken. That was eleven strata they had. 

My question is, given the fact that you ar 

now recommenciing . that each and every ho!ne within 

the EDA be sampled, why not do that and then define 

the area which is uninhabitable and then see if the 

area outside of that can be fashioned in the neigh

borhood to have some viability rather than up front 

almost: deter:nining that large are ·as within the EDA 
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are going t:o be found to be uninhabita!>le because 

possibly one home within that subarea is going to b 

found to be uninhabitable. 

Secondly, if we do this by sampling all 

the homes and decide that certain araas art:1 habit

able and ot:,her areas are not habitable and we don't 

keep in mind that Love Canal is the source, how do 

we monito.:- to continue to assure people that these 

areas found habitable are going to be habitable in 

the future? 

_I think your -design in your sampling pro

gram has to be---always keep in mind that this is 
• 

the source and you are samp "ling . from a source to 

areas removed from the source and by setting up 

neighborhoods, one home within which will define a 
. 

whole area as uninhabitable, I think ignores that . 

I think if we are going to sample every h?me, then 

sample every home and after we get done doing that, 

there may be an area within the EDA t:hat we decide, 

based on our criteria, is uninhabitable. Are these 

areas outside, are they viable communities or 
. 

viable neighborhoods or notZ Let that decision be 

made at that ti~e, not up front. I ask you to 

consider that. 

"· 
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CHAIR..'1AN WELTY: Anita. 

1 DR. MILLER: Do you want us to respond to '· 

2 that or just: to cons :i,de r it? 

3 CHAIRMAN WELTY: Could we take the comment 

from the community now and then we can respond t:o 

5 the community colllll?ents and Joe•s comments probably 

6 after lunch, 

7 Anita. 

8 MS. CABALSKI: Okay. There are five 

9 individuals who would like to comment. 

10 We are ready for the first questio ·n, 

11 Sister Margeen. 

12 . . 
SISTER HOFF~1ANN: Weir, I have thr•e ques 

13 tions. I think I understand correctly but is it no 

14 true, Mr. Slack, that there have been four alterna

15 tives for disposal of the creek and the sewer 

16 materials that have already been made, one being to 

17 put them in barrels and bury them in the Canal; 

18 second, 1::0 put them in barre ls ·and bury them i~ a 

19 secure . landfill; third and fourth ones perhaps soa:e· 

20 one else can supply, I think that is big and little 

21 bar-re ls in the same area. All riiht .. 

22 -MR. SLACK: Are you questioning, when I 

23 said I could name three, could tnere be :nore than 
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three? 

SISTER HOFFM,\NN: My question re iates to 

Dr . Pohland• s remark, aren't the alternatives--are 

they there already to examine and then the pros and 

cons of each alternative. Do you h.ave a favorite? · 

-
I thought that was what he was saying and why is it 

your favorite. Then it follows on that that how 

long will we get to- - -we being the public---get to 

comment on those alternatives so we can rev:iew 

those, examine them, the pros and cons of those 

alternatives. 

~le~t, I would like J .oe also, either on his 
. . 

own ·behalf or for the •DEC, to. -co ,ntinue or to Iay ou 

for me what I think has been an underlying bone of 

contention between public participation and decisio 

making. You alluded that thera is a---I•m going to 

make a qualified statement here, a personal value 

judgment that there is a vast different between 

public participation and decision making and I thin1 

maybe that is sometimes where the r;wain doesn• t meet 

You mean public participation as being merely 
. 

advisory or informing th-::ough one way communication 

through newsletters, et cetera, versus decision 

making which has a whole host o.f. . implications. 
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MR. SLACK: Was that addressed to me? 

. l SISTER HOFFMANN: Yes, a definition be~-,ee 

2 public participation, and as I uncerstand it, there 

3 is a difference between those two, and if you have 

4 got a real si mple definition so that we know where 
-5 you are coming from and then we could have a chance 

6 to say where we are coming from with our definition 

7 maybe we have got to sit down and negotiate that. 

-8 You can ans~-1er that and I will just give my last tw • 

9 I think that the CECOS Dupont situation 

10 in this community, Mr. Daggett•s remarks, this all 
.... :, -.. ~ 

.· 11 . · ,, . : "-, going on and talking about the community meeting 
• • f,· '°'; \i'. .. . ·: . . , ··• V ·. 
; -ti:' ,,,·_';,.. I_;; .1 ·" 
. ' ·. : 1: 4 · tonig ht: tvhich I understand is going to take place, . ·: '. · -{; r,-: .... ·~ .. ··.,, 

:.§, .~ •• ~ ·, .;. \; ~•-,··· ,·. ·3 •...... . they do impact on the decisions you make he~e . Thi ·,· •..• -.__f . ., ·. ·--r..' 
- .. ""' : ·· ,, 14 

isn 1 t a separate co=unity. It's a city . All of . j .... 
-':-=::·~···'._...-~ ... ·-. . •,···,. 1· 

f'. "" these things are taking place within a city. I 

16 would not comment on it sociologically but I submit 

17 that technical decisions, scientific decisions, 

18 quasi - scientific de~isions and sociological decisions 
. 

19 and economic ciecisions cannot be separated because 

20 equal jus::ice, which include en,,ironmental problems 

21 and economic values, impinge on all of these areas 

and on our life, how we inhabit ::his :'l ace and, 

therefore, equal justice is al-:ca-ys social justice, 
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Thank you. 

' . CHAIRMAN WEL'L'Y: Joe, are you ready to 

respond to those now or---

MR. SLACK: I will try to respond to the 
. 

questions about the public participation in the 

decision on disposal. Is that fair enough, Sis tar? 

SISTER HOFFMANN: Yes. 

,.,.. }ffi. SLACK : Okay. •" L;.e n did we meet last 

and lay out a schedule for public participation in 

the dec .ision on habitability? Was that at t:he 

Geraldine Mann School, I think you were · there, ' and 

Nunzio was there. When was that, ·october ? 

SISTER HOFF~fANN: · That t~as the i6th of 

Oct: o be r , I be 1 ie ve • 

MR. SLACK: At that meeting I think we haci 
• 

a plan that involved, just to get a decision, 

public involvement in the decision on habitability, 

it i~ould take something like six to eight months. 

I view my res ponsib ilities of tcying to ge!: the 

remedial work done at the Love Canal, the rec:edial 

work which affects the habitability of tha area, 

and I think to myself, I can go with that. I can 

just let that be the time frame it takes us to get 

a decision on disposal and suff~r the consequences, 
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the laying of the reme·dial work in the sewers or I 

can try to put together what I think is a reasonabl~ 

schedule for public involvement in the decision , 

public participation in the decision, public 

confidence in the decision, but it takes a much 
-

shorter tia,e f rame and that becomes a public deci-

sion in my opinion . If you want this thing to go 

on---I heard people say this is taking too lo~g. 

What the he 11 are you guys doing? It 1 s taking too 

long. Well; ·I think we can shorten up the review 

of the alternatives and · I think- we ca n reach a 

decision on disposal . in a shorter period o f time 

in order that we might ·be able to clean the sewers 

in 1985, and chat is what I am pushing for. I have 

asked Anita co lay this out in a schedule, and in 

a newsletter, a prop osed schedule, and if people 

I find it unacceptable, if it doesn t al low the::i 

enough time to participate in the deci s ion, then 

realize that there are some consequences, that is 

all, It is going to be a public decision. 

I thi nk that if we work together, we can 

reach a decision on this in a short enough period 

of ti!:le that we can clean . the se~~ers this year, 

That is what I a.n shooting for . ·---That: is my 
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recommendation and we ~~ill see what happens. 

We have a saries of newsletters, a se-::-ies of public ''

meetings, workshops and we hope to ·be ab le to 

exchange information with the community and reach a 

decision around mid-February. That is our intent, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Thank you. 

HR. SUCK: It does depend upon the public s 

acceptance, and Sister Margeen, you are involved in 

the decision, If the timetable is wrong, if that 

is unacceptable, then we will have to modify it 
. 

but I think it is my Job to try to convince you 

that let's wor~ quickly and work together to get a 

decision so that we can do the wo·i'k next . year and · 

I am going to do my pa rt to raa!--..e sure that we do it 

next year . 

CHAIRi'.!AN WELTY: Anita. 

MS. GABALSKI: Joann Hale~ 

MS. HAI.E: Yes. What I was wondering ~~as, 

you had mentioned the surface contamination a~ the 

93rd Stre .et School. Is there any---I don't know if 

this refers to acceptance, but are you going to 

fence it off? Are you going to fence that off if 

there is surface contamination runoff that is . 

re .ally accessible to the neighba:::hood? 
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MR. SLACK: We are going to have the EPA 

field investigation team go to the 93rd Street 

School, take some more samples and analyze them 

and it may be that we will have to restrict the sit 

. MS. HALE: A 11 right. ,\no the r thing, 

thank you, ~hat; was also wond ering was I don•t 

remember your name---

MR. QUINN: Bob Quinn. 

~..s. HAU:: Okay, Bob. What are some of 

the alternatives that the EPA will not accept for 

disposal of sewer and creek? · Is there anythin g th.:i 

you will not accept? 
. . 

MR;. QUINN: Fo-r dioxin contamination? 

MS. HAU:: Yes, right, and does the DEA---

are they -part of the decision making or are t hey . 

not a part of the decision making and the DEAG is a 

part of the EPA or are they separate working within 

the EPA? 

MR. QUINN: On dioxin disposa 1, the deci

sion would be made up of EPA and any decision, 

final decision on the disposal of dioxin will be 

made by ·Th omas but very much with t:he inout f rom 

DEAG and I would say that the reco:nm.endation would 

have a lot; of weight. As far as ·••any alternatives 

.. 
:.\ 

. 
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that have been at this point ruled out, that is not 

t he case, We are open to everything at this point 

To be frank, if we had ruled them out, I'm not 

sure it would be right for me to tell you. I can 

te 11 you that we want to pra sent as many alterna

tives as ~ossible to the public in this raatter. 

MS. HALE: Why should we, as the public, 

struggle over some alternative that has already bee 

ruled out by EPA? 

MR. QUINN: I will be as equally frank, 

we have not ruled out an.y at this coint . . . 

MS. HALE: I hope you have been frank all 

a long not just no~. 

Okay, what about an alternative---okay, 

are there any alternatives that might be better . 

economically---or not economicall y but better sci

entifically but more expensive economically that 

you won I t okay? 

MR. QUINN: Again, I will reserve ;ny 

comment on that. 

MS. HAU:: That is it in a nutshell. 

MR. QUINN: No, As far .as the disposal of 

dioxin issue, the reason why ! am 1:eserving co=e nt 

is that I have not personally be-en involv.ad wi::h 

'·. 

1 

. I 
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that aspect. So, any comment: t:hat I would mak~ 

could be e-rroneous. ': 

MS. H.C,LE: Is the re any way that you can 

get us the answers? I mean, this is going on, 

whatever---is there any way you could come up with 

-
an answer for us within the next few hours? You 

have the agency here in town in the Buffalo area • . 

HR. QUINN: No. There is no way I can de 

that. 

MS. HALE: Is the re any way that i•1e can 

have it . so that we can----so that the community 

dQesn• t struggle over su meetings again together 

and then fight ovet something that is not going •to 

come about because it I s not: economically feasible? 

MR. SUICK: ! think that is fair and I 

think when we give the alternatives, I think we 

must: give the alternatives with the commitme.nt that 

any 0£ these are considered acceptable. · We are not 
. 

giv:..ng you dummy alternatives to consider that we 

already know . that we wouldn't pu.:sue, That is wha, 

you are asking for. 

MS. HALE: But before the ne~t ~eeting---

11R. SL.I\CK: That is supposed to be in a 
. . 

newsletter, Joann, and it should- -•be befo.:e the nezt 

. I 
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meet:ing. 

MS. HAU:: Are you going to show us why 

you phased it out economically? I ~~n , are you 
' 

going to show us on paper that 30 ,O OO---how many 

was that? 

MR. SL ACK: Now, wait a minute. We are 

saying different things. No~~, I am saying that it 

seems to .me reasonable that you can expect the 

alternatives that we present to be viable alterna

tives and not just to present straw issues ~o knock 

down. If the re are others you wane co have 

cons ide red- - - ' 

~!S. HAU:: There · is no . sense in getting 

together and arguing and crying to make a decision 

if you are going to throw them out anyway. 

How many yards of material are we talking 

out: of the creek? You sa id if we were to • put it in 

drums, we are talking between 30,000 to 40,000 c!ru:ni 
possibly out: of 2700 cubic yards is i t? 

MR. SL.~CK: I don•c remember . It• s 280 

cubic yards in the sewers and I don•c remember the 

figu:-e from the---

HS. GABALSKI: Doesn't it depend upon tl-.e 

depth of the excavation too? 

- I 
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MR. SJ;,.ACK: Yes and the re is a rough 

estimate in the Malcolm Pi=nia report. 

MS. HALE: Bet1?een 30,000 and 40,000 drums 

possibly. 

MR. SLACK: How did you figure that? I 

figure about eight dru::is per yard because you end 

up getting about half the stuff you get out of the 

creek and hall that you have---yis, that•s about 

eight drums to the cubic yard, If that is what 

you used, then your number is as good as mine, 

MS. HAU:: Bet, •ieen 30,000 and 40. ,000 drums 

so that everybody knows appro:timat:e ly in drums, if 

you are t ·alking · about cubic yards of material~ · 

Okay. That was it. 

MS. GABALSKI: Violet Iadiacco, 

HS. IADIACCO: I had several questions. 

First of all, I wondered if Dr, Pohland had receive 

the pe rmit that he had requested fro~ Dr, Huffak er 

back in Se pte~ber, 

DR. PORL\ND: Yes. 

MS, IADIACCO: Okay. t,nd another thing I 

wanted t9 know is whether or not the scientific 

panel had e'J'er met: -~~ith the Love Can al Revitaliza

tion Agency as Mr. Morris had su-ggested that day 
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back in September in his letter to Dr , Huffaker , 

CH.~IR!·iAN WELTY: He gave us a tour the 

first time we were here but s ince then, we haven• t: 

had any contact with Mr, Morris. 

MS. IADIACCO: We 11, this was . back when 

Mr. Morri s ,was here, he recommended in a letter to 

Dr. Huffaker that you meet with the agency and I 

wondered if yo u had. 

CHAIRM.f\N WELTY: That has nev,ar occurred. 

MS. IADIACCO: ·That has never occurred. 

Another thing, Dr. Huffaker, . would you be able to 
. . 

tell us when the health survey done by the Departme 1t 

of Hea 1th would . be · re leased? . That .. is 90 . pe .rcent . of 

the cases that are already settled and it's not in 

litigation that much right now. 

DR. HUFFAKER: It is still in litigation. 

That is pare of the problem. One study has been 

finished. This is the Nick Vianna study that we 

were talking about. That is one of the st udie s 

that have been finished and copies have been sent 

co the Attorney General and, we 11, it is in litiga

tion and I think that is proper co leave it at that 

point. 
• 

The other study has not: -· been finished yet . 
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MS. -IADI.<\CCO: You have no idea when it 

will be re leased? 

D:R. HUFFAKER: I hope very soon but I 

can• t te 11 you that for sure. The data is all in. 

The statisticians have it now, I ~,ould think in a 

month or s9. 

MS. IADIACCO: Okay and I was glad to hea:.

Dr . Da,,is mention the OSHA standards because when 

we were taken through the treat::ient plant, I was 

--;) told that some of the standards that did not meet 

the OSHA standards and I found that kind of funny, 

that, you kno~4, somebody operated by the government 
• 

. . and for the . government, t:hrough the government: ·, . is 

not . meeting government: st:andards and I wondered if 

that would be a requirement:, I raean, that they 

follow all these standards. 

Mr. Ko lac was the one that said that they 

didn•t · come up to the government OSHA standards • 
. 

R • CHAIRMAN WELTY: .. l.C~< 
I 

t can you comment on 

that, please? 

MS. IADil1CCO: That was regarding that 

drain, I asked if it met OSHA standards and you 
. 

said that it dicin•t. 

MR. KO LAC: Okay. We h.sive soc:e point 

. I 
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sources but in the operation of the plant, which 

gave rise to that, we were trying to remedy those, 

the way the plant: ~~as constructed, through modifica 

tions which are already on the way, In fact, we 

started working several weeks ago on that. I do 

remembe:- a ,reference, Violet, to OSHA. I 1 m not sur 

how I did respond to that. We have tried in the 

past to characterize emissions from the plant and 

it's such a composite of materials, each one. being 

at a very low level , that we had a detection prob

lem again. So , . in .terms of relating odors within 

• a plant with OSHA levels , we were unable t:'o do that 

but for the safety of our personnel ·p-rimarily ·, we 

did go ahead with these modifications to :ins.ire t:hei 

safety above all. The levels are so low that we . 

don• t fee 1 the re is any impact on the community . 

. CHAIRMAN WELTY: Are the levels above the 

OSH.<\ standards ? 

NR. KOI-:\C: If you get i..nto a part:icular 
1/ 

mate-rial like benzene , okay, I u:ie an, you go the re 

and the plant, where we ope-rate, you detect an odor 

and when you try to single out the individual 

constitl!ents, they are at ver; low ·concentrations. 

We have detect ion li::lits on it:. 1 1 :n not sure if--

;, 

• 
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----···> DR. · DAVIS: Are you monitoring for benzene 

MR. KOI.AC: No, we do not:. 

DR. DAVIS: Do you do any monitoring in 

t:he plant ? Do you have any monitoring inside the 

plant? 

MR. KOL.~C: We have tried it on a batch 

basis, We don• t have instrumentation that we feel 

is able t:o allow us to do it on a continuous time 

frame. We are preparing some equipment: shortly 

for hydrogen sulfide hydrocarbons which will be on 

line . a nd continuous on an ind iv idua 1 .component bas .i 

we don't have that kind of gear. 

DR. WINKE LSTEIN ~ tell me .why aren't . you 

operating this plant on the state of the art ? Is it 

money? What is it? · I mean, why is it with an 

international focus on the Love Canal, I mean, ever 

body any-where in the world knows the name Love Cana 

Why isn•t the treatment plant operating wit:h the 

st;ate of the art, with all . of the monitoring equip-

ment that it should have in place, et cetera, 

because, is it money? What is it? 

MR. KO LAC: I don I t be 1 ieve it is .:ioney. 

I don 1 t have any such restriction in that r egard on 

my part of the prog ram. 

' 

, 

-

• 

,/ 
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DR. WINKELSTEL~: Can you t:ell me that the ' 

plant is ope1:ated as state of the a.:-::? You know 

what I mean by state of the art? 

MR. KOLAC: Well, everybody has a differen 

definition of state of the art. 

DR~ WINKELSTEIN: But I would think---I 
. 

mean, I am just a lay person. 

MR. KOLAC: Just let me elaborate a little 

bit more. To a lay person it: may be considered 

state of the a1:t, large carbon tanks• peo _ple don I t 
. . 

understand that. To those of us operating, we don 1 

consider that to be state of the art at· all. It's 

a• conventional c.irbon treatment of . the water. It 

does a very good job . We think. it is mo:r.e than 

acceptable. The materials that we collect from the 

landfill are separated and stored on site, The 

water is further decont:aminat:ed to meet with the 

. city• s requirements befo-re discharge. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: But isn•t it: state of the 

art to maintain monitoring eq~ipment in a plant of 

this kind that would detect 01:dina-ry air [>Ol:!.utants 

like benzene? 

CHAI.Rz.Il\N w'ELTY: Ycu should asi< Dr. Pohlan 
• . 

that quest: ion. 
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DR. WINKELSTEIN: I will ask Dr. Pohland 

that. I just couldn• t keep it dcwn. 

HR. KO LAC: In te :::-i:is of equipment that is 

more sensitive to air pollutants such as benzene, 

for eiample, we could do a gas chromotograph but 

there · are problems in operating that '.<ind of gear 

in the plant where you have problems , establishing 

your base line. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Then you should ha·;e a 

laborato:y off base where ycu send the stuff. 

Ha. KO LAC: That is right. 

DR. WINKEt.STEIN: You have that? 

MR. KO LAC: We doni t ha•.;e it for air becau 

we have tried in the past to do that and the :::-esult 

coming back are not very meaningful . That t~as our 

interpretation. What we want to do is make the 

process more closed loop, We do have a floor drain 

and the way the plant was reviwed and designed, to 

accept washings coming back and when we repair a 

pump inside the plant, inevitably you have spill 

when you drain the pump on the floor, there is no 

other place and even·tually or afta!' that proca .ss is 

completed, you flush all of that into the dra~n anc 
. 

recycle it back unde r 6 round, not to any sewer, 

. 

a 
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underground holding, and then eventually at a subse • 

quent dace or thereifter, is reprocessed through th 

plant, decontaminated, This is the way most of it 

goes, 

DR, WINKELSTEIN: L~ll righ:: . I didn I t 

-
mean to inte ·-rrupt you. I will ask you later about 

that . 

SISTER HOF:'Ml1NN: nay I say one thing ? 

You know, we went on the tour, some of us, of the 
. 

treatment plant. I think it would be very helpful 

for this group to have a tour of that plant and I 

understa ·nd that you shut it dot,,n for the day that 
. . 

we were there. · It wasn• t in operation. 

MR. KOLAC: That is correct. That is a 

division policy, no tours will be given during opera

tion. Some of the staff, Sister Margeen, have gone 

through the plant many months back, not everybody. 

SISTER HOFFMANN: Of this committee ? 

DR. POHLA1'1D: We went th-rough it but it 
. 

wasn•c operating at that time either. I th ink mayb 

just if I can comment on what has been said, I 

would consider the treatment plant state of the a-rt 

lt accooplishes what it is designed to do, provided 

that operation is maintained on sor.:e so~t of 

' 
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continuum. I didn•t realize at that time that I 

was given the privilege to see the plant t ha t: the 

reason was that they don•t operate it when people 

go through. I thought it: was due to the f.s:ct that 

it operates rather inte rmit:tent ly anyway and it 

really operates on a kin .d of a batch way. 

I think we should separate out the physica 

treatment methods that are used there fro;;i the 

issues that might • be imposed by OSHA which are 

occupational health sort of things and safety , 

which is ano .ther group of issues tl:lat certainly I • 

think were probably addressed when the design was 

cor1ceived and I suspect their be ·ing implemented • as 

well at most treatment plants. 

Now, this doesn 1 t deny the fact that the-ce 

may be some opportunities for exposure but normally 

your contingency plans address those kinds of 
, 

things and I have looked at the contingency plan 

and it's an acceptable contingency plan. I can't 

speak to how it's being implemented because I'm not 

there on a routine basis, but I thi;;1k you have to · 

accept thac chese · are professional people and know 

what their resoonsibilities are • 
• 

CH.\Ifil1AN WELTY: I have a request: from one 
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of our consultants to eat. ,\re t here any mor .e 

comments on questions that are pertinent to the 

neighborhood? 
. 

HS . GI\BALSKI: We can take the rest of 

the questions afterwards. 

MR. LAVERDI: We 11, I thought: you we re 

going to hear from---before you were going to have 

lunch, yo u were going to hear from the public here. 

So, I think that you should continue on. I ~ean, 

I'm hungry t:oo but: I have some questions I would li ' e 

to ask Dr. Miller and Dr. Fowlke$ here and r h.ave 

been waiting all morning. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Who · is next:? 

MS. IADI.~CCO: Well, I had several :nore 

that I wanted to ask. That is why I was curious .• 

Do you want me to ask them later or---

CHAIR!•1AN WELTY: Go ahead, Violet. 

MS. IADIACCO: I wanted to ask Dr. Miller 

and Dr. Fow l l<e s on you-r a 11 or nothing basis, if a 

neighborhood is declared uninhabitable, will that 

mean that anybody who lives there now who does want 

to st ay will have to move as they did in ring one ? 

Will they have - to get • out ? Will they have a choice' 
. 

DR. FOWLKES: We don•t ha~e authority over 
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that. It just means that: it won• t be opened up for 

occ upancy but we don• t have authority o ver those 

conditions, 

HR. LAVERDI: Well, how does that look? 

If I was living in a house that is A and · it I s 

slightly contaminated and you find readings that 

are alarming, I would have t:o leave that there 

neighborhood? 

DR. FOWLKES: We don I t have that authority 

over that. That is nothing that we can specify. 

MR. I..'\VERDI: Well then, a criteria has 

to be established for that too. 

MS. ·r4'DIACCO: And I wanted to kno,~ how we 

are going to address the problem of sewers under

neath the LaSalle Expressway, That is still, y ou 

know, it h.as been abandoned and still to my knowled e 

hasn• t gone into the manhole and whether or not 

there is a basement that · might be collectin g a lot 

of Love Canal contami~ants that could be accumu lati g 

and you are requiring that all the sewers be 

cleaned . How will that one be addressed? I just 

wonder if there was any way of addressing that now 

or anything. 

CHAIR}1AN WELTY: Joe, do you have any 
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comment on that? 

HR. SLACK:· One pai:-t I can•t answer, I was 

asked this earlier. The sewer on Frontier Avenue, 

the storm sewer which is still in service, will be 

abandoned. That will be taken out: of service and 

plugged up, That one that runs on Frontier Avenue 

is still in service. I know that Halcolra Pirnie 

tried to invest igat:e the abandoned sewer. I be liev, 

it was the sewer th-at was in service before the 

LaSalle ,ias put in and Frontier Avenue was re locate 

Now, I don it think they wera ab _le to find it. I 

will lllake sure that we investigate that further as 
. . 

part of the remedial work in the se_wers. 

MS. IADIACCO: I was curious because I 

know, I notice that there was nothing in that: docu-

raent that indicated there was nothing on Buffalo 

Avenue, It just went down as far as Front:ier, I 

didn• t see any on Buffalo Avenue and I was just 

curious about that and I feel that findings about 

the sewers and the c:reeks is pret:ty llluch the same 

manner that we have been infor:ned about things of 

et,.e. disposal o.f the drums and t ·he fa ct that the 

National Academy of Sciences does not wan t to do 

the peer revie w . We are usually .told about things 

·· 

• 
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at meetings where we haven• t had any ti:ne to pre par_ 

for them and that: is what happened here tod3y and 

I just noticed in your---I am trying to hurry so I 

am probably not making a whole lot of sense• in you t 

fifth draft work pa pers, I noticed on the first 

couple of pages and I haven't: had a chanc::i t:o go 

over it, that a couple of real ly important things 

we re left out. I know the one thing• the one 

pa:::agraph where it: mentioned holding somebody clear 

ly accountable, that: was left: out in t he fifth · 

d:::aft which was mentioned in the fourth draft and 

then about having a 95 percent confidence in what 
• 

you decided was left out: in the ·fifth draft and · it 

was mentioned in the fourth draft: and that is only 
. 

going up to the third page. 

CHAI1U-1AN WELTY: Page 4 has the c l early 

accountable portion. That was put there primarily 

because it seemed to fit in more with the treatment 

plant and the remediation. So, it's on page 4. 

What: was your other point, Violet? 

MS. IADIACCO: The 95 percent con fid e nce. 

See, I .1 m trying to pay attention to what you are 

saying here and I haven• c had a cha.nee to go o ver i 1 

CHAIRHAN WELTY: The specif i c refe::ance to 

·• 

• 
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the 95 parcent confidence limit: was left: out of the 

first discussion of it but it is included throughout'· 

t:he rest of the document. It was le f t: out at the 

suggestion of one of the consultants, 1'm not sure 

which one. 

MS~ 1AD1ACCO: Okay, I will save the 

others for this afternoon , 

MS. GABALSKI: Rev, Dyer. 

REV, DYER: Someone mentioned a few 

m·inutes ago about the benefit of soiceone • s wisdom • 

. I have a fear that-- -in the . pit of my stomach that . . . . 

we have the benefit of . someone I s p:::-ej udice because 

I increasingly feel that push that i felt :ye'ste ·rday 

when EPA made that statement that they ara pushing 

toward habitability rathe ::- than safety, and that . 

concerns me. This is why I think that the push to 

go ahead and let's do something or that, get t:~e 

creeks and the sewers taken care of, it• s a prejudi, e 

and_ pushing in that direction rather than it: is to 

really look at the whole thing and in a safet y kind 

of an area because that 93rd Street area, that is 

right across from where my property is and, you kno~, 

I have got a dump on one side and then this on the 
. . 

other side and I am right in the dumps and I am , 
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. 

asking people to clsan up their lives spiritually -

and in the middle of a dump, and so~ething else tha 

concerned me was that when I went through the treat 

ment facility, that they indicaced that it wa s only 

operatiPg occasionally and that it wasn't operated-
. -

if it was left too long a ti=, that the things 

that were laying there would get i:-ipe and ! wondere • 

how ripe all of this is getting over the years \ 

underneath Love Cana 1, where wich si:{ t:1onths there 

has been leachate ouc and, you know, because I am 

sitting relatively close to that:. 

On the area of where the neighbo:rhoocis are 
. . 

I ·am. setting •.in number. eleven: and the . quest.ion . I 

have is, I asked yesterday about, will someone test: 

my building? Will someone test my---a third of the 

whole area, I own it, and three-quarters of the 

area there is really habitable, is part of my--

aspecially along where the fence is, we own it and 

if they will not even come and t:ast u3, then that: 

concerns me and also will they test a ho.:ie that 

someone is living in? Until ;este=day, unless 

D=. Hu.f::aker s·aid, if you are living therl!, it can 

prejc.dice what is being done becac.se of thin;s t h3t 

a:ra there. · There is only one home chat is seti::in 6 

https://becac.se
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on that fence that would be eligible t:-0 even be 

tested and that is---there is one that is there, 

so.c.eone is living in, and then th ere is one t hat is 

vacant besides mine, and I own the rest of the 

property. So, .- they are not testing mine , they are 

not testin g ·the ot hers, then t•Je have one house 

a lon g that fence that is very close. We have got 

the LaSalle community center. Will you be testing 

· t h at ? 

DR. FOWL..'<ES: · I have the sace question. 

I I m glad you ·raised it because the whole endeavor 

has been directed tot ,1a.:d residential habitability 

and _we don 1 t reaily · e~en have .any mandate to s·r,ea!~ 

outside the issue of houses that it could be, or 

dwellings, I supposa is a better way of putting lt 

and I have the same question about what happens to 

other types of structures. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: . Could we discuss that 

after lunch then, since he raised t he question? 

DR. FO;-lLKES: Yes, but: by the system t ha t 

we propose, you.: individual house would be tested. 

I can•t speak to the rest of t he pro pert y, 

Individual ciwe l lin g s, you know-- -

REV. DYER: Of course, they 3re S3ying---
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they haven't tested them and they won•t test it 
... 
: · . because it's a commercial piece 0£ property. 

DR. FOWL...XES: Well, your house is not a 

commercial piece of property. 

R.:l:V. DYER: It is owned by the church. 

That is why- they haven I t bought us out. It is a 

commercial piece of property. 

DR. FOWLKES: I see. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Are there any other ques

tions that you wanted us to co~sider? 

MR. LAVERDI: Yes, I would jusc l:!.!te to 

ask Dr. Miller and o·r. Fowlkes a quescion pe-i:tainin 

to this ·.here re:,ort of the Love Canal -Constr..ictibn

of the Disaster. Were you paid f~r this hare, 

Dr. Miller and Dr. Fowlkes, this particular report? 

DR, FOWLKES: No , we were not paid, 

MR. L.'\VERDI: This was contracted to you? 

DR. MILLER: We spenc about $3000 out: of 

our own pocket f or research, 

MR. LAVE RD I: Okay. 

DR, FOWLKES: And 14e also ::ook ou-r v acacio .. 
ti::te to do it and FENA funded it. FE}1.!\ was che 

granting agency. We initiated the contact of FE?1A. 

FEM.:\ did not come to us. 1\t the time, frankly, we 
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didn• t even know that FEHA had a re le at Love Cana 1 

bee ause FEH,, is a national agency that fund s 

research of disasters of one sort or another. It 

paid us a rat:he r sma 11 araount: of money which 

covered our expenses---not: quite, our travel 
. 

expenses, Qur living expenses and our transcribing 

e:tpenses and there was absolutely no money earned 

or money paid but that is how---

MR. LAVERDI: But you were directly 

involved in working with the ecumenical task force 

and tl:-.e Rome Owners .\ssociat:ion pertain:i.ng to this 

report. 

· DR. FOt:IL.'<ES: No. 

MR. UVERDI: Welr, it: states right here 

in the report that you want t:o thank the ecumenical 

task force and the Home Owners Association. 

DR. FOWLKES: We used their news clipping 

service. That is what we did •. They have a . very 

good ne~1spap er. 

XR. LAVERDI: I just wanted to ask you, · 

did FEMA give you any info-rmation as to---

DR. MILU:R: We got one lunch . 

NR. LAVERDI: Would vou • let m12 ask the 

qu•srion? I havi been listening to you . 

https://pertain:i.ng
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DR. MILLER: t-Iy soul isn't for sale for 

lunch. 

MR. Ll\VERDI: Oka y, So, in ot her words, 

you just got a small amount of money paid to , vou? 

DR. MILLER: I got one lunch. 

MR. -L,\VERDI: .But: , you referred to the 

ecumenical t::ask force and you refer co tte Home 

Owners :.ssociacion in your report:. Were you aware 

of any other groups in the aree at the t:ime ? 

DR, FOWLKES: We met with Mr. Mor ris. 

HR. LAVERDI: Just a momen~ . -I didn•c esk 

you chat question. ·I just want: two questions 

answered. You worked .with - the Home 0,-,rters Asso cia-

tion. 

DR. FOWLKES: No • . 

i,m. LAVERDI: Well , you thanked the Home 

Owners Association and che ecumenical task force 

for helping them and, you know, the leads you got 

pertaining to this report . I just ;,ia:,_c to ask you, 

did you know of any other groups in the area ? 

DR. FOWLKES: Yes. 

MR. LAVERDI: · You did . 

DR, FOWLKES: Yes .• 

MR. LAVERD!: Did you know the rG were 

. ' . ·. 
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concerned area residents that have other pertinent 

,. . 

CHA !.Rl1AN WE I.TY : Nunzio, what is your point? 

MR. LAVERDI: }!y point is this, that I hav 

reason to doubt the credibili::y of Dr. Fowlkes and 

Dr, Miller ,as to being on this panel, Now, when 

this panel was more or less :nade up, it was specifi 

and relevant info=ation ? 

-

ally stated at the technical review commiti:ee that 

anyone that had anything to do with the Love Cana 1 

pertaining to other groups and anyone, any co n tract 

or anything with FE~A or any gove rnme.nt agency, 

they would automatically be excluded, 

CHAI~1AN WELTY: That - is not true. When 

we set this up, it ~~as basically anyone who 

participated in the previous decision re late ·d to . 

habitability would not be utilized in this process. 

~m. LAVE RD I: We never had any panel. 

CHAIR11AN WELTY: Yes , we did. 

~1R. LAVERDI: Before this panel as far as 

habitability, 

CHAIR}!AN WELTY: There was a panel that me 

to discuss this same issue. It ruet in Atlanta. 

It did not raeet here and one o f the reasons that we 

have been convening ::he group here is so that we 
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MR. LAVERDI: Well, I am quite upset qver 

this because, for t'i is particula:- reason, ::his is 

completely meaningless and a complete bias, one

sided story of the Love canal issue. Pertinent 

information that could have been gotten, all they 

had to do was walk a block away---e::i:cuse me, I 

listened to you , you can listen. 

DR. FOWL.'<ES: He have . been listening more · 
. 

to you than you have been listening to us. 

MR • . LAVERDI: I have b~en he.re for fou:

hours, Doctor, and I haven't said two words. You 

have just been talking a·ll day • 

DR. DAVIS: Mr . Laverdi, . do you have soree 

specific facts? 

MR. LAVERDI: Yes, specific facts, right, 

that other people who had pertinent information 

re garding this Love Canal---

DR. DAVIS: What information ? 

MR. LAVERDI: Infor.nation such as the 

history. This to me is the history of the Love 

Canal, okay. Now, there was pertinent information 

a nd as ~ community le acie r, you didn ':t: 2 "ve me an --
opportunity to respond, 
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DR. FOWLKES: 

community leaders for 

did not: incerview. 

t".IR. LAVERDI: 

am I c orrect ? 

-
DB..- FOWLKES: 

MR. LAVERDI: 

you must have had some 

We did not interview 

this scudy. We purpose fully '-. 

You interviewed home owr.ers, 

Thac is correct. 

Okay and you inc:erviewed--

t,in(j of an interview with 

the ecumenical task force. 

DR. FOWLKES: No. We chanked them for the 

use of their ne,~spaper clipping library. 

HR. LAVERDI: In other words, the ec .umenic 1 

t:ask .force took you whe .rever they co ·ok. .you, showed . 

you a~l the ne,~spaper clippings _ of how chey took 

leave of the Love Canal and---

CHAIIU·tAN WELTY: Mr. Lave rd i, do you have 

any comments pertinent to this area? 

MR. LAVERDI: I thought that any co mments 
. 

· that would be made would be made pertinent to the 

Love Canal and specifically, anyt:ime chat we came 

here, anyt:hing that was pertinent to t:he Love Canal 

and I think. chat this mak·es it very pe:rt:ine ·nc and 

important information and o,ne of them is, they 

point: out that the government bu-i:ied materials ther i 
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too but they did not specifically state for this 

particular report that there was also a wit.ie ss by ' ' 

the name of Frank venchi . All they had to do was 

just read a little further. He testified at a 

congressional hearing of arQy burials and described 

-
them as zil).c barrels and he being su pervised by 

the United States Ar:my during that term. That is 

number one. 

NUl!lber two, it was charged by myself and 

I think it's very important and I think that you 

pane 1, of scientists .and a . bur.ch of lawyers couid si 

here and ,would ag.ree with me, that I as a leader 

of concerne<:1 area . res .ident:s a .nd president of the 

concerned area residents, I charge c.riminal negli-

gence and damages on the 
' 

health, education and 

welfare of every child that went to that school and 

proceeded to go and get a warrant for the particula 

people's arrest because I led a committae, you 

understand, in 1969 to have that schoo l investig:1te<1 

and it was found that there were chemicals that 

were adjacent to that school. That wa s never 

brought out. I think it's important for the 

history of this community since this is here, for 

them to know that. 
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Now, if they would have went f;.:rthe:r on, 

I could go on and on vith this, on and on, and 

think that it was specificall y and purposefully 

deleted because all of these o!:her pecple were 

trying to bla~a faults, understand, and they talked 

about panic, . I agree with this stuff. That i:; wha 

happened in the Love Cana 1. It's panic and bee ause 

of the panic, the thing that was used by dif:::erent 

gro ups and t here has been an awful lot of unfairnes 

and I think, I feel that t hi s is a rigging. We a1:e 

talking about rigging. We had a docto1: at: tht! 

m.eeti? g that we had here recently and he stated tha 

the government is rigging . certain individuals being 

on a particular comcittee. 

Well, to .ne , I talked to Dr. Mille r. I . 

talked to Dr. Fowl kes , and I want to be pe-rfectly 

honest, the y ca me to Love Canal and the first thing 

Dr. Hiller said was, ".I am damned mad. Who the hel 

wanes co talk about the mayor ?'' That is number one 

I think this has got nothing to do . with the 

Love Canal. This sho ws me a co mplet e ?rejudice 

here. l ara looking for an unbiased opinion 
, 

o f a 

panel of scie ntists of every kind here and all we 

are Jetting is people that are c◊ntinucusly biased , 
I 

I 
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that: don•t believe in the area, t:hat: believes that: 

everybody should get out of ::his area. 

CHAIR~iAN WELTY: Nu:izio- --

r!R . LAVE RD I: And let me point out another 

thing: The people that moved from Love canal, a 

quarter of ,them l:tve ri ght ne:;:t to that ne,-1 NUCO 

dump now. They bought ·a home right: ne;:t: to that 

NUCO dump. I think ::hat is oertinent and I think • 

that this is :relevant and I think that: what we left 

out: of here, you understand, as far as this history 

i s concerned ., more or less, understand is _ just: _--

it just astounds me that all ·they had to do was 
• 

.walk ·one b-lock · and -we ·. coi.1 ld -: have shown · you some mor, 

.clippings, okay. 

DR. DAVIS: Nunzio, what would you have. 

us do differently with respect co the question of 

habitability of Love Canal right now based on what 

you are saying"? 

MR. LAVERDI: Well , we are certainly not 

going to get an unbiased opinion if you read this 

report. 

DR. DAVIS: Can you address the issue? 

We are trying to ,-1rite a document today on a-dvising 

?eople as to the habitability of- --Love canal. You 

' . 
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are raisin g some points there. They are interestin: 

but what is their relevancy to our decision today? 

For exa mple ---

MR. L.I\VERDI: Well, Dr. Miller and Dr, . 
Fowlk.es relate this here to this map. Because the y 

came into ohe a::ea and discussed it with these 

individuals and that is how they come to the conclu 

sion. 

Dl. , FOWLK2S: No. We met with you for hou·•s 

on that. 

MR. L.'\VERDI: Hours, what hours ? What 

hours? What hours? We met. Look ie---we met 

for about an hour and a ha 1£ and then I will te fl 

you something, one day we argued over here because 

the DEC didn't give you proper advance notice, 

understand, because they were going to bury these 

ba::rels . Now, don't you think it•s important t hat 

you would have gav e us, myself, I am a leader and a 

pusher and a fighter fer the environment, an oppor-

tunity? I had no knowledge of you r writing this 

report. If I had knowledge, I would have made a 

stink a long time ago. 

DR. DAVIS: Excuse me. Tl1at r~~ort has 

really not influe nced what we h·a-ve done here. 

https://Fowlk.es
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MR. LAVERDI: Yes, this here repOTt, 
., 
. ·• referTing to this, this report, they refer this to 

some of the leaders of the community and other 

individuals of the COGllllunity that they discussed 

this with. 

DR. DAVIS: You disagree with the way the 

Love Canal was divided into neighborhoods? 

t·!R. LAVERDI: Abs olutel ~ . I thint~ it is 

completely biased. I think it is completely biased 

If I see hous e A---

DR • . MILIZR: Biased t;owarcis what? 

Biased towards what? If you are going to call me a 

crook, I want to know what: I am doing, 

MR. U.VERDI: Dr. ~tiller, do you smoke? 

DR. MILLER: Yes . 

MR. LAVERDI: Do you smoke ? Why? 

DR • . \lTT --I.ER. . Bias towards what ? 

''1R LAVE RD I: Bia s towards the risk factor 

In other word s---

DR. 11IL1 i:-R: That doesn•t even make sense, 

MR. UVERDI: Yes, it does, If A could 

' oe---

CHAIRH,;N WEI.!.Y: Nunzio, I':n going to take 

the chairman• s ?rarogat:ive and creak for lunch. I 
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sion. 

MR • ):.A VE RD I : To tell you tl:-.e truth, I 

don•t think we are gaining anything her~ at all 

with Dr. Hiller and Dr . Fowlkes here. 

DR:, WELTY: We have heard your opinion and 

we will take that into consideration, Thank you. 

(Wheraupon, the above proceedings were 

adjourned for lunch,) 

. I I 
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PROCEEDINGS AFTER LUNCHEON RECESS: 

·:. 

CHAIIU•!AN WELTY: All right:. I h3ve been 

asked t:o introduce this. Th!s is Vince Pitruzze 11 

from the EPA and he will be telling us about the 

dioxin sampling plan and we might as we 11 discuss 

peer review at th:!s time also. 

~1R. PITRUZZELLO: As I said, in prepara::io, , 

it looks like dioxin is obviously going to be one 

cf the criteria. So, when this beca~e apparent 

about the beginning of October, I ·guess it: was, 

we asked Nus; which is ,a consultant j:O the EPA that 

ha s had a lot of dioxi~ experience' we a·ska d them 

to put together a sampling program for the EDA. 

The document, _the first draft, this is jus 

the first cut they put together, was sent out 

October 26th and I believe the panel has gotten 

their copies. 

We have not even, ''we" being the TRC, 

Technical Review Committee, has not even discussed 

this yet. We will probably be doing this at the 

next :neeting which we hope to have somet:i::ie in late 

Novembe-r and at chat time we t4ill revise, revi~w 

and modify , whatever it may be , "·but we would like t 
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get any comments that you mighc have, Dr . Stoline 

' and Dr. Sipes have seen it already and I don•t kn ·ow 

if they are wil ling to supply any comraen<::s. 

CHAIRH.,\N WELTY; Dr. Stoline has already 

written a meC?o -on it, 

D&. STOLINE: Yes. I have w:-itten a :nemo 

on that . 

H:R. PITRUZZELLO: Okay and we wo;.;ld like 

to get an y other co=ents f:::om the pane 1. 

CHAIIU-!AN WELTY: You will all have an 

opportunity to cor:iment on the revision · as well. . If 
. 

you want to wait unt i 1 the rev is ion comes out~ that 
. . 

~~ould be fine. 

!1R. PITRUZZELLO; Okay, That really is 

the essence of it: . I just wanted you to know that 

che sample plan has bean sent around and we are 

looking for your coC1111ents on it and we will be 

discussing it at the next TRC meeting which 
. 

cent~tivel y we are going co try cc schedule 

Novembe:- 28th, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Now fo r the peer review, 

}lR. PITRUZZELLO: ,\11 right. On the peer 

revie w, I think we a 1.1 know by now chat we we re 

going to have the National :icade1ny of Sciences do 
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the peer review. Thet has sore of f~llen through 

so what we have done is come up with some different '

options, We discussed these options with che publi 

at a meeting last Thursday and what we did was, we 

went up there look i ng for any kind of option, any 

. kind of opt;ions they may have come up with, We 

came up with a fe~o of our cwn and basically what l 

have got here is a miz and match of t he eight or 

nine di fferent options that were presented, If 'IOU , 

want; I could run through them real quickly and 

then what we will try . to do is at the next Technica 

Review Committee, we will go _through these . things 

one more time and get publi ·c input and then come . 

up with a final option, assuming we can put togethe 

a peer review panel as soon as possible , 

Tom, if you want me to take the ti:ne, I 

can go through the optio ns we ran through. · 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Please. 

MR. PITRUZZELLO: One thing the National 

Academy of Sciences, to my knowledge, . is noc 

totally out o f the picture yet. He had sent th::im 

another letter requesting that they reconsider thei 

position and it is QY understanding that they haven t 

:i:esponded to it yet but they wil,l be :i:esponding. 
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I don 1 t know if that is positive o:r negative but 

it's not totally closed yet. 

Aside fro;u that, some of t he other ideas 

we came up with, there is no priority to the o:i:der, 

we were just talking with the co=unity one night 
.. 

and we had ,some ideas and they had some ideas, to 

utilize the National Bureau of Standards co conduce 

the peer re v iew. Some of tha obvious advantages ar, 

NBS is, to lllY knowledge, is very good on the QC 

methodology side, for example, statistics, et ceter,. 

I don I t know ho'l-1 good . or ho~-: we 11 they would re lai:e 

to the scientific side of this . ~hat is something 
.. 

~~e h'avt;! to explore; the science being the habitabil· t:: 

type science. 

Someone came up ~~ith a suggestio n of emplo. -

ing the American Association of Retired People whic 

is a group, I believe, of also scientists and 

engineers which is something we are going to pursue 

as an optio n . 

Have some of the residents o f the EDA, 

present residents on the peer review pane 1, That 
. 

is one of the options and the obvious advantage to 

that is on credibility: The obvious disadvanta ge 

that at least I feel the public ·-chat lives there no1 

i 
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does not have the scientific ex;>ertise to ::-evie,-1 

these. 

Try to get th: Institute of ~!edicine, 

Nacional Institute of Health, who we would be 

trying to pursue eo see if these ::,::-ganizations are 

interested; 

Another option that came up was to have 

this pa'l".e l here review, peer review the CDC DOH 

consensi..s of your opinions. Th~t is so.:iething you 

might want to consider or think it out, I don•t 

know if you like the iciea or not ai: all but it i's 

another idea that came up. 
. . 

Have the habitability criteria published 

in the Federal Register and invite any and all 

co~ments on it. That could be a process that could 

go on until 1999, 

DR. POHLJND: Is the::-e a list going around 

for resignations? 

NR, PITRUZZELLO: He could adver::i.se once 

again in the CoCllllerce Business Daily, which we did 

once before, 1s1hich we didn't get any response to it 

and we are thinking . of just opening it up again. 

That involves a longel:' process a;;ain, e:,e procureme1 t 

process which could take a ~ew ~Bhths. 

I 

https://adver::i.se
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Another suggestion was to e stablish a 

pane 1 with candidates selected by both the govern- '•: 

u1ent and the public, much like this panel here, 

~,here the public had an input to have a couple of 

me:nbers on. I personally like that idea, He 1 11 

-
have to see , just as to the procurement business 

through headquarters, if the:::e are any problems of 

getting a panel like that put together again and 

then go di:::ectly to a couple of other organizations 

such as the New York State Academy of Sciences , 

any academi~ institutions, somebody ~entioned the 

Office of Technology Assessqent. They obv ±01..s ly 
. 

may present some conflict of interest with their · 

past reviews. 

The next to last one we came up with was 

provide a formal comment period for any and all to 

respond to the summary, so that any comments may . 

contain any questions on the consensus and differen 

opinions, The TRC l~ould have to respond to thet, 

and the final one that was brought up was · to cotall" 

eliminate the oeer review, which I don't think---

I didn't believe <:he EPA or the TRC wanted to co, 

but that was just ar. .option, just to not 'have a oee 
' 

review. · That is where we stand .r .ight now. He Hill 
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the meeting on the 28th. 

and hopefully we will have 

review opt ion selected. 

CHAl:!ll'1AN WELTY: 

consultants have any other 

review ? 

DR. WINK.ELSTEIN: 

said, in more detail in 

'• Tha t is still tentative 

some kind of a peer 

al 1 right. Do any of the 

suggestions for peer 

It might be inappropriat 

for the consultants to recomn:end as to that. 

9 t1R. PITRUZZELLO: : And I would assume it 

10 ~•1ould be inappropriate for the consult:ants to peer 

11 review their . own re oort. . 
12 . 
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for the 

ought to 

committee, 

American 

list? 

one. 

anything 

DR. l-IINKELSTEI N: Definitely inap 'propt"iat:~ 

consultants to .review t:heir own work, 

DR. WIESNER: I suppose so me consideration 

be to asking the WHO to establish a 

the World Health Organization, or the 

Health Organization, 

CHAIR.~AN• WELTY: 

t1R. PITRUZZELLO: 

CHAIR:1.~N WELTY: 

else to mention 

Can you add that tc ycur 

I hacin' t thought of that 

Thank you . Did - ", OU have 

from E?a•s pe rsp ecti ve? 

. I 
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MR. PITRUZZELLO: One other thing. · I was 

·~-able to get in touch with our oeo;:,le in Ne,,, Ycrk 

who were able to get in touch ~~ith Chris Daggett 

this morning and with respect to the 2rticla in 

the paper, they asked me to read a quote from 
.. 

Chris and Jim Marshall and I would just give it to 

you verbatim: "EPA has not and will not prejudge 

tb.e outcoae of the habitability study and what was 

said yesterday was that the study was essential to 

assure residents whether or ·not the neighb .orhood wa 

habitable . " 

They just asked me to provide that state

menc. They also sai d t:ha~ if there is · anyone that 

would like to speak with them, we could t::y to 

make arrangements this afternoon. Thev are in -
-.i: l Bur . a o. We could try to get anybody on the panel, 

for e~ample, or the public may be interested and 

they could make the hook-up. So, with that in 

mi:i.d, it's open if ther2 is anybody that wants ,;o 

get in touch with them and make arrangements, 

CH • .\IR..~AN WELTY: Thank you. 

DR. FOWLKES: Did the National Academy 

offer any r~asons why ic wouldn•t? 

:-IB. PITRUZZELLO: Yes , · - ·I can give you the 

I 
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let:ter. I have it. 

CH;\ IR}fAN WELTY: Rev, Dyer raised a ques-

tion, should we test churches and business establist 

ments as part of the criteria. Dr. Huffaker and I 

spoke during the lunch hour and we don't think that 

that: would "present any patticular problems. Do you 

as consultants, feel that that would be appropriate 

to include churches and business establishments? 

DR. POHLAND: Certainly it is a position 

of contact or potential contact. 

CHAIR.i.'1AN WELTY: Okay. We ca .n include tha 

then in the next dra .ft. 

. The 'question n~w comes up as to whether or 

not we need to have another meeting and I ~ould ope 

that to you as the consultants. The plan, as I 

outlined it, still seems viable to me, that we can 

revise this draft number fi,,e and incorporate the 

appendices, send it out t:o you a .nd ask for your 

written comments, Would that: process be sufficient 

o-r do you feel we n.eea to reconvene to discuss 

draft six prior to the final draft? 

DR. POHLAND: I would like to propose that 

we take a look at what you produce and then ::iai~e a 

decision at that time as to whethe::- or not the who!, 
' 

.. 

-
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panel or maybe parts of the pane 1 have to get 

together, Perhaps what we could do right now is ju 't 

kind of, in anticipation oi the possibility of need 

ing another meeting, set some possible dates for it 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: We also need to provide 

some mechanism by which the public can res9ond co 

the final draft if we don• t have a meeting. So 

that you would have to make it available not only 

to the committee but also to the public through som, 

mechanism. 

,DR, VANDER.-JEElt: In our ongoing dialogue 
. 

with the community, we have agreed th.at when the 

habitabi _lii;y criteria are prepared and · in fi.nal . 

draft, we will make them available to the communit y 

give them adequate time to review them and give us 

either ~~ritten or oral comments and ~~e will respond 

to any and all of their collll:lents through that 

process and I would not like to fo-:eclose the 09por · 

tunity for any individual scientist or the panel to 

have an ·opport:.unit:.y to respcnd as well as t:he repr~ 

sentatives of government. 

DR . STOLINE: ~!y feeling is that we are 

going to neeci at least one more meeting as a panel 

but I would only recommend having that. mee ting afte ; 
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we have decided co the best of our ability today 

'· . ,·1hat addition.:: l appendices w~ neaci cind at the time 

they have been written and the · d:rafts have been 

sent around and we have h.id time to critique those 

and so on, but I do think that that is a part of 

our report 1 and I do think that in many respects it 

is every bit as important as what we have been 

talking about up to now and since we have none of 

that detail in front of us . and since I think it is- -

I think we do learn things when we are togecher 
. 

that you don• t learn when you are a lone, ·r 1~ould 
• 

suggest that we have one· more meeting for chat 

purpose but .only after we have all the supporting 

documentation prepared so it may be a Litt le while. 

While we are speaking of chat, there is on 

appendix that I would suggest that we add and that 

is with respect to whac Vince was talking about 

and that is the · EPA dioxin sampling. I don•t think 

that was msntior.ed as an appencii:: but if possible, 

I mean, that is such a crucial·aspect of what ',;S 

are actually suggesting be done as far as making 
. 

decisions and I chink that should be an .:ippendi:<. 
. 

· CHAIR}{At.'l iJE LTY: How do the ocher consul-

e ants feel about that? 

https://msntior.ed
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DR. SIPES: . Adding this as an appencii~? . 

DR. S!OLINE: Or ~~hat:eve-c. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Unless you are going to 

include it in appendix 8. 

DR. ST OLINE : I would agree to have it as 

separate appendix. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: Fine. That would be 

easier to have it as a sepai:ate appendi:t. 

DR. STOLI~TE: AppendL't 8 was listed as a 

part of the documentation for the sampling plan 

possibly for non-dioxin. 

CHAI~!.<\N WELTY: I guess that gets back to 

the qu~st:ion as to ' how _involved do you want it. to 

be in terms of following t:h.:-ough on all of your 

recommendations. 

DR. POHLAND: Would it suffice to just 

reference it in our listing of reference :naterial? 

DR. STOUNZ: That would be fine, whateve-r 

so ~4e have something. 

DR. POHLAND: If we start adding large 

documents to the appendices, we are going to defeat 

the •purpose of the document. 

DR. STCL INE: Whatever, It is just some

thing that we looked at · and agrel!d and passed 
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DR. POHLAND: It is part of t:he Cl:'iteria 

so it should be in !:/J me way ref ere need or included 

by ra fe rence. 

DR. STOLir1"'E: We were t:alking about this 

this morning to tie down as many of the loose ends 

as possible. 

DR. HUFFAKER: 'Regarding the distribution 

and mailing of th& draft document and so on, the 

mailing list: includes FEM.I\' s office and quite a 

large gtoup, almost everything you get: goes to all 

· of these people. The only exceptions ha,.;e been , 

'Fred , .for e:.cample, ,.,:ani:s · SOCle very technical 

material that was very specific and that did not 

go out to e veryone but it wa s included, the . tit la 

and the contents of it in the cover letter. 

DR. POHI..'\MD: Even the:-e ! think that my 

intent is to have materials in a su=ary forQ 

abstracted from those kinds of docu~ents to f~l£ill 

the need of appendi:, 4. 

DR. HUFFAKER: Well , hew do we handle 

these appendices, because obviously they fall . cut 

inco various ,reas of e3pertise and! can : see you 

participated very m~ch in number 4, ?erhaps 

.: ' .. 
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epidemiolo~ists in another one and Devra on the one 

on health assessments and so on. '· 
DR. PCHLA!-ID: Well, I think in the case of 

4 particularly, we have asked fo:: soc::e rather 

definite feedback from t:he .state ~-1hich I don I t mind 

receiving and putting together with sor.:.a othe, 

things for consideration as an ap pend :!.x fo::: re·Jiew 

by the o-"un I would hope these appendices wo~ldn t 

get so cumbersome that nobody would read them. 

MR, SLACK: Is it clear who is doing the 

appendices? ' 

CHAilU-1:.N WE LT'l: Net yet . 

Q'°" - .... . 

. 
?1.R, SLACK: \·1ho is re .sponsible ? 

DR, POHL.\ND: We a 1;e getcing to that point 

It's being suggested, 

CHAIRHAN WE!.'fY: We have asked CH2M Hill 

to prepare . a draft of the appendices tha:: Tle mi ght 

start from. So, they have copies of most of the 

transcripts that have been produced from the$a 

~eetings, So, that contains a lot of the infor~a

tion, plus they have copies of all the docu ments 

received on ~oxe of the appe~dices . For instance, 

nu~ber 4, I think we would need your help, Jee, c: 

t he help of the DEC, 
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?1R. SLACK: If Fred would :,e agxeeable, 

•: we would be glad to assess the re::iedial action 

fore, ac lease cake a first cut ac i:. 

DR. POHLAMD: That is what I would really 

like co see, I think that it would be a proactive 

way of app~oachir.g this, 

CH.\IR;-i.\N viELTY: So, can we count on che 

DEC to write a draft of 

?-!R, SLACK: If I cculd only ask i= you . 

could t.ell a:e the sorts of things you war.c t:o. see 

in there. ·r don•t mean to dodge :he issue but just 
, 

a table of contents? 

DR. POHLAND: They are a 11 a i.tatte r of my 

frequent cor:-espondence which was referred to 
• 

earlier. Ic is a 11 on record an:l I have re itg rated 

it with Bob the last go around. I put them right 

in a list to you and I chink my corres? ondence 

responsive co the last draft has it in it . I think 

I have made it a matter of record 01:a l ly r.ere and 

I think it requires a collaborative effort bet ,·1een 

you and Nick, for instance, to incorporate the 

eleme'nts that he is res:, onsible for with the o:ies 

that you are responsible for . I chink---has it 

been esta~lished that CH2M ?.ill is going ~o ~ut 
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these things together? 

1 CHAIRMAN WELTY: Yes. Well, if the DEC is ., 

going to do ap ·pa ndi::t 4, that: wi 11 be a big help and 
. 

3 the others, I think CH2M Hill can handle most of 

4 the ot:hers. 

5 One of t:he big ones that needs furthe ::

6 discussion is appendi:t 9 and---

7 MR. HOFFMAN: Tom, there is one other 

8 issue and that is, a piece of appendi~ 4, but it's 

9 not clearly defined at that ooint: in time and that 
• 

. , 
10 is, · we are t:alking about this method by ~-1hich ·you 

II evaluate the effectiveness of the remedial act.ion. 

We are g·oing to be ·collecting ·a· lot of data. How· 

13 are we going to evaluat:e chat data and make the 

14 determination whether or not: the re medial ai::tion . is 

15 in fact working? That is a real---

16 DR. POHLAND: That's the imple:nentat:ion 

17 stage. Ho~4ever, I would submit that: people kr.0~•1led~e

18 able on the abilities of different treatment 

19 processes, for instance , wit:h regard to the tyre of 

20 waste that is being dealt with, can make those 

21 judgments. 

MR. HOFFMAN: I think the treatcenc plant 

23 operation is very scraightforward . 

. I 
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DR. POHL.~t.'D: Likawise, I think we heard. 

something about what may be the monitoring means 

new and what maybe it will mean in the future . 

~!R.HOFFMAN: Our discussions with E. c . 

Jordan have indicated that they are looking back 
.. 

towards thii:f group to help define contaminants of 

concern and the way by which you would evaluate 

those and to deter.nine whether or not the remedial 

action is wo-rking. 

DR. POHLAN:>: What is E , C, Jot'dan• s . 
t'Ole in thi s proje ct ? 

. 
MR, HOFFMAN: They are a cons ult ant to the 

DEC in this monitoring prograCJ. 

DR; POHLAND: But they must have so:ne 

notion of what they are going to do with the data 

that they are de signing for . 

MR. HOFFMAN: The typical way that that 

kind of data is handled is the person sits down and 

looks at it and tries to figura out whether it 

makes some sense or not and now , that is pretty 

hard to put into a criteria document, and achieve 

a ny credibility. 

: DR. PCHLAND: I don•t think we should 
• . 

presume to be able to anticipate what kinci of da::a 
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is going to come forth and what ic ::iighc c:?ean. I 

really feel · that what is done with these data in 

rega-rd to addressing the efficacy of che whole 

remedial action will of necessity have to be 

determined at the time it comes forth, but there 

are obviously routir>.e ways that one g_oes abo•.lt 

certainly determining whether you have more or less 

of a p-roblem and I don• t think we have to specifics 

ly describe in this appendi:t just how these data 

a::e going to be analyzed exc ·ept to the e:ctent ::hat: . 
we want ·co be able ·to use them to demonst::-ate · that, 

· in fact, the remedial -1cc ion is p::oduc r:i ve re::;ed i.:1 l 
. 

action, . 

Certainly E. C. Jordan muse have some 

notion about, in their design of their plan, they 

have got to have some notion of what kind of daca 

they want and why, what they are going to do with 

that and so forth. I think the guidance is being 

• . T given, is cer::ainly in te::~s of tnose organics, _ 

guess, and maybe inorganics, that should be maybe 

part of this process. I don• t chink :,ie ca:1 go much 

beyond that as far as our situation. 

MR. HOFFMAN: It's clear, your sense on 

how far t:he appendi:t needs .:o go a:: chis point in 

-

., 
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time. 

CHAIRH.t.N WELTY: Mike, did you ha ve a . ' 

qu~stion ? 

DR, STOLINE: No. 

CH.AI~!.4N WELTY: We 11, let I s move a long 

to append~~ 9, statistical techniques used to 

implement the criteria. Mike, you had some concern 

in that regard and I think Pat and Martha also 

raised some concerns in their comments related to 

statistical concerns. 

· DR. STOLINE: Yes. I have essentially 

written a memo. suggesting that consideration be 
. . . 

g:i.veli t:o drafting a samoling plan for ir.i;,lementing . . 

the de~ision process for use for the non-dioxin 

Love Canal marker chemicals and in tt-.e memo I 

describe a couple of things that are, I think 
' 

really things that one should look at in drafti~ 

such a sampling plan, 

One is the unusual tyje 
' 

of data that one 

might be getting and in particular, if one can 

anticipate that there will be the vast amount of 

nondetect data that was essentially--- uell, that 

characterized the EPA data that was collected . becwe i n 

1980 and 1982, that the question is, how does one 

https://CH.AI~!.4N
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analyze this using possibly some techniques that 

have been developed in other areas, sta::istical 

technique~ that have been developed for other kinds 

of applications. Can they be modified for use in 

this particular problem or should they? 

I ··must confess that even though I am a 

scafistician I do not have expercise in this 

particular a:ea of statistics but I found I was jus 

challenged enough to try to write a me:no to try ::o 

write down what I thought the pertinent points were 

on the questions that I had. 

'. I would suggest that Tom or someone from 
. ' . . 

our committee ask the EPA or ~or some assistance inl 
drafting something along the line of a sampling pla 

specifically _ addressing so:ne of the issues that wer , 

· raised in this me~o and have it be kind of a 

companion to the dioxin plan that is already under 

deve lopme _nt and bring it back to this group ond we 

can take a look at it because so far we talked aboui 

just the media ·n levels but given that the-re is a 

va$t amount of that data that is going to be non-

detect data, t~e question is , can one really use th, 

techniques thac we have talked about and! raally 

have rese=vations about that . I think we really 
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should explore finding the most cptimal statistical 

._ 
techniques for answering che kinds of questions cha 

we want to ans~~er in making these kinds of decision , 

given the nature of the data that will be collected 

and someone is going to have to analyze, . 
I ·have qu estio ns ac this point chat I 

don• t know, quite frankly, what the reconu::ended 

technique will be and I think we really---this pan!'!~ 

would be well served to have some expert assistance 

in crying t ·o e.iq:, lore some of these quest ions. 

CHAIRi>L\N WELTY: I 'think probably the way 
. 
co go on this one, this is probably the toughest of 

. . 
all the appendices as far as I can tell---

DR. POHLAND: I would say that it is right 

in the re. 

DR. DAVIS: Dr. Stoline, I want co say I 

was very impressed with the rae::io you wrote on the . 

subject and I read one or two of the things that 

you re ferred to and I concur, it's real ~mcorcan~ . . 

and a very complicated issue and one that could 

completely dete:-:.ii-r.e the -results by what technique 

you pick ed and •,1hat assumptions you !!lade a·ccut t h e 

0 .:: • :..io dis::ribution - ...... - curve that obtains and! think 

4 .. that .-- is a tr:!.cky issue and jcu obviously have 
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some sensitivity down to it at CDC. 

.... CH.l1IRHAN WELTY: I would [>!"Opose that we 

bring this issue up at the TRC meeting and ciscuss 

among the four agencies on that group as to how we 

might approach this and then obtain ·tne necessary 

-
e~pertise co · address the question and submit to you 

a 11 for your review the !!:e thodo logy we feel th.ic 

might be most appropriate. 

DR. DAVIS: I think we might want noc to 

have Dr. Stoline and perhaps a consultant or two 

to this group, so tc :;?eak, Dr. Stoline is, after al , 

one .person and obviously underst~nds the issues but 
f • • 

it . migni: · be worth· considering thai:; OJ:?. the other 

hand, you at CDC, and there are !=feople at: E·PA who 

are experts in , sooe of these quest ions as we 11 and 

you might be able to generate the necessary ~ateria 

internally without going outside. 

CHAIRNl1N WELTY: We will c.?-:t:ainly welcome 

your input as we have always. 

DR. STOLINE: I am. t4illing to help with 

whatever I can do. 

CHAIR~1AN WELTY: We will see what 1-1e can 

work out, the best way to handle this particular 

appendix and then get back to you ~nd let you know 
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how we plan tc proceed . 

DR. VANDERMEER: At the TRC meeting on the \ 

28th of Nove:nber ne:it, we will ask that be put on 

the agenda. ;I think now mcst of u.:,. agree that we 

need an organic sampling sche~~ also and that that 
-

should be incorporated in one document. 

DR. STOLINE: Fine . 

DR. HUFFAKER: And we need the statistical 

-background to tell us what we are going to do and 

the TRC is going to have to develop the final 

sa mpling protocol. 

CHAIRXAN WELTY: That · is satisfactory to 

vou? -
DR. MILLER: I think you have certainly 

spoken to the s pirit of that. I con•t think I have 

seen that. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: I have. 

DR, MILLER: These are the concerns about 

constraining the outcome. 

CHAIR."!AN WELTY: Right, fine . We are down 

then to item 7 on the agenda, update on selection o 

contro 1 neighborhoods and Devra Davis had some 

concerns to submit and she submitted a statement 

that might be incorpora te d into the draft . 
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DR. DAVIS: Much of that, I basically 

.. 
revised something Wa:-ren Winke lstein hsd alrea dy 

done on that subject. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: But it should be included 

DR. DAVIS: It should be included at every 

place wheri it talks about the control popula::ion . 

and not just at that one point but as you go throug' 

the document: and I think Jim and Tom, whoever is 

going to be drafting this, just you will see wherev r 

it refers to the control population, it should have 

a very clear reference to the characteristics of 

it that are specified in that insert tt:iat :qas 

drafted , 

DR, HUFFAKER: Well, as part of the report 

of ~1he re _we are, the s tenog:::aphe rs a-re working on 

the Love Canal data itself and that will come out 
. 

rather neatly. It's all on the tape and it's jus~ 

a matter of asking for it and they are startin g to 

ask for matches in the frontier here with the se 

houses by the criteria that you describe, When we 

did neighborhoods that look interesting, we would 

sit down and look at our data o n landfills, old, 

known, unknown, dnd so forth, or inactive an d activi 

and so on and then throw out the neighborhood we 
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have just started to survey. This is a difficult 

.\ procedure to find sore thing not: within a ha 1£ a 

mile of, say, a landfill in this pare of the world. 

DR. DAVIS: That is why I wanted to change 

my recommendation from what you ha,,e in front of VOt • • 

l don•t think it has to be, nor should it be, in 

Western New York. 

DR. HUFFAKER: It may not be. 

DR. DAYSI: Okay. So, as it reads now , 

what I wrote says "Comparable in Western Net •1 York'' 

and I d~n•t t~ink it should s~y chac. •I think -ii 

should say "comparable population," .and it may end 

· up ha~i~g to b~ ~veri ano~her i~~~e, ~-1though i · 

realize that would pose _ some ?rob lems. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: So, you are suggesting . co 

just strike "in Western New York"? 

DR. DAVIS: Yes. 

DR. MILLER: I guess I ~~ould also, Devra, 

be more coofortable if we had a working definiticn 

of what ''noc adjacent''means. 

DR. DAVIS: Yes . 

· DR. WIESNER: What about a wo;::d that says 

"Not reasonably affecced by or potentially a.:fected 

by " ? 
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. 

DR, MlLLEP. : What about "Ne t wi.:hin five 

" . ·, . miles and not known to have been invaded by''? 

DR, WIESNZR: Or potentially affected by 

a landfill , 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: All right. 

-
DR., MILLER: I just threw it out, eight 

, 

miles . I mean, t wo miles, pick something, but I 

just like to have---

DR, WI1'11<ELSTEIN: It depends on i:he geolcg• 

of the are .a . It could be an area that is fifty 

miles away would be unsuitable if it was on a fault 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Steve, do you have an 

answer for that? 

MR.HOFFMAN: No , My comr:i.enc would be t:hat 

at this .point in time , that comparability a pp ears t 

be based on population and not the environment. 

DR, HUFF AKER: No. We are comparing house , 

not people . The only place where people entered in o 

t h is wo.uld be income to get into a house and / or 

soce of the economic measurements of some sort. 

MR, HOFFMAN: People or houses or so~~thin 

versus the natural environment: that exists in a 

si:nilar geological area. 

DR, DAVIS: But that is the • of ooint: ~y 
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comment. There are many environments that ycu coul 

pick where you would have h.:!d a previous history of 

for example, an old smelter or an old recycling · 

plant where you had a lot of contamination f or othe 

substances or a certain kind of paper pulp finishin 
.. 

there are all kinds of industries that could have 

existed around he-::-e that wouldn't exist, that may 

not any longer exist, where you could have contamin 

tion from them and that is what the second part of 

this clause is diz-ected towards . Bu:: your comment 

about the . first one is important and I thin!< that 

we do .ha,,e to come up with some kind of an .:?ctual 
.. 

distance with c·!:ie exceot:i.6n that it not ' be within a 
• 

speci fied period of specified distance from; and 

not only distance, but there are distance and ::he re 

is all kinds of transport and ~ate, you know, i f i:: 

was on the Niagara River, for example . 

DR, MILLER: Tha:: is why I had "or 

othei:-wise" or---

DR. DAVIS: Yes. Could you re peat that 

phrase? It sounded p retty good to C'.8 • I am just 

not sure how far it should .be . Do you reme mber 

what you were suggesting, Dr. Wiasne ~. or Dr. Hille 

DR, 11ILI.ER; What I said ,,., as something 

\ 

, 

-

,;. . 

https://11ILI.ER
https://exceot:i.6n
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about, that it should not be within so :nany miles 

of a chemical landfill or otherwise known to have 

been penetrated or invaded or affected . 

DR. DAVIS: Yes. 

DR. HUFFAKER: Well , give me a clae on the 

mileage . 

DR. DAVIS: Wel l, it's the inverse square 

law that generally applies for air poll utants, ri gh? 

So, I would ~hink by t!':at principle, if we wel:'e 

concel:'ne~ about ail:'borne, that a mile . is sufficient 

for ehe pollutan t. A mile is, in fact, a · lot, but 

for waterborne, which is where the other issue gees 

into thi s; then we have to haye that other ph; ase. 

So, I think chat---

DR. HUFFAKER: Well, a mile would be a . 

greac help because then we could do so me c ircles 

around the known fills and rule out whole araas 

and then we could f ind . some places where there we::-e 

clean spots and look at the neighborhood. 

HR, HOFFMAN: I question the problem of 

dealing with tryi ng to prepare a?pendices of these. 

There was some discussion in earlii!r me.etin g s abot:;t 

the objecti ve wa s to remove---to evaluate th<! neigh

borh ood as if Love Canal never h ad been ?ra sen:. 
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-That: is my recollection. Now it sounds li!te we are 
, 

setting up criteria that: says not: only was Love 

Canal present, but Love Canal EDA was never in 

Niagara Falls or any other general industrial 

e nvirorunent. That is what I hear. 

DR,. POHL.AND: One was a philosophy and the 

other was a reality. So, you cou l dn't realisticall 

believe that Love Canal c!idn• t e:-ist but phi losophi • -

ail.y you could ap proach the problem. 

MR. HOFFMAN: Well, it sets the criter ia 

in my 111ind that was directing the way you were goin , 

which would say that you co.uld rems!in within the 
• • 

.. Niagara Falls area · in general : and · stil l ha ".l'e the 

same general but without Lov e Cana 1 pre sent o r othe • 

dump sites. 

DR. DAVIS: I don't think that is really 

what-~-you are right, it gets to a very touch publi 

policy issue. 

MR. HOFFHAN: That is right. 

DR. DAVIS: You ar~ right. 

MR. HOFFMAN: That is what I am t r;ing to 

get some clarification on. 

DR. FOWL!(ES: That was what I ~~as thinkin g 

just for the record, and I would like to stay with 
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that, 

i'IR, SLhCK: ! only had a question about, 

we had talked earlier a~out the ubiquitous compound . 

and it seems to me ubiquitous !.!ay be ubiquitous if 

you look a:: farm land and pesticides that have been 

. applied to ,f,fr;n land, certain compounds might be 

ubiquitous in the southern ti;;:r of New Yori~ s:::ete 

and not be found so much in Niagars Falls. If you 

ramove t 'his to so.i:aplace that migh::: not be in New 

York State, those certain compounds raay weight 

heavily on your findings and th.en ·i:: you don• t !~eep 

it t9 Western _New Yor!< or Niagara Fal1s itself ', sor.i, 

of these things are going to · determine your deoisi.01?1, 

something that is fairly widespread and common in 

the western frontier, not necessarily common in the 

southern tier. 

DR, FOWU<ZS: It's al:.o the case that 

residents I think tend to think in terms of the 

comparability of Love Canal to other areas to this 

general area, snd that it has no social relevance. 

I mean, I had a reason for saying that and I still 

stick by it, The committee is we lco:ne t .o- - -

DR, HUFFAKER·: I think that you ought to 

be abl2 to drive ove-::- and see :!.t anc say, yes. 
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DR. FOWLKES: Well, it's a neig:iborhood 

that exists in the gene-:-al---withi.n the con::ext in 

which they understand resident.s and decision making 

around residents and I---

CH.<\IR}1AN WELTY: So, you are -sa yi ng it 

would be • preferable to keep it within Western ~ew 

York. 

DR. FOWLKES: Yes. 

CHAIR?1;\N WELT'l: How do the resc of you 

· feel about: that:, if possible, if we could :!.dent:ify 

a neighborhood that is a raile from- --or greater cha 

a mile from any known to:tic landfill, should we • i:\:e e • 

it in We'ste:rn New York ? 

DR. POHL/IND: You know , the mile, ho•,,ev er 

you want: to look at it, is a kind of arbitrary 

figure. 

CH.AIRMAN WELTY: Sure. 

DR, POHLAND: But you might think about 

the way areas are zoned, you know, either no~~ or i?:l 

the past. Usually zoning reflects what has gone 

on and what has continued to go on and it ~ay be 

just a zoning criteria that could be applied, might 

get you out of this arbitrariness of the c ne mile, . 

c~qo miles, air pollutants or--- ·-· · 
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DR. WINKELSTEIN: Well, clesrly you would 

want to have it as close as possible and t ,ha only 

reason you would go over a sr:ar:e line was because 

you couldn• t find something with.in the ere a and 

you wouldn't start out in Indiana , you would start 

out: in Western New York to find it. 

DR. HUFF,\KER: I think you hit: it with 

Western New York. 

DR. l'1INKELSTEIN: I think what we ought to 

do is to have somebody take into account these idea 

and produce another paragraph for the ne:it: draft. .. . 

. . 
DR. Hu:'FAKER: I understand what Devra 

wants . but ·r•·m not su:re t4e can reach it ·becausa part 

of the previous history, the · par:terns of contaminat o : 

this would go back quite a ways for the kind of 

chemicals we are interested in and we honestly, 

with ~he DEC, havi..--ig a little trouble just locating 

landfills right: now, u1uch less businesses O'!:' indus

tries that may have contributed to contamination i~ 

the past. 

We will target first on t~e landfills 

because we can identify these easiLy anci then maybe 

we will have to have some site visits to see what 
• . 

the co.:llllunity looks like if we h--ave a statistical 
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:natch. 

DR. DAVIS: The geological survey has 

published for years, big records of the major point 

sou::-ces, and I'm talking about the major point 

sources for the most part. If we could get an angl , 
. -

on those and l9oking at those, the list that Glenn 

has put out so far, I don•t see the possibility 

of coo much overlap except for .lindane. All these 

others are---

. NR, SUCK: That is one of your compounds, 

the isomers, and that is ·so wicie spre ·ad, at least in 

chis area, in my opinion, that if thet was on2 of . . 
., 

your indfcator co ·mpouods ·, then you ca:1 go so meplace. 

in the southern tier where for whatever reason you 

don 1 c find PHC, It may not be attributable to Love 

Canal, It may be widespread within the City of 

Niagara Falls and if that is one of the indicator 

co~pounds, then you select a control where it isn•t 

I chink chat is a proble~. That is my concern 

exactly. 
. 

UNIDENTIFIED VOICE: I was goinm - to suooes oc . 

Grand Island as an area. I don't know what the ~as 

of Grand Island is, industrial base, light industry 

CHA!RM.\N WELT't: We wil -1 take t:hat: int:c 

. I 
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conside:-ation. I think Bob is alr<?ady working on 

exactly the locations and maybe we should just le:: 

him proceed with his efforts to idenc:!.fy a comraunit 

or control area. 

DR. HUFF AKER: We have t:he DEC and E?.\ 

docun:ent:s tocating landfills. That is available. 

The in format:ion is available to us and we have a 11 

the census data plus the State Departwent of Com

merce information available, dates and so on, and 

that is what we ar2 looking f:i:om. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Bob , . can you have some

thing together within a month or so ? 

DR. HUFFAKER: I think so. 

DR. W~SNER: Tom, it seems to .ne that you 

have got some quite disparate points of view on thi 

I mean you have got Warren saying it should be a s 

close to Niagara Falls as can be and you have got 

Devra saying it should be far away, and you have go 
. 

Martha saying that it should be similar to Niagara 

Falls e:<cept for .the happening a:: t:he Love Canal 

and I . actually think that that is the correct 

approach and . then you have got: Devra saying thac 

you ought to TU le out any other inciust ry th-1: oight 

be around it like there is in e~tistence in Niagara 

• 

https://idenc:!.fy
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Falls and I think some of ~s may be forgetting that 

we are locking at Love Canal incic .ator che::iicals, 

but: I don•t kno w ho~-1 Bob could !)OSsible, with those 

four points of viei;, and you knew, from _my point of 

view, I think it should be clcser to Niagara Falls 

and the exclusion should be primarily related t:o 

a toxic landfill. In terms of the methodology that 

you are choosing and the other suggestions, I think 

t hey don•t address the kind of prcblem that ycu are 

trying to talk about but: I think you ought to 
. 

resol~e that before yoti start comin~ with an e~ampl. 

DR. HUFFAKER: We started using the guide -• 
. 

lines that are a lre adi in the criteria ·docume~t 

which says the saw.a as e:r.ceot 
• 

nor.: nea::- a landfill, 

and the only thing I wasn• t sure about was what is 

"n ot near, 11 and you say a mile is not near and the 

other thing that: Devra raised had not been consicie r, d 

at the t i me we starte<l looking, 

DR~ ST O LI:'iE: I thought aboc: t his problem 

too. One oi the p:::-obletil.s I have h.:id ~-1hen I think 

about the control is, gee, am I thinking about a 

control re gion about che size of the entire E~A or 

ao I thinking of a control rezion ::he size of a 

neighborhood becc1use qui::e frankty ; ,1e are addressi; r.: -
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a lot of our statistical analyses a:: the, at least 
. . . 

at the first cut, at .the neighborhood level. So, '' '', 

maybe that should be the size of the control region 

just a neighborhood region and then the next thought 

that I had was , are we t hinking of just . one ? Well, 

look at the: pressure that you put on that one 

control. Now, not only thae, you are going to be 

using it in every single solitary statistical 

investigation and you are going to have how many 

neighborhoods in the EDA here, thirteen or some.thin; 

like that? 
. 

So, every t:i~e you make some sort of 

coinparisori he re with rie ighb orhood ·one, yo~ go to 

that, back to that same control, You go to number 

two, you go back to that same control. Well , how 

about matching, getting a selected so~t of controll d 

matched controls. 

Well, that seems like a big problem doing 

that, it ~ay be not necessar;. 

The best I have been able to come up ~vit:h 

is to think of maybe not just or~ control neighbor 

hood but maybe three, something like chat where at 
. . 

leas t you have got some so ·r:: o;: variation h ere aeon 

che controls so that you maybe h-ave---woulci cake 
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into consideration some of the views ::har: have been 

e:tpressed here right now and that may be that you 

use three, just ta k e neighborhood size controls 

and use that as a single control, It may even have 

a larger sample size in it than the sample size 

thar: y.ou would be taking out of an individual 

neighborhood within the EDA but at least here you 

have got some cove rage he re. You haven't put all 

that pressure on one doggone control which - --and 

you have g ot some sort of variation here amon g 
. 

different regions and so on that wo•.tld be covered 

and I think scientifically there would be so me !!leri 
. . . 

to that and ·that is as far as r · have · gone with my 

thinking. 

DR, HUFFAKER: Statistically~ how ~qould I 

handle that? Would you merge the med ians or some-

thing for the three controls and put them together? 

DR, STOLINE: I think so, I think other

wi se you get into a hope less statistic al anal? .sis 

here of, comparing every I".eighborhood ::o every 

control and I think you so mehow want some control 

here that is a :;ingle control b.ut it: may not be one 

area totally. I~ may be kind of collecr.ed from 

se,,eral distinct areas, 

https://collecr.ed
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CHAIRHANWELTY: So, you hava three 

... separate neighborhoods but you l'.!mp them all 

together when you do the com?ariso-c1. 

DR, ST OLINE : I th ink so. I th ink so. 

Otherwise you end up with just a myriad of statis

tical analysis. 

i,ra, HOFF~,fAN: I have a question, Hew are 

you going t:o deal with the fact: that: you are loo kin 

statistically at census tract:s, relatively large . 
. 

in some cocparison to three EDA neighborhood sized 

control areas -? How do you deal ~~it:h that consisten~:; 

of your population cake-up analysis and evaluation? 

DR,. ·HUFFAKER: Our control po9ula'tion is 
within the tracts, That is the smallest unit we 

have. The ED.~ is c~,o census traces basical!.y. 

MR. HOFFM.t\.'t: That is also chirt:een 

neighborhoods or fourteen or whatever the nu:nber is 

DR, MILU:R: Thirteen. 

MR. HOFFMAN: !s that a p'?:'oblem or no-:? 

DR. HUFF~KZR: I thought the agreement: was 

we have to co:npa:::e the neig~borhoods with the 

_,_ . 
conc:::ol population. !f the control is bigge~ ..... an 

the neighborhood, I don ' t see that as a ~roble~. . . 

Is it? 
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ca~l.Ifil !AN WELTY: Ho'.•l do the other ccnsul'

tants feel about this, havin g t h t'a e se p arate :i:egion' "? 

DR. STCLINE: I just t h rew that out as a 

number, rather than or~ • 
. 

CHt,IR:-1.\N WELTY: Well, three or :nore than 

one. 

DR. SIPES: . I think that is a reascn~ble 

iciea based on the fact that we have to keep in :::iind 

we are trying to pick indic ato r chemica l s re l.a te ci 

to the Canal and that this would give us more of a 

widespread feeling for those ·:,articular chemicai's 

in _relation to different: neighborhoods. That was o· r 

criteria here that they are indicator chec:!.cals. 

So, in your case, you know, if it is PHC and the re 

is a huge concentration in ·the EDA and we find thre , 

control areas where it is low, that is telli n g us 

· the exact info~ation t,,e want. 

Now, we may find the opposite infont~tion , 

chat that is widespread b ut chat is co min g back and 

telling us that chat is correct re!a::ive to the 

chemical per.:neation of these chemicals beca~se they 

do meet the criteria. Th·ey are much higher in t!:'le 

Canal area cha ~ t hey are in the EDA area and t h ey 

seem to suggest ::here is some ::iigrat:ion . So, :~e 
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should, in that respect, that looks lika a good typ 

of marker chemical because ic meets a crit:e-ria. 

Then if we find chat in the control areas or th~ 

comparative area, I think the word "co:::pa ra tive" 

i s better than '1:ont-rol" because "control" maans 

son:e thing d'iffe rent. This is a coc:parat ive and so, 

I think Mike 's idea of having more than one neigh 

borhood aa a comparative area- --

CR.~IRMAN WELTY: Does that :neet ycur c on

cerns, Devra? 

· DR. DA'lIS: · I thii,.k that chat goes a lorig 

way towards it. · I ju st want to be sure. I uhde-r

stood ·Bob, Did you say that there is no place 

within Che City of Niagara Fall s chat is not within 

a half a mile of an abandoned dump? 

DR. HUFFAKER: I said so=ething like that . 

I don• t: want to be quot:ed there. What we have is a 

map and the map has spots on it t:he size that you 

punch out things for a ring binder. They are not t 

scale fot' the dumps and in some areas they o•,erla!? 

there are so :xany sites and when we get ove,:- in 

Buffalo, there are some larger a·re~s that look 

?rett:y decent , but: this area is j :.rst: riddl?c! with 

chem . Joe has seen those maps and it's very 
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difficult to find an a:rea here where you are not: 

very close to a landfill, 

DR. MILLER: Mike, concept:ually I chink 

that is real ly rather---! mean, it's very pleasing 

and in a lot of respects, the idea of using three 

area ·s, but ~hat I, gathered from something Dr. 

Huffaker said a few minutes ago, that that has so:ne 

implications for the case base in the comparison 

group or what, the n,u::ber of sample points? 

DR. STOLINE: That ~~ould have to be 

thrashed out. 

DR. MILLER: If . those are inflated ·, what: . . 
• 

does th~t ~ean about' the :n~gnitu 'i:ie o·f difference 

that is required? Are we creating a .reverse prob

le!!l that we have seen historically ,qhere we have 

a small case base with a control and a larg e---

DR. STOLINE: I don• t know enough about 

the---first of all, l don't know the specific stati: 

tical techniques that eventually are going to be 

reco1U111ended. That is an open question in my mind 

on that. 

DR. HILLER : We 11, is it: a conce-rn? 

DR. STOLINE: You betcha, '.)ecause once 

you have t hat, then yo u can be3in ~alking about t he 

·: 

-
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and 

and 

with what probability. I mean, what: I' :n talking 

about 

and 

What 

here 

I think 

kind 

is, suppose 

you have 

-qf differences 

to 

there 

talk 

do 

do e~ist differences 

about those difference 

you want to det-act. anc! 

• 

with what pcwe r, and I'm t.:tlking about here powe:.: 

means probability, 

-
of detecting a 

like 

.difference 

a 90 

of 

percent 

one with 

probability 

a difference 

of one, if a difference of one on your measurer.:ent 

scale is imoortant or maybe i"t:, s · not ona, mayi>e it:': 

25, so we say c:hen 25 on our measurement: scale. 

The measurement scale · here might · be pa.rts per . 

billion or something like chat. • I am just throwing 

those numbers out but then you get into thee sa~ple 

size issue and that t.hen determines how many units 

you would be selecting randomly out of each of thos, 

areas. 

DR. ~1ILLEB.: But the re are ways out of . ~ ' -. - . 
It is just that we have co be sensitive to it or no . 

DR. STOLINE: Ways out of---

DR. FOWLKES: Ways of solving those prob- . 

lems. 

CHAIRMAN WE !.TY: Tho se kinds of orobleQs, 
' 

23 
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as I see it, would be add:t"essed in tl::e statistical 

l appendix. ·, ' 
2 DR. MILLER: No. I wasn• t s peak ing about 

3 that, I mean, the technology is there to solve 

4 that problem. I wasn• t talking about the problem 

-
of communioating. 

8 DR. STOLINE: I think soma of it is th.e.:-e 

7 but I think someone is .:-eally going to have to roll 

8 up their sleeves and work on it full ti::ie, 

9 MR. HOFFMAN: !t may we·11 push the state . 

10 of the art, 

11 DR. STOLINE: I think that. is a fair 

12 .. , statement because I think there a·re pi.ec;s of it 

13 here, I think there are pieces of it there, I 

14 . think what t?e are talking about is seeing if we 

15 can put all the pieces together and organize it 

16 and make it applicable t:o this problem. 

17 DR. WINKELSTEIN: I ~~as just going to. say, 

18 I think it's very wise to have multiple co mpa rison 

19 areas. 

20 CH~\IRHAN WEI.TY: How many would you reco m

21 mend ? Would you agree with three ? 

DR, WINKELSTEIN: Three is better t ha n two 

23 but four is oetter than three but whether five is at y 

I 
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better than four, I don• ·t know. 

DR. POHLAND: Well, it's more funda~ntal ~ 

than that. I don 1 t think we have detar:::ined how we 

are going to pick the areas in the first place. 

You know, three is certainly better than one. How 

are you going to pick these areas? 

DR. STOLINE: Well, that is really the 

question I had. When I asked how are you go::.ng to 

pick one area if you are going to go with one area? 

That puts a lot of pressure on that area. 

. DR. POHLAND: Even with the three way, you 

pick three ·and decide ;.;hat .kind of :results you get:~ 
. 

DR. HUFFAKER: . tve were talking at the 

meet'ing yesterday about some of the problems of 

sampling in a control or comparison area and 

is that the people may not want to be sampled. T. he• ... 

may not i-,ant their home s.impled when the time comes 

and we have that in soir.e areas. It has been a 

::iaj or stumbling block and absolutely s:::opped anv , 

activities when you were in industrial or large 

buildings other than private residences anci in some 

areas here we have been refused access to ?ri,,a::e 

residences. So, if i:,e go into a ne~~ neighborhood, 

a clean neighborhood and ask for permission to 
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sample, I think we are goin to expect to ba tu~-ned 6 

down on a certain number and the s t atisticians 

are going to have to decide how ,-1e choose th:;i 

houses that we use and what to do about the turn

downs and so forth. 

CHAIRh.AN WELTY: We may have to do a pilot 

to find out what proportion cf the comparison 

. . .. households ag=ee t o . oart1.c::.oa_e. . 

DR. STOLI!lE: That is an issue that 1-1e 

haven• t even looked at. That cartainl y is a, oce 

of the major problems with any kind cf ssmple 

su=vey work is the actual re .fusal to cooperate, 

the response rate. 

DR. DAVIS: Yes. I think Dr. Silbergeld's 

letter which I received and I assume that you have 

all received it, raises these issues. It I S 3 

:::-ecent letter now. This is a letter generated in 

between the. last meeting and . the one that we are 

now attending, bu:: several people have ask:d me 

about it an<i have noc see,1 it. So, do you know wh.i 

I'm referring to ? 

DR, POH LAND: Not a lecter between las 

. "' ~e t 1. .... g . 

DR, DAVIS: Yas. This is a Le~cm: bet ween 

https://CHAIRh.AN
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the last meeting. I got this one. This is dated 

November 2nd, 1984 and it is addressed to Dr. 

Huffaker• 

D~. HUFFAKER: I don•t believe I have seen 

that either, Devra. 

D~ • -DAVIS : Okay. 

DR. HUFFAKER: I have sent out everything 

that I received. 

DR. DAVIS: Well, there may have been a 

And it may have gone to me instead of 

_you but let me share it with you and then for the 

reco-rd, I will do that because I think that Mike, 

as I hear you ealkiU:g about these various samplin ·g 

problems that will exist and I recognize from 
. 

Dr. Wiesner's comments that what I was confusing _ 
. 

in my comments about the co.nparison population was, 

I wanted to go the next step from sampling to an 

epidemiologic study of the two populations and in 

order to do that, the issues that I a~ mentioning 

are very irapo _rtant because you would not remotely 

be able co compare any mortablity or rnorbidit:y 

pat:tern from two populacion:; i£ t:hey simply had t wo 

different cypes of pollution but what we are talkin 

about froQ the sampling point of view is that, is 
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t .here a s ignificant difference in pollution ,1ith 

·· ~ . respect to Love Canal conta min ants , ?e=iod. If 

that is the only question, then r tai<e back those 

co:nments of mine that were directed toward setting 

up a . good epidemiological study. 

But let me share with you Dr . Silbergelci 1 s 

comments ·. 

,Y .. I re a.min in funda.!!ental disagree:r.en;: - .1.; _,_ ~ '1 

the acceptance of the standa.:-d of "Comp arabilit y 

"o._ deter:.iining habitability . " For rea s ons I have ~ 

. 
stated earlier, this approach is • uns atisfactory fro • 

a scientific ~iew?oinc and likely to prove unaccept· 

able to the pu blic • . The public is not c onvinced 

by assu~ances that they ars no worse off t h.an 

ot:ha-rs. From the scientific standpoint , the oere 

state of being in equivalence with non-evacui.ted 

ter.:is of risk. Tf:to se II r~ fe renca or co:noarison • 

areas" may the :ns:alves be unsafe. 

to deter:!line "b ackground " or re f a?'ence areas to 

judge · habitabilit y , the state and federal go vernm e.n 

:JU St deve loo t·wo sets of data ~r;etin-5 ri g.::-ro:.:s 

. , . 
data qualit y control, q;ia li-t:y assuranc~ cone -t: ::..on.s. . 

That: ' • - you will be re quired to ·adequate ly $cl~cl? -" ' 

https://disagree:r.en
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characterize both the ref:;rence environment and 

l , the evacuation area. That is what we we ra just 

talking about, the difficulty in doing that . 

3 It has been the position of EDF, Love . 
4 Canal and other Superfund sites to recommend 

s adherence to criterion standat'ds '-'.lhich were 

6 established without the pressu:::es and consideration 

7 of hazardous waste site re:nediation. We recognize 

8 that such standards and criteria do not co ,;er all 

9 the chemicals found a t: Love Canal and more over, tha 

10 the.standards and criteria were develo9ed frora 

11 situations of hu::nan . environrr.e nta 1 inta rface which 
, 

12. : . · diff~r : from re ·sidents iri Love Caria! such as ·drinkin 

13 water criteria. However, our analysis of Superfun, 

1( remedial actions conv ince •us that these problems • 

IS are not real impediments to the acceptance of our 

16 recommended approach. 

17 First , 
, 

although site 
, 

contamination may 

18 involve hundreds of che~icals, a~ong those chemical, 

19 are at least several for which s~andards and 

criteria have been developed . For e:xa:nple, in 

21 meeting a standard for dioxin clean-up, it will als• 

insure the adeouate re~oval of concomitant PCSs , • 

23 lindane, et cetera. 

. 
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Second, standards and crit~ria developed 

·• for specific environmental media such as air and 

drinking wa.ter can be adapted cc soils or othei:: 

media using ':'le ll established :net:ho<ls for esti:nating 

exposure. 

Wa11, that is a question in my cpinidn 

but she suggests chat and there are other comments 

as well , . buc I would just wan e to read what is 

germane to our discussion which i s why I will take 

this o pportunity again to turn your at tention to 

wh.st · I have suggested ·as·cne · first ad of my one 
. ' 

pag .e .t h in g here, for non-ciioxin Love Canal con-

tii!i!inants foi- which ambient air or surface water 

·standards have been developed, levels of any one of 

these pollutants in the air 3nd groundwater of the 

Love Canal should not exceed these sta ndards plus 

or :ninus the standard error of detecti on. For 

toxic pollutants f or which OSHA standards exist sue 

as chlorobenzene it should be instead of be~zene , 

ch lorobenze.ie ., exposu:::e in indoor or ambient ai::

s hould not exceed threshold limit v3lue divided by 

a fa ctor of si:, plus or :ninus the standard error of 

cia cect: ion. 

Let l:!e just show you the ve -::y si:nple 

https://lorobenze.ie
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arithmetic of how she came up with that · number and 

I have seen the corresooncience between Tom and Bob 
' 

on this subject and I think it's not ---it shouldn't 

be thrown out altogether . because when we started 

talking to people and telling them we are talking · 

about three ,. years frcrn now, maybe, if everyt:h:!.r:g 

gets going, somethir.g else is going to heve to be 

done in the me ant ime and this is what could be the 

somet hing else in the roe anti:ne. 

The threshold limit value is the current 

level that CSE.~ escablishes for exposure of eight 

hours in the work place for a healthy person ~ho 
. . .· 

to a 24 hour work day, you would divide it by three 

because the idea is that over a 24 hou-r period a . 

person gets exposed to whatever chat TLV is and in 

the case of benzene right now it: is 10 parts per 

Glillion. 

But, recognizing that :he gene.:-al populati<n 

includes sick peop:!.e anc! old people and very young 

?eople who say be more sensitive, I suggest :nulti,il:;

ing that by a · factor of cwo and using six and the 

threshold limit value is, as the cut: on CDC suggest:, 

somewhat deter:nined by the technology co meast:re the 
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subscance, for e::-:ample , fo.:- asbestos right now we 
. :. 

have a standard that is thought to be on the verg a 

of a limit of det:ection but . by put::ing in the safec: 

factor, the twofold s ·afety factor of six for cany 

of t:he toxic pollutants, I think that this might be 

worth considering and that a rationale could be 

written for it. 

If you like, I can just take _a moment and 

explain how this same approach is used in setting 

food factors in food and it is relevant to the who l 

concept, It is, 'for . you set a no obsarved ef::ect 

level in _your animal study and by looking at · t he 
. . 

· animals and seeing at what level nothing happens 

to them, you do a study, di ff erent doses and you ge 

the dose at which nothing happens to the ani:nal and 

then when you set your standard fo't' that thing in 

food, you apply a safety factor to it and t ypi cally 

the safety factor is from 10 to 100 of the level at 

which nothing happened co the animal .and ·this is 

how we. do almost all of the food t:oier,inces in t:!1.e 

United States. They are set by chis technique. 

So, there is a rationale for it. 
. 

Now, I ' .. ::i not ·saying t:hat: the · T':...V is t!:e 

·no observed effect: level but it ought: to be and :c.e 
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difference is, this is an animal sc you usa a highe · 

safety factor because you don• t kna-w whether the 

animal might be somehow more resistant than a human 

and less sensitive than a human, So, you use these 

big safety factors and there are some compounds for 
.. 

which we ha.ve lots and lots of data so the safety 

factor actually ranges frora 2 to 100 to be precise 

for food. 

If you apply this rationale, and again, 

I think that I am almost writing an appendb: for 

this, if you ~1ill, this ration.ile could be deve lope 

and I understand the rationale and response you got 
.. 

·Bob to your . ' suggestion but I do:n• t ·chink you ·sho•..1 l• 
' 

give up on it because I think that: the answer is 

going t: 0 be what do we do for the ne::t three years. 

rs there something we could do now and Glenn and 

Mike have been developing this list of chemicals 

· and some of the chemicals on the list as of righc 

now, I gather that it's revovling, ri ght, some of 

them include substances for which there are chese 

calculacions and something of this sort could be 

done. If you wanted to be even more conservative, 

so to speak, you could use can, but! fr ank ly chir.k 

that t:he question of habitability, I would guess ch, t 
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si:{ would probably work. 
. .. CH,\ IRM,'li'I WELTY : A:.:-e you suggestin g that w 

use---

DR. DAVIS: This, ir. addition to. 

CHAIR:-fAN WELTY: But with a:<isting data? 

DR. D.;vrs: With e:-:isting data, You :nean 

no more monitoring, nc, 

CHAIIU!AN WELTY: I .nean with data that 

has already been collected, apply these criteria? 

DR, DAVIS: I think you should do that now 

! guess what I a:n thinking of is a problem in t:wo 

step~, I think of this now a~d next and for now, yo , 

could do this. and noid. CFlzH Hill co~ ld crank this 

out of their computer, right, keep them busy for 

awhile and you could come up wi::h some numbers and 

you could figure out which ~,ay to do it bu:: ! have, 

therefore, suggested adding into the document this 

parag:-aph i,hich does not sa y that this will be the 

only thing to oe done but this issue then, sll cve:

the country there are Superfund sites and they are 

different: contaminant:. and the question is, h.ow 

c • .1.ean should they clean up the site to? How clean 

should they ciake them, and this .:i!.ght be a ki:.c of 

code way to start t h.e _process. That is a !.l r a:.. 
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sugges::ing and since we are talkin g about so much 

more time now, I wanted to take this opportunity to 

refer to that. 

CiiAIR}[AN WELTY: The reason I asked whethe 

t·ie used existing data o.:- collect new data ·w<?s that 

,•iit: h the criteria as they are written, we ai:-e re all• 

only selecting sentinal ch _emicals. 

DR. DAVIS: I understand, 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: So, in that respect ! 1 ::i 

not sure that this would be quite as applicable ::o 
. . . 

that approach but for the <lata that has already 

been collected , I could see where the::e might be 

some utility to applying this sort of standard to 

that data after it•s been QA/QC . 

DR. WINKE LSTE IN: . Suppose you found that 

the TLV ove;: six was satisfactory. What: would chat 

te 11 us? 

DR. DAVIS: You would have to pick, I 

think , the number of pollutants, ::he marker ?Ol.lu-
. 

tants that you have. You would have to have .:1ore 

th .an one. You woulci have _to pick a number of th<2:n · 

and if this was exceeded and . plus or minus the 

s tandard error of cietaccion, c ~an I ~ink you wculd 

conclude that it was not habicable , 
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DR. WINK.Z LSTE IN: 

i ~ ·,•~s ~~!~:~~bl• r., ....... t Suppose you concluded chat 
•to.. ... -- • 

., .... c;.. 
.... '"'----

would you do with chat informacicn? You wouldn•c 

dee lare tl1e place habitable prior co that? 

DR. DAVIS: No, 

D~, WINK!:: !.STE !N: So, it wculdn•t ::-eaJ.!.y 

..:act e -r. It would just be an additional criterion . 

DR, DAVIS: It would be an additional 

criterion chat could be ~ore quickly and more cheap• 

ly obtained and ic would not in any wa·., prec luce • 

::he necessit:7 for remediation, 
. 

DR. WINK£ LSTE IN: Suppose yci.. got a .TL'/ 

ov:et that was un.satisfa::i:o-:-i and you have 

comparison data thac was satisfactor7, i-ihich would 

ta!~e nrecedence? • 

DR . D,\VIS: 1 1 :.:i s o.-.::y, this, I'm sugges::in• 

you don•t need comparison data ~ich this . I a:::i 

speaking to the point that Dr. Silber geld is 

" . . r-1.s1.ng, that if have evidence o i conta~t:ina;: ion 

that exceecis the TLV divided by si;:, that yo'.l cion•t 

need to do the next step. r•~ thinking cf this of, 

if you will, as a sc::-eening device •. 

DR. WINKE LST:!:IN: So , let me 

queztion so I can uncie ·rstand it c learl•1 . .,-,. rhe . , .. '1.i..,- ....... 

https://r-1.s1.ng
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sentinal chemicals tha t Glenn picked out, are they 

all covered by these criteria ? 

DR. DAVIS: All of them except dio3in 

for which you have the one ppb. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: So, you could do this 

first. What you're saying is that, to s~bstitute 

for comparison data . 

DR. DAVIS: ! a:11 saying . we could recommend 

a two step approach, that this could be the first 

step. 

DR. WINKELSTZIN: Arid if this was satis

fact o ry , then you would do a comparison study ?· . 

DR. DAVIS: Yes. 

DR. WINKELSTEIN: And if it wasn't satis

factory---

DR. DAVIS: You don't have to do a 

comparison study. If you get answers to chis and 

essentially you are looking in Love Canal and the 

othe r place, Love Canal by itself, and yQu £ind tha 

fo .r these si:{ :::i.:irker chemicals, they are ·all excaed 

ing this level in Love Canal, the.n you could save 

a lot of money and a lot of time . You don•:: need 

comparison data analysis. You al:::eady kno~-: then 

that Love Canal is more polluted than it should be 
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by this criterion and you don't need co take the 

time to do any more studies. 

DR. HILLER: I have a very COGlplicaced set 

of reactions to that and I don• t think ~n y bociy wane 

to listen to all of thee. I guess one problem that 

I have with ·it is that, I mean, I mean in a---I 

guess speaking for myself, I am rather i mpatient 

with Dr. Silbergeld•s continuing input intc t he 

pr~ceedings of this group on the basis ·of which 

they are being made. It is my sense that we have 

oleaded . and imolored her to cc:::ie he-:::e and . 

she has never done that. At one point I thought wi 
, . . .·. . . . . . 

made a decision as a group to cue off people who 

weren't participatinz in •a more active way and this 

provides---

DR. DAVIS: Just a minute. These · are my 

comments no,i. So, fcrget about the fact chat she 

m·ade these. These are my comments, not he:rs. 

DR, NILU:R: Yes, but you raised it in-

DR. DAVIS: But these are ~y com~ents. 

DR. MILLER: But · I want to be v ery clea:-

about that, I mean, not only has Dr, Hu ff aker 

pl::iaded and implored for qer to be here, _we h eve 

used our 0~•1n efforts, 11artha spe-n::; a day chasin g 
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do~1n Janet B.::o~-1n to try t:o get the en·.-irona:ental 

defense fund to ;:>lily an ·acti ve .::ol2 and none of 
: ._ 

thos ·e have come to pass. Now, t he face of the 

matter is that it see~s to ~e that her ;ather 

attenuating involve ment means that she really isn•t 

in tou:h with t he kinds of thinking chat is going 

on here by a number of people who have worked 

rather hard to get to a certain place, and I think 

it's probaoly a significantly better pl~ce than 

a~yone has got to before in an effort to address 

some of these issues . 

Secondly, . ! guess I have got a problem 
. . . . . . . 

with at a certain point I begin to have~ lot of 

problems with what I see as sort of a seat of the 

pants empiricis~. You say that if you take that 

and multiply it by two, that we SO!!!ehow have a 

standard oi something. We 11, why not di ;,ide it by 

four or ten or forty or twen t y-seven or ten to the 

ninth? I mean, it is just a number. It: doe sn I t , 

llt least as near as I can see based on what you 

said, it doesn •c seem to be ---it really doesn't see, 

to be real in t:fle sense that you a r e making 

extTapolations to the f~t~ s, to the s~all child , on 

t he basis of a very shaky e::i;,rical base. 
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The third problem is that I didn't know 
, 

that there i~as a proble!!l with a l.l t:hese peopJ.e 

s_itting around who had nothing to do an d chat: we 

naeded to find something more for them to do for 

the interim because otherwise they might: wander 
.-

away or something, and I guess the fourth is that: 

when I asked mysalf how we got to ~,here we are, I 

think maybe it: has to . do wit:h the way we have been 

drafting the document and perhaps in ways that none 

of us realized because we have been so close to it, 
. . 

We have really ·failed to communicate adequac:aly 

what we are . doing and or,erating ' on th.at: • assumption, 
. . . . . . . -

. . 
I certainly wouldn•t begin to tr7 to read the draft 

through another set of eyes than the ones that I 

have been using. That is it. 

DR. SIPES: To respond to that; the 

threshold value is a value that alraady has a large 

safety factoT factored in. I a~ just making a 

couple of comments, that t~ere is a safety facto~ 

built in there and Devra just: put in another safety 

factor. You are perfectly right in saying that it 
. 

could be four or could be forty. She had a reason 
. 

f or doing that • . The problem that we have faced in 

::he past was chat these values are set for singla 
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chemJ.cals anci we are talking about a group of 

chemicals. So , ::hat is one of t he ra asons why we 

took the comparative approach rather than the risk 

assessment approach because we didn't know how to 
. 

handle that idea of synergism and antagonism, 

et cetera. ' Otherwise, I would have probably be e n 

more adamant: in finding a way because I applaud 

some body who says we have a value he re and le.t I s 

build on it somet:hing so that we can mo•;e on, but 

our problem that we had, and I have a lot of respec 

for-Dr . Silbergeld, r wish she wou!.d have been here 

seve .ral tiraes -, be .cause . she raised · the ssrne issue in 

a letter a lor.g time ago. 

DR, HILLER: I am not attacking her pro-. 
fe ssional:!.sm. It is just that I am---

DR. SIPES: But what ~~e are talking about 

now is is how another group is going to perceive ou 

decision where it: cay go down the tubes because 

there is a diff -'i!rence · in philosoph y . So, we hav e t • 

be preparad for that and I think we are getting a 

hint of it. 

DR, MIL LER: Well, I think that a pa.:t of 

it has to do with the quality of cornmunica:io ·n that 

e:{ ist s in the d::a ft criteria. that is a 11 she hes 

https://ssional:!.sm
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seen , l assume, a:re these drafts and I don't think . 

we are · doing aver; good job if th=se old ho=ses 

are being drawn up and beaten to death yet another 

time. 

DR. FOW!..'<.ES: ~n other words, the case for 

the comparison approach is perhaps not self evident 

to us because we have worked closely together and 

in fac~, I take strong excep_tion with her :remarks. 

It is ·, in fact, I would argue, the most · socially 

and scientific relevant approach and really under 

the circumstances, in chis context I couldn •t dis

agree with he.:- more profoundly and I think for a 
, .~ 

variety of very disparate professional persp~ctives 

we have arrived without even trying to, at a 

consensus that we a-re so close to · that I .:.m not 

sure we have to articulate it out:wa rd. We under

stand it and I think that is what Pat is saying , we 

may not have p:resented---maybe, I don't know if it 

needs another aooenciix but---. . . 

CHAL~}!A~ 1-lELTY: We have appendix five to 

deal with, the methodol<?gies for determining habit

ability rationale for choice of basic ap~roach 

comparison from among those initially considered, 

DR. DAVIS: I ao trying to raise a sor-:e~~ha, 
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diffe.:-ent issue and l wanted to make it: clear, . 

I ac speaking for myself and I will stop speaking i~ 

the camera goe _s on because I'm not speaking for the 

TV camera '!:'ight now. l would ask you not to film 

what I'm sa ying , I'm speaki_ng to my colleagues 

here scient:ifically, having originally been trained 

in sociology, I was really horrified at that gap 

before . 

I am not advocating her idea. She did not 

develop this. I did, This is oy:!dea . Ho,,1ever, l . 

got it -from reading what she wrote and fro,11. talking 

to her. I have spoken to her about the delibera-
. . . 

tions he.:e as well and ·r guess ·what really ,got me 

to thinking about doing this mor e was Warren · 

Winke lstein• s coroment that we ai:e talking about 

three years at least and seeing the people here 

and their level of distress, this has caused for 

such e long time, I am not trying to . replace the 

comparison approac~. I wane to make t.tat c lear, 

Tam advocatin~ that we think cf this as two steos. 
- 0 • 

I think the comparison approach is we 11 me::-it:ed . 

However, I think that if we took a first step and 

the firs:: seep were to . h 1.s an d. l.C · 1a · " ao t , " • .vou .. ave to 

be more than your marker cheraica-ls. 

I 
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DR. SI PES: Rii;:hc, ~· ;..na .... ... would have to be -
the chemicals that have sc ~ndards because they ara 

presumed toxicity. 

DR. HUFFAKER: Nancy, real early on ,,:e did 

TLV:s against the chemicals U? here in the ho,;ses, 

rings one an ·d t i~o, . and my me mory is that we •.qe-re 

off two or three logs from reaching a viola:: ion. 

. . , d ► h If th a~ is correct ancl it: ao_ s, ... en the facto:-

· 0£ six or eight or t, ,,e nty i.3 n• t going to even ge!; 

us ~lose to the figure. So, the e~ercise could be 

tried. Steve is rauch more fa:nilia-: wi~h t ha d.i.ta 

right now. How d·o the lave ls look in CO::loarison . . 
. . . . .. -~ 

·nith any of the st _anda=d~? 

MR. HOFFMAN: My memcry the re raa:, ~e way 

off. We haven I t gone dci?n and tried to find the · 

TLV 1 s at this ooint in ti~e • • 

CHAIR?·!.J.N -..~ELTY: Dr. Ki.n did ha•,e soo.e 

conc2rns about this aooroech. Do . . 
t~ose wit h us new? 

LSTE IN : aooroach DR. ~ Il:-JKZ Which . . ? 

CHAL~HAN WELTY: With the TLV ep:,roac.h, 

D~ • "! '•! • . I t:hink t:het the TLV a:,p:-:cach ... :1.\. • 

-has seve,;-al weakne sses. t thin~ i! you use e 

ca~~e~ charaical, then again you ar~ ~eas~rini an 
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. 

incicacion of con::a~ination and you Qra not dealing 

\o, _ _ ...,. with every cha~ical that is •h .. -., ! thir..k the 

TLV's ::iay not cc,opletcly agt'e2 t..J!.:L1 you. I don't 

believe th-ay are equal .:ind soce of the TLV' s are 

rauch mere active ::hun ot:i.::r TLV' s ar.d I kno ,•1 that 

some of the , TLV1 s, the t-::-ichlorat!:lylenes at t!1e 

TLV ha· ... e sho~•1n effects in ani::ials. So, I don't 

agree that ttey are all equal or that ttey don't 

have the safety factor involved in the~. 

Again, you dcn•t measure the syner 6 istic 

activity and ::iost of the ,;:o.:tpo·.1ncis; the compou!"los 

• 
in Love Canal the -re aren't . any TLV's or even 

to:it:i.cologicai" data. .· So; I thfnk tha ir use in this · 

kind of ,:) .... ~ - c 1.· se .; s soc.e~1hat li:n .ita d . -.i. .... - -

DR. DAVIS: I agree with what you have jus 

said, that is co say chat they are limited and I 

am not ?=cposing that they be the sole decision 

point and I a~ not proposing that we do not co tha 

co~parisoc, but what I a~ saying is that what we 

ought: to do is a first step, is whera :ou have TLV 

a s a group which toxicologists would agree aTe well 

founded and the-re zra some, I me·an, you ate quite 

righ:, there · is so:ne d~ts. , but chat vou , could use 

that for the first ste? and if y~u found that =or 

ten or twenty for which you have t:he TLV, t:!:lor: they 

'· 
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were in fact ei-ceeding this ratio and then you \•1oul ". 

net need to do your comparison st~dy, You would 

say then we have to remediate and that if these 

levels can• t be gotten down, then the · arP.a is not 

suitable fo4 habitation. 

DR. POHLAND.: I guess the problem I have 

with that app:-oach, recognizing all of th~ weakness s 

in getting the data and unde~standing it and so 

forth, - is I felt over the many ti::ies that we ha ve 

met, that we have come to a consens .us that we felt 
. . 

relatively comfort:ab le with, 
~ 

wi<.::h regard · co a??roac· , 

albeit: it may not ·be the most perfect approach but 

I r think it s so.nething we can agree upon, r. • u1 real,:; 

concerned about one that has elements oi arbitrari

ness to it and certainly when you st.ire dealing wit 

safety factors, you are starting to throw that 

element in there and I don•t think we could justify 

the .cone lusions that ,1e might draw on that: bais. 

You say it might be a £•st, cheap way of makinj a 

decision •. I would submit that it r:1ay, in fact, in 

the long r-..i.n be a very expensive way of going about 

things because :,hat decisions ara ::iade may ,?e 11 be 

challenged and then y ou can think abouc · all t~e 

scenarios beyond thac. 
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I don•t disaz.ee with t~e merit of trying 

things but I don't think we should build it into 

the protocol that we are going to iopoae upon the 

imple:nencers of our criteria. I think it is sor::a-

thing that can be discussed as a possible scena-rio 

but I wouldn 1 t want to impose it in a -rather for;';l::i l 

way 3S I hear you saying that we should. 

CH.-\IRMAN WELTY: Any other cow~ents? 

MR. SKUD,\: I am from the Department of La~ 

I have participated in this at various times and I 

was at the initial meeting that set U? ::his .panel . 

I would like to remind everybody that soce of 

things that were discussed at that point, the oost 

notable in my recollection was the need for a very , 

very unbiased, my assumption, approach to habit- · 

ability. Now, regardless of whether we agree that 

the TLV' s are acceptable toxicologically, whateve,: 

safety facto~ we decide or you decide is necessary 

t:o use these to evaluat:e habi:ability, so:::ieone is 

going t:o criticize it and I would be very, very, 

you know, distressed t:o see you poor. people who see ~ 

to be doing a ve,y good effort: by taking so~eone•s 

bias and using t:hat to evaluate habitability. ~e 

warned against: it: a ve1:y l•:>ng time ago. 

https://disaz.ee
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CH,\IRM,iNWELTY: Thank yo1l . There was one 

ot her issue t hat Drs. }!ill er a.id F c wlke s brought u p .. 

that I would like to discuss. New, bef ore we 

open the session to the public co:::ment:, I would lik : 

to just: address the issue that Dr s . Miller a nd 

Fowlkes addressed related t:o t he health stu d ies. 

Do you wane to su~~arize t h at concern ? 

DR, M!LI:'.R: Well , y ou :::ean nu:nbe;: t:!!ree 

on page 2 of you~ letter of l Novem'bat' ? 

CHAIRn.'\N WELTY: Yes. 

DR . NILT.:::R: We a r e not com f orta bl e ~-1ith 

the fi rs'= t _wo sente nces at the top of page 13, 

"T o date heaith studies . 6£ Love Cana 1 r esi de nts 

ara inconclusive . Further s tud i::s or further 

anal ysi s of the existing data ar e not likely to 

yield im p roved insights. '' 

You will recall that Dr. Chalmers had a 

si :ail ar s~n t ence in an earliEl't' draft h e mod ifi ed 

t: ~ raco gni:: e the i:anlications . of data on ha::: i t -. 
• 

a::ii lity . 

Moreover, iC • is cercai nly_ t he c ase that 

"Improved insight s " will not be fort:hco:::i~g. 

Additional research is discouraged a~d the 

co _n se qu ences of the asse rtio n a·f -·the 1:op ci pag e 13 
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will be to dis c ourage such work. 
. 
. ' We strongly urge that the drafc ::iak::? 

refe::ence to ongoing controversy and a lack of a 

consensus in the scient:ific corn:nunity i-1ithout the 

effect of many of the residents in the EDA. !n 

this connection we are requesting that the final 

criteria for habitability document contain a 

preface or a ·statement that refers to this lack of 

consensus and also makes clear that these criteria 

for habitability have been formulat:ed essentially 
. . . . . 

wit:hout reference to studies of possible consequenc ~ 
• 

to health, past, present and future of r:sl.dents 

in the EDA and are based instead -on an inferential 

approach to health concerns. 

DR. W1Nl<ELS1'EIN: I would ccncur with :hat 

DR. MILLER: Thank you and I think that 

is just part of what we were speaking co, Dr. Welty 

when I said that I think Dr. Silbergeld doesn•c 

::eally uncierscand where ·we a.:-a and I think sh-a 

doesnt t understand where we are because we prob.ibly 

have not been very good in communicating it th=ough 

written word or perhaps as . good as ~e cculd have 

done, the assu:.ipt:!.ons t '.,at we have o:.gsnized . 

It ~1ould also be the ;,laces ~,e have gotten. 
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CHAIRt ,r:.N HE LTY: I hope the appendices 

will fill thst gap and I will make every effort co · 

:nake them implicit and understandable so that 

people won•t: be left with that void. 

DR. POHLAND: But Tom, I think it goes a 

-
little bit .,beyond that. I'm afraid we are entering 

into an adversary . position wi th h~r and maybe we 

ought to nip i:: in the bud if we can. You !<now, if 

it is indeed a problem of communication, then we 

ought to make an extra effort to Qake sure she 
. 

understands how this com:nittee ~ame to the point 

that they are. 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: How do you prop ose we 

do that? 

DR. DAVIS: I will take it as my own 

personal responsibility co do that and if I fail, 

it's :ny fault. On the other hand, I cake it at 

this point it's net chat we want her to show ue 

finally after all of this time , it's ;:;.ore or less--· 

but sometimes it• s better late than never . 

DR. POHLAND: I would rather have her sh0':•1 

U? and write .a :.iinority report . 

DR MT LT "'R. Show up h-e::e -rather t:han in 
,I, • - -· • 

the New York Times. 
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with this 

one t i::ie be fore and we -rathsr softly sent a :r.emo .. 

ra ccium around sug~esting that, gee, tJe would like 

to have you here but apparently we a-re getting 

e,,en a stronger opposition f-ro;n har now and I 

think ~-:e sho1.!ld do what we can tc see whether we 

can resolve that to the point that maybe at so me 

point where we are all agreed, we suddenly get 

scuttled, you know . I think that would be unfor-

tunate. 

make 

this 

DR. 
. . 

it clear 

approach 

DAVIS : 

that I 

at alt. 

I fully 

am not 

~ihat 

agree and 

advocating 

i am simply 

I want 

shelving 

saying 

t: o 

is 

that: perhaps because there are so many people ;-,ho 

have been waiti:-ig for so long . to ma tee a de c·is ion ·, 

that: 

cut, 

~Vhat 

this approach could provide a ki:-id of 

that then one would go on and do the 

DR. ~fILU:R: We 11, De.v-ra, just a 

1 d o you t h · .in.<: wou ld h ar;,pen . " -1. ,. we d·_· ., • ... 

first 

comparisc 

minute. 

• 

DR. DAVIS: If you think of the decision 

tr..:ic would be very simple. 

DR. ~1ILU:R: T!:lat is what I am thir.i~ir.g of 

. . . 
a ec1.s1.o n 

~R. : D~VIS: 

t-ree. You 

Okay. 

c ome 

Think 

up with 

of 

a 

it 

list 

as a 

of, i~t•s 
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say fifteen or t:wenty compo1..nds for which there are 

l TLV' s and you use the safet: y factor and you run the · 

2 by one another and if all of them pass, you then go 

3 on to your comp~rison study. 

4 DR. X!LLER: That is right and from, I 

5 think the point of view of the money that is going 

6 to be spent or. the evaluation, that: is very prudent 

7 bu:: it seems to me that we g o and do that: and they 

8 all pass, then ~-1e have communicated to these people 

9 out here, whether we :ne ant to or no::, reassur.:nce. 

10 I don't" know wre ther Ne sho .uld be reassu:.ing them 

11 or not. We have provisional reassurance that it 

12 ~assed the fiisc hurdle. 

13 DR. DAVIS: Yes, I would think wa should 

14 ~uild into the document, no, it wouldn't pass . 

15 , ~ DR. WINl<E LSTE IN: All it would do then -"', 
16 so, if three of them wer e positive, that would kneel, 

17 out habitability. 

18 DR. DA"T_S•. That 1.·s r~~h~ • • • ' • ~Q . '- • '• 11 ',. --t_ ... ·- ··ould ... ~" 

19 do is save a lot of time and ~on e y because i= you 

had three of them positive, then yo u don•t h~ve to 

21 s :,a nci ti::ie to say • it is not h~~i~able . 

22 DR, PCHL.~~: That would ne ver stand •.;9. 

23 

. 
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until ycu finish the re::?.edia 1 wc=k o ;: the 

TLV work, 

DR, DAVIS: Right. Ok ay . T s::i in no wsy -
sayit1g this does not in any way . interfere with . 

encoursgin g or discou-raging the ~-,ho le thing. 

D&s, MILLER: Okay. Devra, if ycu and I 

had four bee ::.-s and ~-1e are sitting at a ba:r. 

what would you assign the 9 -:-cb~bility th.;.t the EDA 

~1ocld pass all fifteen or all twenty of the TLV . 

criteria? 

DR. · DAVIS: I reall y cion 1 t knew, to tell 

y-ou the t ::.-ut h. I w_culd like to see what wculd 

ha~pen ;;:iyseif. ·_. I frankly doi; i: kn~w and I !·l C •.ll d 

be curious to see vihat it would look like anci the 

other thing is that it could be done in like two 

weeks. 

DR, PO!-tLAND: That is what: .:iy probl.em is, 

I don't think ~,e should incumber ou-r effo-rts by 

curiosity and academic interest snd so fo::.-:~. I 

think that is something that can be done ver; 

easily but r•~ afraid of the way it's going to be 

used and I don't think it will ever ho l d u9 u nder 

':lee-r :-ev :!.e~~. 

DR • . F01-iL.'ZZS: .-ind it ar.io begs the c;u.astic, 

https://probl.em
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of whac ara the patterns of distribution within the 

ED,~ i~hich was one of the reasons for going t1ith the :. 

. ~• h d h ne:i.g •. oor oo ap?rcac .• 

DR. DAVIS: Ycu are right and again, ! a~ 

not advo ·cacing it as a substitute. 

DR. FOWLKES: But you see, even if it 

didn't pass, it doesn't pass as an entire area and 

I think all of i.:s recognize that · the::: .e a.:-a pockets 

chat are better and worse and ~e still haven•t 

addressed that question. 

DR~ DAVIS: I unde:::'stand. 

DR. FOW I..!ZE S: Where doesn• t it whv 

doesn•t it pass, how · doesn't it pass. 

DR. DAVIS: Well, this is a collegial 

orocess and I ac convinced it is not a gooci idea • 

and I am not oersuaded there is anyone here l·:ho 
• 

, 

doesn't think that it isn•t a good idea. However , 

I still think that it is worth doing. 

DR -ot"'•r1'--.t,,: • l• • .•, L,i"-,,.C, o.) : I would rather see th e effor: 

~o to the draft plan for the re:nadi3tion of the 

sewers and the streams without which habitabilit; 

can•c go forward, pe_riod. 

DR. DAVIS: But this is not really much of 

sn effort co do and that is ;~ -... 
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DR . FCWL.'<ES: But: it is sc=e -affor.t: so me-

where. . ·. 

CH,\ I fil1AN WE LTY : Dr ' ·14 ..,sne.,. 
♦ ' -- - • 

DR. WIESNER: Just a follo~ -1--:.20 on Fred I s 
• 

suggestion about not having p.aol'le ~-1ho are listed 

on this grau~ of e~perts as individual scientists 

to be feeling like they ara completely out of touch 

and not being communicated with. It may be worth , 

and I think Devra actually ycu have been talking 

to Helen and we still have . the problem. So, I am 

no ·t so sure, wi th all due respect, I am not so s-:.::re 

having you talk with her further is going to sol•Je 

that proble m. ·I woul ·d just: •- ·:._ 

DR. DAVIS: Would you like to do it ? 

DR. WIESNER: No • . I woul d just mak e a 

suggestion, it's not fair to say that it•s only 

Dr. Silbergeld either. I ::iean, I don I t ~ow ho~~ 

many times Dr . Upton was here, once . So, he ;nay 

-:i.eed as ::iuch help in this regard as Dr . Si!.i::erg<=ld. 

I would sugge$t , To~, this is just a workable thing, 

· that you identify cwo individuals for each of the i., 

and th.at they get on a conference call and spend 

some time discussing it and I would suggest that 

fo r Dr . Silbergeld, that that i-;ou!.d be somebody in 
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addition besides Dr . Davis. Th~ t is just to try to 

. , you kr,ow, so it's not just one poi.,t: of view. 

CH,\ IRHAN WELTY: Could ! ha,,o a concur.enc 

on that7 

DR. POHLAID: ! don•t know her so, you kno~, 
. -

just not kno~ving har and wondering aoout !)Utting 

myself in that position---

DR. SIPES: I will call her . 

DR. DAVIS: Glenn S :!. pe s should be tne one 

to do it. 

DR. WIESNER: I thin!( it Glight ce wo::=th-

while to have two people discuss it ~~ith each one 
. . . . . . . . 

of them because there is a proble:;i wit!l Dr. 

Silberge ld and Dr. Upton who might have some 

opinions too. 

DR. POWI..'<.ES: Has he been heard fro::1? 

DR. WINKE LSTE IN: r would be Q "13d to, just 

as Devra has ta!,en on a certain rasponsibilit:;, 

know Dr. Upton ve rJ we 11. I have no hesitation to 

talk with him and suggest that if he doesn• t see 

his way to full participation , he ought to resign. 

DR. POHLAND: You know hi::i ve::-y well. 

Ctt.n u -' I""'•~• •'-'••"\·'\ •·= " ,4 • • "lenn ,J ' can ,,ou co=unicati ,~.c. -w~ · , -
with Devra 3nd get ro cet-he- " 

- t::) - ..... 

I 
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DR. SIPES: She is in Australia, right? 
.. 

DR. DAVIS: Yes . 

CHA!R!·t\N WELTY: When will she be raturnin ? 

DR. DAVIS: Tomor1:o w. 

DR. SIPES: Tomorrot·i. 

DR. DAVIS: I am sorry, Monday. 

CH.aIRM.:-'1N WELTY: Next week so @eti me. 

DR. SIPES: I will cat:ch her on Than :<:.s-

giving. 

CRAI~l.t\N WELTY: Who else knows Dr. U;:>ton? 

- ~i·-~c DR. W!NKELSTEIN: l.• m on .o. ~ • .:) ~~=~ U,<;i,~ W-

with hira and I k~ow hi m very well for many years • 
• 

Do you want ~ to t:3lk to him o-r not· ? 

DR. DAVIS: I can talk to Dr . Upton i f . ' 

yo u want, 

DR. WIESNER: Tom , I woulc! su ggest that no 

just one person talk to hi:n . I th ink what: we are 

talkin g about: is a plan, a concept of 
, 

develop i ng 

consensus aroun d this an d you are gettin g c l ose to 

the end of you::: process . So, somebody can • t sa: • 

that, only his good friend can talk to hi~, and 

you kn<P.•7, so rae !>oc!y else ou g ht !: o join i n on that. 

CHJIR MAN WELTY: Do you want co t:il ,< to 

Dr . U,:,ton ? 
• 
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DR. FOWLKES: I don•t 

think he would listen to a sociologist. . . 

DR. MI'!,LER: I am willing to handle the 

other end of the phone if Harren will do the real 

11 • ta ,ting . 

CHaIRM.4N WE UY: Okay. 

DR . FOWLKES: What would ,:.,e say? 

DR. WINia:LST.SIN: ·r would say , loo~~, ,•re 

.. . are having these meetings and ,-,e :ni ss you . we .i.ove 

you dearly but: you are really a ter-rible b•.irden to 

us becadse we are, ycu kno~ , you have t:~ parcicipac: . 

That is what: r · will say to hi:n . anli, you know, it's 
. . . • 

just' very awkward roi ev ·e:-ybody ori the c olllliliti:ee an 

they asked me to te 11 you their fee lings and I knot~ 
• 

what he will say, he will say, "ivha t should I do 

and what: should be done '' and r would say, "Re s ign 

or participate.'' What: else can they say? 

DR. MILI.2R: We would like co bring yo u 

along. I mean, that is the poi ~t, I think. 

DR. WL'lKELSTEIN: Well , the doctor has bee, 

on a lot of committees and 1 think he is more 

sensitive. I don 1 t kft ow this ocher person, 

Dr . Silbergeld~ whac sce ~er bqc it _is placing us in 

a very, very awkward po sition because this pers _on 

https://CHaIRM.4N
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clearl y has some fee lin g s about the posit ion we 

have ad opt ed and a minority opinion would be 

disastrous, especi ally s inc e everybody who sees 

our repo:-t won• t understand the context in whi-::h 

that minority opinion might be, 
. 

DR • .. "FCWU<.ES: She also has, I think the 

feeling is running rather strong, t hat sh e has no 

basis for a ~inorit:y opinion, hav ing not been a 

member of the commitcee and t hat she can•t hav e it 

both ways. She is either i~9artial or---

DR. WINKELSTEIN: ~Iel l , I think these 

people have been given the o:-dinary opportunity to 

resign. I think that it's a very, ·Jery awk\~ai:d · 

position and they put themselves in it and I thi .. k 

they should be sensitive to that. 

DR. SIPES: This is the second l etter we 

I had. Remember we had one be fore. I hadn t se e n 

this one so I thought maybe that was---

CHA IR!1AN WELTY : An it a, you have fu rthe :

quest: io .ns o-:- commen::s fro:n the p• .. blic? 

MS. GAB1\LSKI: Yes, we do . 

CH;\IR..'-1AN WELTY: I would li'.<e to e n::ert:ain 

those at this time. 

HS, GABALSKI: Ok:?y. The first q:;escion 

le .:- O"e-• .:-o -- -h's :no-1.·-g 
•J • 

~re" ~ Sl,uda f rc:n ::he -~ v -• ~ - ~ - ~ 

i 
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De oart!1len:: of Law • • 

HR. SKUDA: This is really just something 

on what you brought up this morning in te-::-m.a of 

changing the decision :rae for evaluating homes and 

then going outside should the home fail, to check 

to see whe::her there is a secondary source. I aues 

I would enla::-ge upon that in asking, in neighborhoc 

that you deem at s o::ie point habitable, suppose ther 

are vacant lots on that from ?ast demolitions. 

How ara you going to evaluate t ·ho se for fucure 

constr~ction and fu:u~~ use? · 

DR. FOWLKES: You mean you are not 

at a home? 

MR. SKUDA: No . You are looking ac a lo:: 

that had a home and has been removed a:: soma ooint, 
• 

DR. FOWLKES: That is the same quest:ion 

and for rentable dwelling units. Now, what about 

che rest o f the property , I dcn•t ·kno~ how to 

answer that because o.y own reeling is t:!:at •1e • ~ s~ou_ l 

be making a kind of total assess:nent with .:espect 

to occupancy and general move~nt ::hrough ::he 

. 
neighborhood but T - don• c know l..t. . "' we are a llo,•ied to, 

a":"'l'o I don 1 .:; have ••; objection to e:•q:>anci ing ~ 
~he .. cu::-:::-e nt 

hea~ings into some sort of a$sess~ent of usage 0£ 

•. 

·s 
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land and rela te d neigh bor hood ouildings bu t---

DR. POHI..\ND: ! thin!~, in c:y own · Of)inion, 

even though that should be so t??et ~1ing th.st: we con

sider routinely as we go along, r th i nk that is 

so mething t~at we s hould no c get involved in , 

frankly. 

DR. FOWL.'<ES :. You think we :ihou ld not: . 

DR. POHLAND: I think we sh ould no t bec a~ s 

I .think that you can develop all kinds of scena =ios 
. 

that .:nay oz- may not be real and I think 11e wi ll 

not: know whe the:- they 3Te :::-aal until ,;,;e act~ally 

get into the proce!>s o f d-2te i:::iining . 

DR. F0~-7LKES: C.c:.r lci I sc.ggesc that mnybe 

~ you and I talk fu rt h er £o r ~1e have co a ddr ess . 
l. ... ' 

' 0 

I n • _, ,-i • I t 111.n .. ,, 1. ,.,; ......... ng. T~ere has got to be our 

:-at iona le and I am sure the re · is a go cd o!'.!e, ::iut: 

ri gh t now we h a•,en 1 t even had any discussicn o :: 

C ..,..i __ ~-..:.., - ~1-1; this to introduce t hat into the d:-aft ..._ .... ... as 

➔~ ... M 1.y to :-iha t '-'--and . ...... . 
; .. DR. POHLJ ND: S~e, ! think -~ is a s tep 

that fello ws after the firs: dec~sion is ~ade , 

whether it is habi table o:: int:. sbitable, :..::l:inhabit:-

eble, and at that point, then! think these ctter 

scenari os becom e :real issaes. h~~~t 1.1~ •i.• - it'~ - •• .;r;.., .i.., - - , o~.:.. 
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then---

DR. FOWUCES: You are su 6 ;;asting th&t 

habitabilit:,- i::i?lies oa:<ir.iuc usag~ and if i:: :;ieets 

cha criteria for ha~itability, then we go on to 

assess---

,,., .. _ c'--c SKUDA: 4''-" u.::. is not evaluatin3 a 

vacant pieoe of land, 9otantially net evaluating, 

In a sense, you are weightin.; tr.e decision away 

from a potential piece of property that will not 

get inhabitability out. ,rou ar I'm just won cering, J • 

not loo!~ing an:i the re fore it I s t!'!e old quest: iot), 

1~hac happens 1£ I get a nondetecta~le value_? I•:n 

not looking at· a pi~ce of pi-op~rty that ·you iacer 

then declare habitable and we go on to build on 

that area and for whatever reason, it is loaced 

with chemicals. You would never look. You don• t 

know. 

DR. POHU:t-.'D: Yes. That i s a ciiffe:::-ent 

issue. I would hope whatever monitoring proto c ol 

or testing protocol t~ac is developed 1,ould handla 

that issue at t~at point . 

""- ~ • i ; DR. FOWLKES: S uc t:ien .1. tn_n .< 

ing about c=iteria to address r2siclential u~its o= 

. 901:e nt ia l lots that would ~e OU i. !.t en residentially 
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aren• t we? 

DR. POHL.~: However we sat: i..;:, our choice : 

of sampling location, I frankly f~el it dcesn 1 t 
. 

matter whether it•s on a vacant lot or a hc~e , 

e::ccept: for the types of ssples we might ta!~e in 

those respective spots, but a soil sa:nple on a 

vacant lot is just as meaningful as a soil sa~ple 

on an occuDied lot and I would hope that tha sa~pli a 

pro toe o l would give us that kind of info:::-:i:at ion a ls• . 

DR. FCWL.'<.ES: But that: we would routinely 

test the individu.:il lots as we 11 if consiciered to 

· be a residential lot . 
. 

MR. SKUD,,: Yes. I bring i:: Ufl. It needs 

to be thought about. 

DR. FOWU<ES: Yes. It: doe sn' c .:ins we r the 

Reverend's question but it does, I think , include 

residential potential. 

CHAIRMAN liTELTY; I thought we answered 

~ev . Dyer•s question, 

DR. FOWL.'<ES: Did we? 

CHAIRMAN WELTY : M~ybe you we re out of 

the . room. We did say that churches and businesses 

would be included in ti::.e crit:=ria when we revise it. 

REV. DYER: I had purchased two buildings 

https://FCWL.'<.ES
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and we are wa:;.ting. If i:: all proves habitable, ;-,e 

can go ahead and b~ild, 

CH;\IR11AN i·iELTY: Well, ::hat area tl~at is 

in those lots would be factored into the sam?ling 

protocc;,l. As you know, the s;.::ipling protocol will 

-come out a~ so many samples per the ne ighbo=hood , 

So, it would just be a rancom event whethel" or not: 

your lot was se lee tad or not but the qu2stion you 

asked _about the churches and t he other busin2sses , 

we will include churches and businesses in that 

sai.::e monitoring as we do for the hou ·ses. 

· DR. WINKELSTEIN: If they ~~ish to be . 
. . . . 

CHAIR~i\N WELTY: If they wish to be~ yes. 

Now, have we answered all the concerns tha 

.you had? . 

~!R. SKUDA: Yes. 

CH.-\IRMAN WZLTY: Okay, Joann Hale , do 

you have further questions? 

:1S. HAU:: Yes. I was just going co ask 

Dr. Davis, on the TLV to be used, possibly used, is 

that going to be with the old data or did! mis

interpret something? ts that suppose ·d to be 1·1ith 

old data? 

DR. DAVIS: What: been t:o 
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suggest hera is that, and which r.iy co ·11eague s he:::e, 

. . e;tce pt for one who has been genera L ly SU?[>Or::i ve 

but hasn 1 t: spoken out this mo-rning but: has 

previously, is that because of the amount of time 

tha t it has already taken and the amount of time it 

will be tatting in the future , that we could set up 

a structura where if you had a nag.:itive fro:r. this 

test , it wouldn•t mean that Love Canal was safa. 

It would not:. mean it tvas safe and we could say that 

A negat •ive result · would not :nean it was safe but: 

if yo•J had positives , . "th en you would kno:,1 t .hat it 

was not habitable. 

MS. HAT.:C: But that is the old data, Tha: 

is what I an saying. 

DR. DAVIS: And yot:. could do it ,vith the 

old data for starters but also you would have to ge 

new data. 

Because I just had a p roole:n 

• ' . .... L.. .·. l.-u the old dai;a being collected, substanciardly 

five years ago and the ' technolo gy , that is all , 

was just wondering . 

No , no, no . It obviousi: 
. 

would net be sufficient to only u3e t he old data 

. 
and I am not advocacing that. 

I 
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MS. H_,\Tt; : And the:? I was ;,ondering abou:: . 

how long the land will be habitable or uninhab:!.t.'.lbl · . 

Are we talking abcut forever? How long ere ~-1e 

talking about, until the remediation is completed 

or until another group comes in? Do yo,:; know whet 

I am sayi ng? Hew long ~,ill it be habitable or 

uninhabitable? Wi.11 it be forever once you 

make your fina 1 dee is ion a long with the EPA , the 

DEC, or is it going 
·. 

to be in accordance with the--

I don•t: knoi •: what, who knows , Is it going tc be 

20 years, 50 years, 100 yea rs , f~rever? 

• DR. HUFFAKER: That is a good question. 
•, 

I don• t think it wouid be possible to tu?:n . ::he 

cocmunity o ff and on like a faucet, If you decide 

it's habicabla, then it should be as habitable a• 

we can deterr:iine at that time. The ne::i:t piece of 

business it 1•1ould be to assure that it staved , in as 
. . 

good a shape as it was at th.at time and th:i.s is why 

Fred Pohland was concerned about the oceration of . -

the t~eat~e nt plant and things of that sort, the 

integrity of ::he Canal cover and t~ose things. 

\<S H., 7-::0. 
.1 ,J,,Jw, • •• • Be:: a new aciI:1inistr.:?t ion can• t 

come in and say, "We 11, we are going co deem this 

habitable because we h3ve now get a shortage of lan , 
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in Niagara Coun::y and ~~e need it." that: is what 

am wondering. 

DR. HUFFAKER: That would, I think t:hat 

would be another problem. They couldn 1 :: do it 

without going through condemna::io n proceedings and 

so on once ·pi:ivat:e people have held it. No 0112 

was told they would have t:o leave. 

. ?•ts . HAIR: That: is correct. I ha ve said 

that a 11 along. Okay. The last qu<? st ion was, . ! 

just have a problem Nith one of the alt:ernat:i ves 

to the sewe i: and treatment: ancl t:he problem te nc!s 
, • 

to be that they could follo~q RECR:A la~~s on placing 
,. . ... 

. . . 
it back into the Love C.:?nal, - all right . Now , if 

they were to do that, we would still have the 

problem of a landfill in a neighborhood area if r.he 

areas are habitable, but if they ~ere to place a 

new landfill , say, on Grand Island so;;ie~qhere, it 

couldn't be too close co a residential araa. So, 
. 

I understand you l<e e;, saying remediation is e , ery 

important part in this but how important? ! r.ie an, 

you wouldn•t put a _landfill in the middle of a 

residential section on Gram Is land. Right -:\ON you 

. ,: just wou ldn I t :nove in the re. S 0, l. .. you are going 

to consider or if they are going to ccnsiciar. 

. . 
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replacing Canal (llaterial back in t:hera that: came 

out of t:he Love Canal, then that would be en the 

sa ::le basis 40 years down the i:oac! again, So , t,hat 

I ' m saying is that they could follow the RECRA la~•:s 

by putting the material bac~t into the Love Canal, 

the stuff that caoe out , not the new material or 

something . liow can you put up a land f ill in the 

:;iiddle of a residential area and ye::: still deeming 

the houses possibly habitable or uninhabitable, 

whatever is going to be. You wouldn't do it on 

Grand Island and ycu wouldn• t do it in ,ilbany . You 

wouldn't do it in, you know---
' . 

CHAIIU-u\N WELTY: Joann , the Wcl "f.l the , 

criteria ara ~:::itten, effective remediation is a 

prerequisite to decla:-ing :::hat the neighborhood i .s 

habitable . I'm not sure if that answers your 

question but---

HS . H~IF.: What I am saying is that they 

pu::: i:: back irt Love Canal . No one is going to live 

in Love canal anywa y . They may li•,e in the EDA 

area out they ara not going to live in the Love 

Canal . So, I mean , what I am saying is that they 

may clean out the sewers but 20· year:i frcm now ic 

:.iay leak out of the Love Canal a gain . 

CH.\IR!1AN WELTY : That is wh•t , re:.iediat ion 
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and the effectiveness of remediation needs to b~ 

monitored and that is included within the c:::ite:::ia. ·. 

MS. HAL"f'.. : But how long do we monico:.: unti. 

we decide it 1 s a neighborhood or not. a neighborhood 

That is what I am wondering . 

~IR. PITRUZZELLO: I don I t know the answer 

to that. Most of the monitoring, to my understa~~

irg, is U!? to 30 yea:::s and I •,1ould assume thera 

would be no le achata after 30 years. So, that is 

30 years down the road. 

S.ISTER HOFF}1ANN : We would have to hava . 

people watchdogging it or the sta:e, whoever is 

doing it' and as long as it's wacchdoggeci' that is 
. • 

your answer, Joann. It is just common sense sort 

of a thing but that is it. The guys from the state 

they have been saying that too. 

DR. STOLI~"E: You knew, in ou-: flow chart 

thst l~e have, we have a flow cha:::t that 

the levels aoove in cartain a:::eas chat ~,e a:::-e 

comparing them to. If the .:iriswer is yes, then it 

goes down and says remediation, Now, I suspect 

th.:it: :-e:nediaticn process, I don't know whether we 
. 

are g~ing co have an appendi3 on chis but I suspec: 

what you are talking about is t:ha:: so!:le governoen:a 
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talking about with re s pec: co you: aicuation here, .~ 

there will be thraa or four al::e1::1atives and they 

will be brought out . co the public a nd there will be 

thorough public input anc the:-e would be dollars 

put in thel1e ·, an assess:nent of dollars, soc:e 

decision is going to have ::o be ::iade about whet:her 

to be ::emediaced er no:: , and if ::here :l.s re:::edia::io ·~, 

then you get back into the flc~ ·1 cha::c ar.d yo;,i g o ·on 

' . • 0 .;• ,,., -o I think it is l.00 • S S _jJ -- -.. OU • t a ti.:-..? 

fra.::ie · ·on that, but at· least o\:r £lo w chart: has a 

point there whera . thera is a pause and I assume 
. . ... 

J'! ;, - +-~ · • 1, . ..... - as w• .. ~ ?UO ... ::.c 

officials ge ttin g involved but---

MS. HAI:.: Thera is no p:::-o~le::l ~-1::.th 

l'i:.;tt _ing a landfill, a ne~-: so-called secure landfill 

under RECR,~ in the ;nidd!.e of a ne ighbo1:hood? · 

I have a raal problem wi :h that. I don•t · think 

do .:'l ' ,r;;., ., they wc~ld it in Binghamto n or 1 __ ·-~n•, o.,. -

Washington, but: if you co;;;:? here to Nia ga r .:.1 ~all s 

and dump it, yes. 

., J ·~ ",..,,e .. 1 Joann, d ' -(.,. •.• 0" - · 

oths= q~ stions7 

T~ :,rs 1.f 
.... 

' 
11 

• 
• a 1 1 • ... • - No. ! • :::i done 
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.... u -:1 ,;\ a .1,o;l,J;,: H ~ 4, - • Violet I.,:ciacco • """ ' I"''-' '" '·"" 1-v · 

'-'S T '-DT .,,.-o . T .$~,~, .. .. ,~:.,-ra.: 
... J. • - i4 _;;1--''-' • . Yss. J-- ... ~ -·•-· -..: to s.iy 

before _, I cii dn• t g e t a ch:inc:::! t:o fin is h , in regard 

to the trea t~ ent plant being sta t e of t he art. I 

also · noted when I was in the-::-a that the equi pr::ent 

for monitO 'l'-ing the southern en d ~;as :ns lfuncticning 

and I asked about it and was told that: it had been 

~alf unctionin g al~ost since day one and c~~a~ss of 
. 

the f act that it had to be raonitored ~ancall y a n d 

I thought, y ou !cnow, an7thing that was stat;;) of the 
. . 

art would not have malfunctioning mcn it or i:.g equip-

•ment in it and also I want:ed to :nake a co :noen t abo u 

the fact that recently Dr . H;ifa!: er ~a s noted as 

saying that the soi l in th-a no:::-thern end around 

Mrs. Smith• 3 property ove r there was no worse th -an 

in any ot her industrial area a nd yet: no~~ Mr. Slack 

notes that 93rd St:reet School is a big pr oo l e~. 

It's one of their major proble~s at the ti~e being 

and si nce this 93rd is on the ct he: side of the 

creek and Mrs. Smith is on t he oc her side cf t he 

creek, you have two people now in confli c t •~d that 

is what we have been fac ing =ighc alo ng . It is 

t L t one says 1.t · is · ana · ... .. ne o c i. .. e::: on e sa y s ,_· t _ ,_· ,.,n.,_ 1 c na 

and y ou beth are very qu a l i fi ed ;,eop le . So, we 
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don't have the expertise to tell you you a r!! ,:.,-ron!? -· 
but at the sa me time, you have cc put yourself in 

our shoes acd see, what a~e we supposed to do about 

these things. You know, whe n you have people ~~ho 

are so qualified as you are and you clon•c agree, 

what are we supposed co think? 

DR. HUFFAKE~: I can •t helo . •;ou , wit,1 that. 

I can give you a litt le backgro•Jnd on what i:\i;p?e ned 

We asked E?.:\ if they would semple !1rs . Soith•s 

yard and it was a peculiar sewer a:-rangemint: there 

that made :l.:: look as though · i::: was c:,a desirable 

thing to _do. What we found ~•,as that the level of 

chemicals were not of concern. 

and I don't !<now how else to say it. We cou ldn • t 

say that they ~~ere of no health concer n ,:1hatsoeve;: 

be_cause if you ate them, perhaps, but there we::e no 

acute hea 1th concerns from the lave 1 ~1e saw. Since 

then I have seen the draft of the E?: \ wh ich did the 

dioxin for that 3nd they didn 1 t find anythin g the-::a 

eithar. 

Now, this was surface soils in the back 

where the c:::eek ilOul d flocd up in the jard ~here 

tb.e ga-rden was and then we p:::oposed to dig a hole 

ne~t to the foundation of the house co find out i£ 
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the water coming through the house was beini 

contaminated via the sewer with sny sedia:ents .from ·

cha craek. That hasn 1 t been done yet because :i~re 

is a porch in the road where we felt we wanted to 

dig. We talked with Mr . Smith more about that. 

Th·e ocher thing is that on the 93rd Street 

School ground, across che creek which was all fill, 

a:: one cime as r recall chere was a municioal fill . . 

and Chere was fly ssh put in there and in 1 78 or 1 7! 

we did monitor that and we found in the pares per 
. 

trillion dioxin. · So, that is not news what is out 
• 

• 
there at all • . The dioxin in the fly ash, it was . . 

. . . . . . . . 
covered, whoever filled it: and triey put the fly ash 

in over Che tree stumps and the old bed springs 

and then they put a layer of soil over che cop of 

that and they used it as a playground. ~ft.er che 

dioxin was found, the school was vacated and it has 

noc been used since then. 

Now, my understanding in calking co che 

DEC and the EPA is that ere 93rd Street School has 

been declared a separate proble:11 and they are going 

. 
co cry to approach that and figure out what to do 

abou!: remediation on chere. 

·We ·have not identified the prc!:>lem in 

... 
· 
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Mrs. Smith• s ya-re. We have a proble"i'. in the Ct'eak 

and that is where the •information -::uns out:. 

CHAIRXAN WELTY: Violet, does t h st ::1at,e 

things understandable? 

MS. IADit-iCCO: I understand that is where 

-
the p~oblem is, is in the creek but what I don't 

unce rst:and is how one side can be very dangerous an, 

the other side can be looked on as not being very 

dangerous . 

CHAIRMAN WELTY: Well, Mrs. Smith's yard 

didn•c have the fly ash fill I guess wculd be an 

answer to that question . 
• 

MS. IADiACCC·: But the creek is the same. 

SISTER HOFF!1ANN: Mrs . Smith has always 

said, the creek, how c_an it: stop a:: one half the . 

creek. She owns b.a lf , let I s say she owns half of 

the craet<. So, if it's in the creek, . it is on her 

side. I mean, that is Mrs . Sraich•s comment. That 

ls how she described it. 

MS. IADIACCO: And sh& maintains that tha 

creek rises and there are some of t:hose pipe s that 

used to flow out of her house, t:hey can back up and 

ba into the cellar. 

CHAIRMAN ','1ELT'l: Right ·;-· and that is why ch-. 
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sampling was done. The sampling did not s how 

levels of concern, I guess that was it, 

DR. HUFFAKER: Right. Thera were t wo 

items of concern. One was did the old sewer carry 

liquid from the creek into the basements since the 

line was b~lieved to be open. ~e haven't ended 

that discussion yet. We ara still trying to sample 

ne:-t to the house where the water is. The other 

one is, when the creek floods, did it bring n;ateria. 

up and then when it did, did it lea v e it en the 

ground or on the grass or on the surface, and ' the 

answers is that we didn• t find it if it was there. 

So, we don•t believe that it did. I think the 

answer for her also probably applies to her neigh

bors who have similar yards. 

Now, I don't know what the . creek bank 

looked like before the people aDved in~ whether one 

side of the creek was shallow or what. They did 

fill on the 93rd S_treet School si de , I don• t know 

whether they did it or not on Mrs. Smith's side but 

we didn't dig any holes in the back yard so I 

can•t answer that. I don•t know what the situation 

was there. We <lidn 1 t find anyt;hi:.g in M::-s. S..i.i::h • s 

yard to believe chat this was an~- icem for concern. 
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There is on the · 93rd Street School yard. 

MS. IADIACCO: Possibly the re could be if " 

the re was a backup int:o he;: house from the creek, 

there could possibly be eveo though there is 

nothing in the soil right now, there could possibly _ 

be. 

DR. HUFFAKER: Accoi:ding to Mrs . Sm~th, 

when they moved int:o the house, the soi 1 line f::-om 

the plumbing went straight into the creek, not: 
. 

se~tic tank or anything. The city sanitarians said 

you can't do th~t: ., you have ~o hook into the 

sanitary . sewer line. So that the sewer ca ~e out of 

the back of the house, they dug a hole, broke into 

the sewer line and routed it around the house and 

went int:o the sanitary sewer. We asked if they cit : 

we asked the citi sanitarian, was it the policy at 

that time to cap those or plt:g those where they . 

broke into t:hem, the old eras. Re said no, he 

didn 1 t think it was, They just si:.ipl y knocked the 

tile out and put: an elbow on it: and went a round the 

house and left, This left us with the possibility 

that the line still might be opened, carrying wace, 

co the house and that was why we suggested we dig 

the hole on the outside of the h't)use where the 
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sediment: would be in .t t-..e water if it ~,,as coming out 

( of the broken line and this is what has not yet 

been done because the porch is in the ::-oad and 

Mrs. Smith doesn't want us to take any of the oorch 

a pa rt. 

C!itAIRMAN WELTY: Violet, was there any thin 

e l::e? 

~!S. IADIACCO: Net at this ti=e being . 

CHAIR!1AN WELTY: Sister Nargeen. 

SISTER HOFFMA,.~N: I think ~y question was 

answe::-ed , something .to do ~~ith the t:escing. I think 

Dr. Welty answered about •the testing in the churche 

and •like i:he center and so forth. T:,<d ·ques 'tioi- . ·or .· .. 

the comment you were talking -about, the problems 

about: staying there and that comes up and as 

Dr. Huffaket pointed out, we didn•t tell anyone the J 

had to go, laave there, and I .guess! was g~ing to 

say I agree the more I ·heard the dis~ussion, you 

can•t set a ti~e line and it's very dif£icul= t~ 

se:: ti:?a lines on this for the people who :::ay li ve 

T t;~in t, t:h2re bu:: there ~~as a lot of pressul:"e. .. ..... _ .... , 

chat led up to the discussion ttis ~orning abou: 

whac Dr. Daggett: ~ey ha ve said or not sa!d atout: 

ttsbitabilit:y buc the peo:,le, t:he-y had a choica, 
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either to leave er t o stay. No one ~~n set a ti~e 

frame for that so I g~ess ! 1 m on the side of the 

Sa ... .; n('T people, 1- 0 can't be oressured • into 

going to be three years, five yea rs or whataver . 

People ·who live there now !"lave to ::iaki! a decision 

whet her or ,not Chay want to stay er they want to 

go and if it ta~es five years, then Chay have to 

C • .; .,:.~,rent- . It: is~':: any _..,.__ - T~e ;':10-:"e 

I think about it, the ::10:::a I view this, it: :.:-eally 

isn't any different than let 1 s say a flcoc or a 

hur ricane or a tornacc. It happens, · it ha~pens, art 

• 
you . liv _e with the conse l:iuence and ic is-q• t a happy 

.. . 
consequence but those are the choices. . 'they 

tough choices and peopl.a ma~e tc-:gh choices all the 

time and 1 guess what 1 1 :n just saying is that I hav, 

at ti::ies been very disturbed by the ti~e element, 

the lengt h , and I thin~ it has been very difficult 

fo-r the ceoole who li ve there co live under t .. h at-- bu . . 

they have Cb ~ake a choice and it has to be done 

right: or you a:.:-e going co li.ve wit h t he conse quence . , 

the Scata of l'1ew Yo-rk, all of us, enginears, every

body, long after you and I .;ra gone , in cealing '.-1itl 

the consequences. So, I guess ycu mig~c as well do 

it right, as right as we can no tr ; and I :cnow it I s 
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I dcn 1 c like it but I guesa---

DR. HU!:F ,\KER : 

one is, these people we::e misled bec ause when we 

_rom "e .;e~ ... , s t arte d --l.s, '"h. we b orro~~eo ' ooney f' t h .e ,I., "' _c:._ 

gover nment 'with the understanding that a 11 t his 

would be saccled and we woulci be back in or ou t in 

a couple of years or so methin g li~a c hat. Th.a nc::a 

c a~e due the ocher day and we -~~eren 1 t b.;ick in and 

we didn :i.:ive any money co nav . , ~ h" .. is 1 t it. ;::o, t ,-,as 

not an intentional thing on anyone 's part. 1: was 

simply that it's taken :nuch lon ger than anyone 
• 

anticipated~ . The intention was at the ti me of the 

temporary evacuation that it would be settled. 

SISTER HOFFMANN: J~st another comc:ent for 

the record, concerning the sociological, socio

policical perspective, and we were tal~ing a bout th 

b e:::ore - a nd · - was correc t · 1 p 1. d out - '- - . 1.~ y o · n-._e ~.,a_ -..... ... · s 

" 1 ct c,:;, - r,.,"": ~ 

decision about whether to buy and we are talking 

about lots of commercial properties, church . 

~as obser ved and writ:sn about, that C - ,_ .... .. _~ 

::,rcoer-. 
ties, re~::ories and so fo=t:~, wh3t is raa lly·---y~s, 

what you mi ght call polocical, I guess, but it was 

betwean t wo administrations, the federal aciminist r a-

1 
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tion and the state administracion, . Carter versus 

Carey, and that was a compromise c!-.at they ca:.:e to, 

if you can call it a compromise, negotiation, 

whatever. We give you money for the houses that · 

you just stated, we will have chis c l eared :,.;p but .. 
I 

let 1 s not take away those things that are symbolic 

in a cor.ununity and keep it running, churches, store • 

We can get this thing restored, revitalized, 

rebuilt, but wa won• t have taken away the commercia, 

things that :nake that strive. Now, I challenged 

chat by · those who wet'e d{rect?.y ·t~e:e on th.a 
. . . 

periphery . to some . of . that . discussion or through . the 
. . ~ ~-· . . . ·. . . . .. ·.· . . -. . . . . 
• study and .research ·people. So, we ara living with 

it, yes, like I pointed out this morning, not only . 

the technical things, scientific things, but 

economic perspectives and socio-political things 

that happen. So, it. is a social, political, 

economic, scientific, tachnical problem and you 

can • t separate that, I stand corrected en that 

you knot,1, c he re are many smarter than I and ciidn I t 

tell me t:ha:: it was one or cha ocher or two of those 

or three cf chose and it is net the other, · fine • 

• That is how. I feel about it because wna n you a ,:e 

dealing with it directly li~e you are and you are 
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the people that have studied i::, tha!: is, I chink, 

wha t you have to say. I guess chat I justed wanted 

to point that out . We a:e living wit h these 

decisions that were :nade politically. ~e are 

suffering from an d living t-1ith, suffering with the 

br?adest sense, sociological realities and we are 

reaping the economic consequences in dealing with 

the scientific issues. So, I guess it's the whole 

I ball of wa::-:: and it s all mushed un in here and I 
' 

think that is where we get into tangle:, sometimes 

in the COill.t:lunity perspective,- one scientist _ says . 

one thing and tells us that: and, the technical sore 

of thing · a~d somebody else comes with . anoth.a r tliing 

and the residents come and say we want you to te 11 

us that it will take you t wo months to get it done, 

three months or some thing, so I can get on with the 

res:: of my· life and I don • t know how to resolve the1 

Thank you . 

DR. MILLER: That was a ver y nice st at e men, 

DR. HUF"P'AK.ER: We have go:: to solve the 

policical problem with scienca . 

CHAIRMAN WZLTY: Mr. Lave -rdi . 

MR. L.,VERDI: I would like to agree with , 

f er once I would like to agree w1th Sister Hoff ::.ann. 

, 

• 

. 

https://HUF"P'AK.ER
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I also would like to state that I think it's very 

important of the facts of this issue. The very 

facts of this issue, you understand, that we are 

trying to surface hare and this has been, because 

we don• . t know everything about these chemicals, 

Sister, anq what took place, you urtde rstand, and . 

the magnetism of it in t:he newspapers and in the 

press and the magnitude of it was just unl::eliev:a1olc 

t:o say the least, It: devastated this co=unity. 

You know it as we 11 as I do and the manr~r and the 

tactics that ,,ere .used by groups ·such · as, . and I wil. 

name them, such as _ yourself, the Hoir.e Owners Associ 

i:ion and other · groups that came into cur area; 

instead of trying t:o hel, to find out the facts, 

the people, even the FEMA agency that you we re 

contracted with, cane out there r:o help us, the 

people from the Love Canal to help us, you know 

what I mean with all our proble ms that we had, 

instead they sent outreach workers in the::-" to 

ter:.:-ify the peo?le, not t;c find out:, since we had 

an opportunity, since we had a school like Dr . Welt ) 

pointed out where children play on the play gt:ound 

fo~ four hours a day, we r e in ~he school .for five 

hours a day, and child r en ?laying in that pa r ~i~ula: 

•· 

-



playg'.t'ounci four feet £:rem that Love · Canal , we had 

1 . 
an oppO'.t'tunity and I stated WP. had a gre.-:t Opi)Ot'tun 

to study the very ccntro v ersy that we are having 

. 
~t 

3 he Te over the effects of the hazardous waste. That 

4 opportunity was given to us, Sist:e r, and you kno,;., 

-
it as well ,as I do now that you look at the facts 

6 but in the manner , you know, it ,1as just unb a lievab e 

1 co say the lease, where the people that came in her 

8 and panicked the whole community with tna tactics 

9 that . were used, the unfairness and the injustices 

10 that l1ere done to the people it, tl:e Love Canal 

11 community and throughout the co=uni.:y 0£ Niaga:::a 

12 · F~lls. Here,- instead ofcomfo ·rcing ·people, not~, 

13 here in he-.: report she states that because the 

14 home owners were loaded with dough, they were 

15 
. 

getting money from all over the country tote used 

16 for the particular cause of che Love Canal issue, 

17 we had a housing projecc---

18 .c ~ DR. M!L'""R : Would you find that .L.or :ne f · 

19 ~-ill. LAVERD!: Ye s. 

20 DR. HILLER: I would reall:,- like to see 

21 . that. 

,.£R. LAVE:aDI: Could I exolain ::iyse lf? Lat: 
• 

23 me e:<plain. Give :ne a n oppo::::::.in-i::y t.o explain th:!.s, 



1949 950 ----+------------------------------..::..:;...;..::...._-+-----~ 
You said, you ~ore or less stated---

I " ·. DR. ~!ILLER: No, I would like co see ic. !tat th 

MR. LAVERD!: You stated in t:he 

3 
report, you said because of the ao .me 0.1ners As·socia id 

4 tion--- n ,. .. ~.,,. 
~' ' 

DR'. MILLER: I would like co see that, ' 1 nco .. , 
tl 

When you find that, I will come back, When you fin• 

1 
it, I will coc:e back. St ree • 

8 
}!R. L..\1.'ERDI: Now, look, I ::ean, I just &.. !:) 

,._.., 
,,_ .. , 

... J ) 

9 want to show you and say thac I believe that every he 
10 pertinent and relevant · thing to this Love Canal Shaul 
11 :!.ssu~ should be right over he re on this • cab le , righ Love 
·12 over . on this t .able , • . In fact: .; . I re .co.;1!!ie,-nded c!1ac .we ·.~a:' 

13 have a complete Cong-ressional hea-::ing over _this and 
14 particular issue because we got the people that 

lS lived in the Love Canal now chac were terrorized lar 
16 

out of the Love Canal and into the NUCO clump a quar e :~e 

17 
of the same people in the same situation that they iffe re ~ 

18 we re in in the Love Ca:ia 1 , jcctor 
19 

So, what I'm saying, Sist:~:, is, acd you "'ac:-~ _., -
20 

know as we 11 as I do, the unfairness and the cact •ic, • . 
• 

21 
. that we re used at L-~ve Canal . It was just unbelie•;· 

22 
able to say the least. It was not just bet~ee~ 

• • . . ..... ,. J 
groups bu!: bet~ ~een t:1e f~cieral government a.: the ine l o~ 
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time and a whale lot of --,oo --
1:• .. t"'- .. 

Now, I believe and I atill believe that ch; 

Love Canal was dangerous and I think that tl:e 

governor aid right and I think that A:;c irod did 

right, okay , but I believe it today, understand, t h, 

t r-..:t:h of tlie who le ~-·,~.•- and chat~ .• • th~~ ~r hco 1 •nK 
- w - • y - - - - -· • • , 

you understand, was diverted into the O .. h,.- l--~,.,s - - ... • ..,,.u -

all over , ycu knew, beyond the fence to 102nd Stree• 

with the theory of Dr . Paigen and her swe 11 thaorj', 

and I mean, it was just unbelievable to say t:ha 

least and I thin\c th.:it che tr..1th of the ;:acts shoul 

a 11 co:::e out in this oarticul.:.r issue of th:::: Love • 

Canal and I•~ going tc be as oersistint • 

che~icals, dioxin , to see to it that it does and 

~ha~ · '-· '- l.S all I would like to say . 

I wou l d like to apologize to Dr. ". ... , 11 or 
"-'- -~ 

and Dr . Fowlkes . It's not personal. It's t:he 

issue. Now, you doctors are all do ctors in differe! t: 

a:::-eas of the scientific co n:nunity bu:: I am. a <lcctor 

in Love Canal as far as I am concerned on the facts 

perta::.n . i ng ::o t h at i ssue, o k ay . "'" • .. at 1.s a 11 . ~ I 

would like to s ay . 

CHA IR~!AN WE !..TY: Thank you. 

~!R. LAVE RD I: And I wish th~ ·,1hole panel oi. 
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~. , cloct o !'s were h~--ce. I mean, ::he;r Q l-

When the public has so:::et:hing to say, we find an 

empty table . 

CP.AI1,·!AN WELTY : That is why we had th e 

publ ic comment ac noon todsy . 

A ·ce the re any o ther c o::.:ne nt: s? 

(No ::esponsa.) 

rH ., T!1\f '1"' ,,1:-;-i'T"';,o • "' ..... _ ..... .. o 1 )J ... ~- .a, • 0£f cha :t".:?co::~. 

(Discussion o=i ~acorci.) 

('.<ihe::eupon, the a bove proceeciings ;~ere 

adjou::ned without da:e . ) 
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